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BIOGRAPHIC NOTICE OF M. PITRA'f. 

The following notice or M. PITR.4.T, is copied Crom the Presbyte
rian Herald, published at Louisville, Ken. :-

" M. PITRAT is a native or Amberieux, department de L' Ain, 
near Lyons, in France. He was educated in the great Seminary 
oC Brou, where be was ordained a Roman Priest by Alexander Ray
mond Devie, Bishop of Belley. He exercised the ministry in Lag
nieux, about fifteen months, and then removed to Thoissey, where 
he remained over three years; from thence be was called to Bor-._ 
deaux, by the Archbishop Donney, where he remained nearly four 
years, devoting himself to the duties of his office. In 18471 some 
mont~ prior to the Revolution or '48, in which the Republic was 
declared, being an ardent Republican, and anxious for the reforma
tion of the Church of Rome in certain points not considered by him 
fundamental to the system, be removed to Paris, for the purpose or 
advocating his peculiar views through the press. In this work be 
was connected with several of the principal men of .that city, and 
after the proclamation or the Republic, he established, in connection 
with other gentlemen, a press or their own, ".La Presse du Peuple.'' 
Being appointed by the Minister of the Ma,rine to establish, in con
nection with Mr. Chauvel, General Inspector of Public Instruction 
in the French Colonies, a National College in the Island of Guada
loupe, he removed to that lshj.nd in January, 1849. Finding the 
oonditio• of partiea in the-lsland unfavorable to the object for 
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which he was sent out, and learning from the Apostolical Prefect of 
the Island, that in the United States he would find the Bishops and 
Priesthood more favorable to his ideas of Church Reform, he sailed 
to New-York, and thence to New-Orleans, to the Bishop of which 
he had letters of introduction. The Bishop sent him to the Bishop 
of Natchez, to study the English language,· with whom he spent 
three months. The Bishop of Natchez having received seven cler
gymen from France, and his house being full, M. Pitrat returned t.e 
New-Orleans, from which place he was sent by the Bishop to Milli
ken's Bend, Lou., to exercise his Ministry in a small Church located 
at that point, and to perfect his knowledge in the English language. 
He there became acquainted with the Rev. Mr. Hynes, of the Pres
byterian Church, with whom he bad many interviews. Not finding 
the Clergy of this oountry as favorable to his idea of Reform as he 
had anticipated, and his own mind becoming skeptical as to several 
of the fundamental articles of the Romish Church, he felt that he 
could not any longer, with a good conscience, exercise the ministry. 
He then sent his resignation to the Bishop of New-Orleans, and 
came to this city [Louisville,] in March last, (1850.] He has spent 
the Summer in Woodford and Scott Counties, Kentucky, where he be
came acquainted with a number of prominent Protestant elergymen, 
who have encouraged him to publish this work. 

"Among the clergymen who have given him this encouragement, 
are Drs. R. J. Breckenridge, S. Robinson, and J. H. Nevius, of the 
Presbyterian Church; and Rev. J. L. Walker, of the Baptist. We 
have looked over the Work, and agree with them that it is calculat
ed to be useful, coming as it does from one who speaks from his own 
personal experience and observation. We have examined M. Pi
trat's testimonials, and especially the letters which passed between 
him and the Bishop of New-Orleans, prior *a . his resignation, and 
find that he ranked high in the Church of Rome, and was rtgarded 
by the Bishop, as a man qualified to be extensively influential in 
building up the Church. He is evidently a man above mediocrity 
as to talents and learning, and is withal a modest retiring gentle
man in his manners and intercourse with society." 
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BloGli.PllIO RO'rleL • The following notice is from the Cincinnati (Ohio) CentralChri.6-
tian H1rald :-

"A book has been laid on our table, entitled, ' Americana Warn
ed of Jea\}itism, or the Jesuits Unveiled. By John Claudius Pitrat." 
The author is a Frenchman, who has been a Romieh Prielt and the 
Editor o( a Public Journal in i'ari& His deportment is ~pre8ented 
by those who are acquainted with him, as becoming a ~ of truth 
and propriety. We have no doubt but that his exhibition of Jeau
itiem, in this volume, is trne, and it will awaken feelings of disguet 
and horror in thoee who will read it. Such revelations are neces&1Pr 

· ry, and we wish they could be widely read, for they wQuld show 
the hateCulness of Roman.ism, and its principal defenders, the 
Jesuits." 

:M. Pitrat and his work have also been favorably noticed by the 
Baptist (Ken.) Banner; Louisville Journal; New-York Independ
ent, &c., &c. 
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AMERICANS W AR:N'ED OF JESUITISM, 
o:a 

THE JESUITS UNVEILED. 

CHAPTER I. 

ORGA.NIZA.TION OF TRB ORDER OF TRE 1ESUITi, 

An:a.roA:Ns, the Jesuits, w~o !11 the Roman Catholic 
Churches, invade your colleges, .and educate your children, 
who are acattered every where 1n the richest cities of the 
United States, who are in Oregon, in California, wherever 
money is made, whom you meet aboard of the steamboats 
and the railroads with a studied amile, eyes cast down, very 
modestly dressed, and 'With the most reserved posture -
looking so humbly- are those men whose organization, ed
ucation in fheir hou888 of ntYDiciate, doctrines and teaching, 
past and contemporary history, I shall summarily expose to 
you. 
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The Order of the Jesuits is divided into seven classes or 
categories : 

I. Jesuits of the short gown. 
II. The Novices. 
III. The Approved Scholars. 
IV. The .~mporary Coadjutors or Lay Friars. 
V. The Spiritual Coadjutors. 
VI. The Professed. 
VII. The General. 
The Jesuits of the short gown are those Roman Catholics 

who do not take the same vows as the Jesuits, but who feign 
piety, confess, take the sacrament in hypocrisy, or, at least, 
practise the external ceremonies of Catholicism, neglecting 
the spirit and moral of the gospel ; in short, who veil their 
selfishness, impiety, improbity, and immorality, under the 
appearance of religion. In Europe they are numberless, 
everywhere, and stand on all the steps of the social scale. 

The Novices are the beginners, the children of the jesuit
ical life, whom the Reverend Fathers raise and pr.epare in 
their houses of noviciate, to become worthy members of their 
adopted family. After a certain time of retreat and proba
tion, they undergo an examination, take communion, and 
then submitted to a seo61ld trial (Examen, ch. i. 59 ; lnstit. 
Societ. 1, page 317.) Two years having expired, they take 
vows all<!,. advance another grade in the hierarchy of the 
Order. 

The Approved Scholars are those who, after two years 
of noviciate and several less important examinations, have 
vowed poverty, chastity, and obedience. They are generally 
admitted to the higher course of Theology, where they are 
taught the principles which shall be exposed tarther on. 

The Temporal Coadjutors are those who have charge of 
the subaltern management of the material businesa • 

. . . . 
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.TESUITISIC UNVEILED. 15 

The Spiritual Coadjutors are those who, after long trials 
and being priests, confess, preach, go to the Missions, teach. 
direct, fill some inferior employments in the Society, and are 
sometimes Rectors of Colleges. They are, properly speak
ing, the blind and material body of the jesuitical army. 

The Professed are those who, having been novices two 
years, Approved Scholars and Spiritual Coadjutors, take the 
four solemn vows of poverty, chastity, obedience to the Su
periors of the Order, and of obedience to the Pope. A criti
cal exa~tion of their jesuitical learning and behavior, on 
their devotedness to the Order, has, ten years before, decided 
their irrevocable incorporation ; but being destined to be 
initiated to many secrets of the Order, lest their conscience 
being not entirely dead, they should betray, they do not 
know this decision during all this time, and are submitted to 
other trials. The professed constitute the general officers of 
the army of the Jesuits. 

The General of the Order is elected for life, by the great 
congregation. This great congregation is composed of all 
the Provincial officers, and two Professed of each Province, 
sent to Rome by all the Professed, and moreover, of certain 
Superiors. 

(The Reverend Father Jesuit De Ravignan. De l'Exist-
~nce et de l'Institut des ]¢suits, p~; 53, 54.) 

We read at the article" Obedience to the Superiors:" 
"You shall always see Jesus Christin the General. 
" You shall obey him in everything. Your obedience shall 

be boundless in the execution, in the will, and understand
ing. You shall persuade yourselves that God speaks with 
his mouth ; that, when he orders, God himself orders. You 
shall execute his command immediately, with joy and with 
steadiness. 

" You shall penetrate yourselves with the thought, that all 
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;thieh he will order &hall l>e right. You shall sacri1ice yo'1r 
own will With a blind obedience. 

" You shall be bound, at his request, to be ready to unveil 
your conilcience to him. 

"You shall be, in his hands, a dead body, which he will 
gotem, move; di!place, according to his will. 

" You shall resemble the stick upon which rests an old man." 
Americans, theile articles of the Constitution must be read 

twice, weighed and seriously reflected on, to understand the 
doctrines, teaching, and history, which shall be exposed in 
this book, particularly to draw right ana useful coi>.clusionli. 

Thus, the Genefal of the Jes~its is oinnipotent, a kind of 
god among them. They must think, feel, believe, will, speak; 
act, preach, teach, '\vrite; do wrong, right, evil, good, accord
ing to his Wishes and caprices, obey the Pope under his di
rection, worship God by his command and conformably to his 
instructions. But, as the General considers the Pope (by 
heart and vow) as his God in this world, he thinks, feels ; be
lieves, wills, acts, orders, in one word, identifies, himself with 
the Pope, exactly in the saine manner as the Jesuits do 
towards him. And what is Papacy ? Witness history : it 
is the greatest foe of Christ, of his religion, of God, and of 
mankind. 

Then, the Jesuits are tools, living instruments in the hands 
of the Pope ; and as they are scattered and powerful throu-gh 
all the world, they are the strongest support and pillar of his 
anti-Christian, anti-social, and anti-human tyranny. Pius 
IV. told an ambassador of Portugal that "the Jesuits were 
his soldiers; Benedict XIV. called them "Janissaries of the 
Holy See." 

Foreseeing that the Jesuits will deny what I write - for 
it is not in vain thr.t in the dictionaries the word "Jesuit" 
is synonymous With hypocrite and liar, so worthy are they 
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of these titles of nobility- foreseeing, say I, their denial, I 
will unveil them only by themselves, in extracting all the 
quotations of the following chapter from their classical books, 
such especially which daily and hourly they read and study, 
about which they meditate and converse, and in which they 
are taught. 

CHAPTER II. 

EDUCATION 01' THE J'EBUITS IN THEIR HOUSES OF NOVI• 

CIA.TE. 

SECTION I. - Mystical Science and Purgation of the Sou}, in 
Thirty Lessons and Exercises. 

THE Jesuits (I do not mean those with the short gown) 
begin their noviciate by a seclusion l'f thirty days. During 
all this time they must keep the deepest silence, and meditate 
on the " Exercitia Spiritualia " of St. Ignatius Loyola, 
founder of the Order of the Jesuits. 

" By spiritual exercises," writes Saint Ignatius, " we mean 
the method of examining our conscience, meditating. contem
plating, praying mentally and vocally, in short, of directing 
all spiritual operations. For the same reason that to step, to 
walk, and to run, are corporal exercises, thus we call " spir
itual exercises," to prepare and dispose the soul to cast off its 
inordinate propensities. Four weeks, corresponding to those 
exercises, are required to complete them, 

" In the first week, we ~ust ex.amine our conscience ; in 
the second, consider the life of J e&us Christ until his entrance 
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mto Jerusalem, 'on Palm Sunday; in the third, contemp~te 
his suffering ; in the fourth, meditate on his Resurrection and 
M<iension. Previously to these operations, we must know 
exactly the history of meditation and contemplation ; and, 
after these spiritual exercises, use the three modes of praying· 

" These four weeks ought not to be considered as abso
lutely composed of seven or eight days, for many are slow in 
completing the spiritual exercises, though they are common11 
completed in thirty days.'' 

(Exercitia Spiritualia Saint Ignatius Loyola, pp. 22, 23, 24.) 

SECTION II.-Method of Praying. 

"There are three ways of praying. The first is drawn 
up from the consideration of the precepts of God, from the 
seven mortal sin11, from the three powers of the soul, and the 
five senses. 

"We must, previously, either sit down or take a walk in 
thinking of the scenes on which our imaginative powers will 
operate. 

"The second way of praying consists in weighing the 
meaning of each word of prayer. We are allowed either to 
sit down or to kneel, according to the disposition of our body 
or devotion of our soul. Our eyes may be open or shut, or 
fixed on a spot, but without rolling to and fro . We must 
stap at every word, and meditate upon it, scrutinize all its 
meanings and similarities to other words, and bind ourselve·s 
to the picus emotions which it generally excites in our soul. 

"The third consists in making the words pronounced equal 
to the number of our breaths. At each time we breathe, we 
must think of the signification of the word pronounced, and 
reflect about it." 

(Exercitia Spiritualia S. P. lgnatii Loyola , p. 130, etc.) 
Saint Ignatius Lo,-ol~ explains 'D'\Ore extensively these doc-
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trmes ia two 'Other boob -eatitled, t.ae one, .... ~,, 
the other " Indut:rie." 

I ask you, Americans, if Saint Ignatius Loyola manut'aetur-
- ing a soul in such a manner, is not a carpenter sqaari11g a 

trunk, a teachet' ·of cmnall'tical exelcl.sea, or, rether, a Vau
canson maldllg his automata~ I ask you if he is llot a p~
anato.r, in working t~ image of God as a. 'lllAteriail body, ia 
fashioning ·it with the chisel .of an engra.ver ? 

SECTION III. - Mystical Conver1ation. 

CODBideriag that the book entitled "Pratique de la Peri'ec
tioa Cmetienne et Religieuae,'' by the Reverend Father 
Jesuit Alphouiua Rodripez, had been since 1614 and still 
is now tegaried, after the " Exercitia Spiritualia," the " Di
rect.orium " aad " lnduatrim " of Saint Ignatius Loyola, as 
die Jll<>st classical book of the novices : eoneidering that thia 
book ia the usual matter of their readings and meditatione
tbat it is uplained to tlMlm daily and many times a day h3 
the masters of the novices - that it ia CODBidered by them as 
the u:.ystical SlllllDW'.Y from which all their other mystical 
books are extracted, we will take from it (edition octavo) all 
our quotations .relative to the moulding of the novices. 

"We must be alwa_ys serious, alwayi> abounding in mysti
-081 conversations, above all, never jest." 

(The Reverend Father Jesuit Alphonse Rodrlguez, Perfec
tion Chretienne et Religieuee. 2d vol., p. 143.) 

Divine Confirmation of this Doctrine. 

" Saint Ignatius martyr uttered often, in his sufferings, 
the name of Jesus Christ. The assistants asked him why he 
did so. •Because,' answered the Saint, 'The name of Jesus 
Chrillt is engraved on my heart.' After his death his heart 
was opened, and the name of Jesus Christ found, written in. 
golden letters on both sides. 
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"He who likes to jest has not the name of Jesus Christ 
engraved on his heart, but the name of this world with its 
follies, which incessantly fall from his lips." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 144.) 
" On a certain day the monks of Saint Francis were talk

ing on i pious subject. Jesus Christ came among them un
der the form of a child, and blessed them, showing by this 
favor how much he likes this sort of conversation." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 147.) 
"We read in the life of Saint Hugues, Abbot of Cluney, 

that the Lord Durand, Archbishop of Toulouse, who had 
been his monk, was fond of jesting in spite of the correc
tions of the Saint, who informed him he should be severely 
punished on account of ·it in Purgatory. The Archbishop, a 
short time after, died and appeared to a holy monk, named 
Seguin, with a swelled and ulcerous mouth, charging him to 
entreat Hugues to intercede with God in his favor - for he 
was cruelly tortured in Purgatory on account of his jests. 
Seguin reported his vision to the Abbot, who ordered seven 
monks to be silent, seven days, in order to satisfy for this 
fault. One orthese monks having broken the silence, the 
Archbishop appeared anew to Seguin complaining of this 
monk, whose disobedience caused the delay of his deliverance. 

"On the new report of Seguin, Hugues, at the first veri
fied the failure of the monk, and then imposed upon another a 
silence of seven days, after which, the Archbishop appeared 
a third time to Seguin, dressed with his Episcopal ornaments, 
his mouth cured, and his face serene. Having prayed him 
to thank the holy Abbot and his monks, he instantly disap
peared." 

(Idem - vol. 2d, p. 145.) 
Evidently this doctrine is fanatical, and the proofs of its 

divine confirmation absurd and profane fables. But the 
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Jtsuits do not care about that, aiming only to kindle fanati
cistn in the minds of their novices, and, to impose upon 
them an absurd belief, and a blind obedience. 

SECTION IV. - To be Without Eyu. 

"We ought to imitat: Saint Bernard, who saw in seeing 
not, heard in hearing not. After one year of noviciate, he 
did not know what was the matter with his room's ceiling, 
and had seen only one window in the convent's church, 
though there were three. On a certain day he had walked 
from the rooming until the evening along the shore of a lake ; 
the monks, his fellows, talking about it at their arrival, he 
asked them where was this lake - for he had not seen it. 

"We must imitate, too, the Abbot Palladius, who, keep
ing the same cell twenty years, had never looked at the 
ceiling." 

(Idem - vol. 2d, p. 105.) 
How is it possible not to term fanaticism and folly such 

lessons and examples ! 

SBCTION V. - Fashion of Speaking. 

"We ought to speak low and modestly, being careful to 
give our voice a peculiar inflection, and to our features a 
religious expression." 

(Idem-vol. 2d. p. 126-Reg. 28, Commun.) 
Every body knows how faithfully and successfully the 

Jesuits practise this article of their rules, how easy it is to 
recognize them every where, by their studied smile and false 
looks, by their affected posture and their hypocritical lan
guage. 
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·1 Dowm Protestantism. 

" It has heen by a peculiar dispensation of his Providence, 
that God sent our Company in that deplorable epoch in 
which the Church wanted so many powerful and devoted 
defenders. Ecclesiastical writers remark, that when Pelagius 
was born in England. Saint Augustine was born in Africa
God opposing, in this manner, a remedy to the evil, in order _ 
that when the one would scatter the darkness of heresy over 
the world, the other could disperse it by the light of his 
doctrine, and east down error by his learning. 

" Father Ribadeneira, author of the Life of Saint Ignatius, 
remarks also, that when Luther began hostilities against the 
Church and truth, God caused Saint Ignatius to be wounded 
in Pampluna, to attract him to his service, and to apP,oint him 
General of the new army, which he intended to organize for 
the support of his Church. He adds, too, that God commis
sioned our Company, which professes particular obedience to 
the Pope - even by a vow - to oppose the heresy of Luther, 
which casts down the obedience owed to the Pope." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, pp. 4, 5.) 
"And you, Company of Jesus, who are now the smallest 

among all, cheer up ; it pleased your Heavenly Father to 
giv~ you power over the souls and hearts of others! I will 
favor you in Rome, said Jesus Christ, in appearing to our 
Holy founder going there. It was on account of this mirac
ulous apparition that our Order termed itself the Company of 
Jesue.'' 

(Idem -vol. 2d, p. 177.) 
0 Jesuits, must we not admire your modesty and humility ! 
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SECTION VII. - TM Rules of t'M Jesuits are Perfect. 

" The worst friendship among us is a combination of those 
who unite with one another to modify the Constitutions of 
the Order, and change its rules sacredly established and 
ordered. • • • . Saint Basilius writes severely against it. 

"If several," says the Saint, "unite and form particular 
societies in the Company to which they belong, they are coa
demnable, seditious, and rebellious, since, under the pretext 
of reformation, or under the shadow of a benefit to ihe Soci
ety, they aim only to alter the rules, and to change the Order 
from its original basis. For this reason he wills that they 
may be, at the first, privately advised, afterwards corrected 
publicly, and then, considered as heathens and publicans." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 554.) 

SEaTioN VIII. - TM Order of t'M Jesuits is a Divine one. 

'' Religious Societies are not human institutions, but were 
established by a view of the Divine Providence, so well that 
all which were fixed, whether for their preservation or their 
advancement, ought to be. considered, neither a human inven
tions nor projects ofsome private individuals, but as divine 
projects and creations. When God elected Saint Francis, 
Saint Dominic, Sa.int Ignatius, and other Saints, to found 
their various Orders, he inspired them with the means by 
which they should establish them. 

" Moreover, the works of God alone are perfect. [Deu
teronomy xxxii. 4.] Then, these insfttutions would have 
been imperfect, if the Saints had used only their human 
ability. But God revealed to them all that was necessary to 
the preservation and spiritual progress of their Companies. 
Also, we read in ' The Life of Saint Ignatius,' that he, de
cidini about a fundamental question of our Order, gave 
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exactly the same solution as the Father James Laynez, 
though not having advised together. It is a great proof that 
in the most essential principles and bases upon which rests 
our Order, God, who is its first author, has revealed or in
spired all -things to him whom he chose to be its chief, and 
after him, its founder. · 

" Again, the manner of composing the Constitutions, which 
Saint Ignatius bequeathed us by writing, demonstrates this· 
truth. How many thought.fl and how many' tears must each 
word have cost him, since, only for determining whether it 
was opportune or not that our Professed Houses might be 
owners of some revenues, annexed to the Fabric - lands of 
thell' churches, we read, that consecutively during forty days, 
he offered to God the sacrifice of mass and prayed more fer· 
vently than customary. Then it is easily understood, that 
the Constitutions have been deeply reflected on, well con
certed with God, and that he was very clearly enlightened by 
him, to choose and resolve what should be the more pleasing 
to the Divine Majesty. 

" But, though what we have said may be sufficient to prove 
our proposition, we hava a potent testimony to demonstrate 
the divine institution of the Religious Order. 

"The rule of Saint Francis having been but verbally 
approved by Innocent III., and this great Saint, willing to 
present it written to the Pope, in order to obtain a bull of 
confirmation, went with two of his fellows on a mountain 
near Reate. There, fasting with bread and water during 
forty days, and per8'vering day and nignt in prayer, he com
posed his rule according to the inspiration of God. After
wards, he brought it from the mountain, and committed it to 
the hands and charge of Elie, his Great Vicar, a man wise 
and able in the judgment of the world. Elie believing that 
it required a too strict and universal abandonment of all 
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things, a too extreme humility and poverty, lost it Yolunta
rily, in order that this rule being not confirmed, one other 
more suitable might be composed. 

" Saint Francis, who resolved to obey the will of God 
rather than that of man, and who did not give way to the 
opinions of the wisest of the world, went again to the same 
mountain, fasted, prayed a second time, and obtained from 
God a heavenly inspiration to compose another rule. Broth
er Elie knowing his intention persuaded to withdraw it; and 
having, for this purpose, assembled several of the most skil
ful and inftuential members of the Order, announced to them 
that the Saint intended to make so narrow and strict a rule 
that no one could be'able to observe it. Thereupon, they 
entreated him, in his capacity of Great Vicar to the Saint, 
to report to him that if the rule was too austere, they did 
not intend to observe it. 

" Brother Elie refusing to fulfil alone such a mission, they 
went all together to the mountain, where arriving, they found 
the Saint praying. 

" Brother Elie called him. The Saint who recognized luin 
at his voice, went out of his cell, and, seeing so many monks 
assembled, asked them what was the cause of their extraordi
nary visit. ' These monks,' answered brother Elie, 'are •the 
principal members of the Order. Knowing that you are com
posing another rule, and fearing that may be too severe, 
they come to protest and to declare that it will be for you 
alone, because they will not accept it.' • 

" The Saint hearing these words fell on his knees and rais
ing his eyes towards heaven : ' Lord,' exclaimed he, 'had I 
not told you that these fellows would not believe me.' In
stantly a voice from heaven was heard saying: 'Francis, 
nothing is of your own in the rule. All its articles are from 
me, and I will that it may be obstlrved - word by word -
word by word - without gloss -without gloss. I know 
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human frailty, and I know what help I can and will bestow 
upon them. Let those who will not observe the rule leave 
the Order, and let the others observe it.' 

"Then Saint Francis turning towards the monks: 'Have 
you heard ?' said he to them, ' have you heard ? Are you 
willing that these words may be repeated to you?' 

" Thereupon brother Elie ancl his fellows, all trembling, 
out of countenance, and confused on account of their fault, 
went back without replying. 

" The Saint having composed a rule, which was exactly 
the same as the first which God had reyealed to him, left the 
mountain, and went to the Pope Honorious III., who told 
him that it was too severe. ' Holy Father, answered the 
Saint, 'I have not written in this rule a single word of my 
own; Jesus Christ himself composed it. Thus the rule 
being his own work, He alone knowing what is necessary to 
the salvation of the soul, to' the benefit of the monks, and 
the preservation of this Order, foreseeing alone all the future, 
both of the Church in general, and of this order in particu
lar, then, I cannot change what He himself has established.' 

"The Pope, being moved by a particular heavenly inspi
ration, confirmed the rule of the Saint and granted him a 
bull of confirmation. 

"We must infer that God himself prescribes to the found
ers of Religious Orders all what they insert in their rules. 
Thus he prescribed it to Saint lgnatiUs, and we have even a 
more authentic proof of it than the aforesaid, namely, two 
apostolical bulls of Gregory III., which mention it particu
larly. He says expressly: 'Therefore, the same Ignatius, 
by a Divine inspiration, has judged that it was best to divide 
the Company into members, orders, and dec~ees.' Could 
we say more clearly that our rule was inspired by God him
self." 

(Idem - Tol. 3d, pp. 554, 555, 556.) 
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SECTION IX.-To Deny that the Order of the Juuit1 ia 
Divinely perfect ii a Here1y. 

" Heresy is undoubtedly the greatest crime in the Church 
of God ; for the heretic must be proud above all expression, 
to esteem their own views sublime enough as to prefer the er. 
rors of their imagination to the decisions of the Roman Cath
olic Church, approved by so many councils, followed by so 
many Saints, cemented by so many thousand martyrs, and _ 
confirmed by so many miracles. What greater folly, what 
more insupportable pride, and more strange blindness, can be 
conceived, than to prefer to all these one's own dreams, or 
those of Luther, and to believe an apostate, and immoral, a 
corrupted, a concubinary, and sacrilegious man ! 

" We do pretty much the same when we prefer our own 
judgment to that ofa man chosen by God to be the chief and 
founder of a great Company, and persuade ourselves that our 
dreamed way is better than his, which God himself inspired 
and revealed to Saint Ignatius. Such presumption is diabol
cal. 

" What ! Would God have concealed from Saint Ignatius, 
elected by Him chief and founder of this Company, what he 
would have revealed to you? '' 

(Idem-vol. 3d. pp. 557, 558.) 

De'mon1tration of this Doctrine. 

First Testimony.-" Marcel Cervin, Cardinal of the Holy 
Cross, who afterwards was Pope, under the name of Marcel 
II., wished to change an article of our Rules, but being told 
by the Fathq Olave, that it was sufficient for us to know that 
this article had been established by our Founder in order that 
we must keep it, the.iCardinal answered: 'I give up now. I 
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confess that you are right; for Saint Ignatius having been 
elected by God to establish in the Church an order as yours, 
we ought to presume, and even it cannot be otherwise, that 
God himself revealed to him all about it.'" 

(Idem-vol. 3d, pp. 659, 560.) 
Second Testimony.-" Gregory XIV. in his Bull,' Eccle

sie Catholice,' says: 'We in renewing the Constitution of 
Gregory XIII., our predecessor, and all penalties contained 
in it, do by the present letters patent, in virtue of the holy 
obedience, forbid every body, of whatevE!r position or condi
tion he may be-all clerg)11D.en and laymen, all monks, and 
even those of the Company of Jesus-and that under the pen
alties of Excommunication-' Late Sententioo '-of exclusion 
from all offices and ecclesiastical dignities, of the deprivation . 
of the active and passive vote (the power to absolve, from 
which we reserve to ourselves) to attack or contradict direct
ly, or indirectly, even a single article of the Institute, or ot 
the Constitutions and Decrees of the Company, under the pre
tence of good or zeal, of whatever color it may be.' 

"Gregory XIY. adds a very essential article prohibiting 
the same; even to propose and give a memorial on this sub
ject, in order that something may be added or suppressed, 
except to him, or to the General Superior, or to the great as
sembly of the Company. 

Paul V. in a Bull issued in 1606, to confirm the Institution 
and the privileges of the Company, relates the Bulls of Greg. 
ory XIV., approving and authorizing their contents." 

(Idem-vol. Sd, pp. 561, 562. 
Americans, the Jesuits teach their novices that God inspir

ed and revealed to Saint Ignatius their rules. You will see 
farther bow blasphemous is their falsehood. ~esus Christ 
says : " By their fruits you shall know them. Do men gath
~ grapes of thol'BB, or figs of thietlee ~Even IO every good 
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tree fieldeth good fruit, aad the bad tree yieldetb bad fruit. 
A good tree cannot yield bad fruit ; neither can a bad tree 
yield good fruit. Every tree that yi.eldeth not good fruit 
ahall be cut down and shall be cast into the Are. Wherefore, 
by their fruits you shall know them." Saint Matthew vii. 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20.• But the Jesuits ha.ve held and taught, 
still hold and teach, all bad doctrines, have committed all 
crimes, as it shall be exposed. Then, in supposing their In
stitute and rules inspired and revealed by God, we must ad· 
mit that Jesus Christ was a liar, which is a dreadful and mon
strous proposition. 

Horrified at the conclusion, we logically conclude that the 
Institute and rules of the Jesuits shall be cast into a fire, since 
they have yielded and still yield so bitter-and deadly fruits to 

- Christianity and society. 
Again we must infer that the Order and rules of the Jesu

its are as sacred, as divine, as "the Bible, or Christ's institu
tions-for the Popes forbid clergymen, laymen, etc. • • to 
contradict them, under the greatest penalty, that of "Excom
muaication major;" which Ecclesiastical censure binds the 
faithful not to converse, deal, correspond, 1teep friendship 
or other relations with the excommunicated, and the excom
municated to live alone, abandoned by their fathers, mothers, 
!IODS, daughters, kindred, friends, acquaintances, and fellow
citizens. Every body knows that the servants purified in the 
flames the dishes and plates of the silly Robert, King of 
France, who had been excommunicated by the Pope, and was 
consider.d by the French people as accursed, both of men and 
God. 

Again, if the Order and rules of the Jesuits have been re
vealed and inspired, they must admit that Clement XIV., 
suppressing both their Institute and their rules, was so much 

•I havt um! for the Scripmal quotationa a Romilh trualation o!the Bible· 
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an enemy of God, so sacrilegious a destroyer of His works, 
that he solemnly declared that God mistook in inspiring and 
revealing their Institute and rules. But can we reconcile 
this consequence with their belief and teaching about the pa· 
pal holiness, wisdom, and infallibility ? 

Then we ought to term" qi.iackery," the teaching of the 
Jesuits about the Divine inspiration and revelation of their 
Institute, rules, etc .•• and " impiety,'' the Bulls of the Popes 
confirming such absurdities. 

Finally-as the consequences are very injurious to their 
confident and inexperienced novices, whom. they blind and 
enslave; very injurious, chiefly to society, which they disturb 
anu d,issolve ; as this infernal marriage between the Popes 
and the Jesuits to support o.ne another in relating, in the 
name of God, for his glory, false and sacrilegious tales, annihi· 
lates the human reason and dignity, the sociar and individua1 
freedom ; leads and chains Christendom and all the world to 
ignorance, superstition, fanaticism, death of mind, and popish 
slavery-we ought to term their blasphemous falsehood and 
odious designs " a crime of high-tr~ason against mankind, 
against the go~pel, and against God." 

SECTION X.-Observanc1 of the Rule1 of the Order. 

"We must scrupuloll!ly observe thesmallestarticles of our 
rules, etc. 

(Idem, vol. Sd, p. 374.) 

Divine Confirmation of this Doctri1'e. 

" A monk holding bread-crumbs, forgot to put them in his 
plate during the dinner. Willing to atone for his failure, he 
confessed it to his Superior, who rebuked him harshly, and 
asked where were these bread-crumbs. He, answering that 
he held them, opened Ais hl¥llds, and it happened ~~ . Mii.!!18 
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crumbs were changed into very fine pearls. God did this mir
acle to reward the obedience of this monk to the holy rules of 
his Order." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 37 4.) 
" Surius says that God grqnted the same miracle to Saint 

Euaes to reward him in a like circumstance." 
(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 374.J 
" When Saint Dominic lived at Bologna, the devil caught 

suddenly a Lay Friar, and tortured him so cruelly, that the 
monks who were sleeping awoke and flocked together to help 
him. The Saint ordered them to carry him to the church, 
which ten monks did, but with difficulty. On entering into 
the church, he blew out with a single breath all the lamps. 
The monks being in darkness went out, and the devil tortured 
and thrashed him anew. Then the Saint ordered him by 
Christ to confess why he possessed the body of this Friar, and 
why he tortured him so cruelly. ''Tis,' answered the devil, 
• because he drank, on the evening before, without permission 
and without making the sign of the cross according to the 
rules and practice of the Order.' Suddenly matins began to 
ring. • I cannot remain a longer while,' continued the devil, 
' for the monks are coming to sing the praises of God '-and 
he fled. 

" 'i'bis poor Lay Friar was so broken and beaten, that du
ring two days he was motionless." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 376.) 
"Saint Gregory relates another circumstance of a nun, who, 

having eaten lettuce, forgetting the sign of the cross, was in
stantly seized by the devil." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 376.) 
"A monk, under the pretext of bein~ a physician, was very 

often out of the conYent, and went there only when great so· 
lemaities occurred. On a certa.in feast of Mary he was assist· 
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ing at the moming prayers. Suddenly be saw t.he mother of 
God entering, her whole person shining. In turning row:i.d 
the choir, she poured int.o the mouth of each monk a celestial 
liquor which strengthened them to siDg the praises of God. 
But when she paused before hi.pi, she went away without stop· 
ping, and without · imparting to him this liquor, telling him 
that the refreshments of the Paradise were not granted to 
those who like tenestrial enjoyments. 

" He felt so sorry, that, reflecting with himself, he was con· 
verted. . He amended, and practised mortification, keeping 
strictly his cell, and leaving it only by the permission of his 
Superiors. Also, at the next feast of Mary, he was happy 
enough to see her again turning round the choir, and telling 
him, • Since you are amended, and prefer the celestial to the 
terrestrial relief, you will partake of the refre.shments of your 
fellows.' 

" A clergyman, who was fond of delicate meals forbidden by 
the rule, saw Jesus Christ in an ecstasy, who offered him. a 
piece of the bread of the community. He answered that he 
could not eat this black bread. Then Jesus Chril!t soaked it 
in the wound in his side, and invited him to taste it. He found 
it very good." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 347.) 
Americans, what kind of men can such teachers be, impo. 

sing upon the minds of their 110holars the belief of so absurd 
and blasphemous tales ? Aiming at what ? To sanction by a 
Divine int.ervention a fanatical doctrine, bendiDg their souls to 
their will and caprices. They will tell that they aim to reach 
the highest piety, in observing the smallest rules scrupulously. 
AB to us who know them, we answer them by these word11 of 
Christ : "W o to you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! who 
pay the tithe of mint, and anise and cummin, and have let alone 
the weightiw things of the law, judgment, aad meroy, and 
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~th. These things yon oaght to have done, and not to leave 
those others undone. Blind guides, who strain at a gnat and 
swallow a camel ! W o t.o yon, Scribes and Pharisees, hypo
crites ! bccanse yon make clean the outside of the cup and of 
the dish : but within, you are full of extortion and unclean
ness. Thou blind Pharisee, first make clean the inside of the 
cup and of the dish, that the outside may become clean. Wo 
to you, Scribee and Pharieees, hypocrites ! because you are 
like to whited sepulchres, which outwardly appear to men 
beautiful, but within are full of dead men's bones, and of all 
filthiness. So you also ontwardly indeed appear to men just: 
but within you are full of hypocrisy and iniquity." Saint 
Matthew xxii. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. 

Americans, you will see farther that they are Scribes and 
Pharisees ; that they deserve all these maledictions of Christ. 

SBC'.lION XI.-We are Manure, Shell-Snails, and Hogs. 

" What have we J>een? An impure seed. What are we ? 
A vessel of filth. What shall we be ? The food of the 

. worms. Here is a deep matter of meditation. The Pope 
Innocent exclaims : ' 0, miserable and shameful condition of 
human nature ! Let us consider herbs and plants ; they bear 
flowers and fruits, but our bodies only obscenities • • • they 
yield oil, wine, balm, smell delightfully, but our bodies are a 
sink of excrements and stench !' 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 180.) 
" We are a deal of mud and filth • • • • ·• Our body is a 

hog, which feels satisfied only in rolling continually in the 
mud ; a shell-snail, living only within excrements.'' 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 239.) 
If the Jesuits lower down so ignominiously their body, we 

are proud of ours ; respectful towards it, and grateful to God 
who granted it to us as the sanctuary of our sow-his living 

2 
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image. We believe that our body is higher in the scale of 
creation than manure, shell-snails, and hogs. We believe 
that the propensities and faculties of our body have been 
wisely destined by God to the preservation and reproduction 
of our kind, to live again in our children when we depart 
from this world to another. 

SECTION XII.-Humility. 

" To be humble we ought to practise the external mortifi
cations used among us, to kiss the feet of our brethren, to eat 
below the table, or kneeling, to lay down at the door of the 
refectory, and so on." 

{Idem-vol. 2d, p. 257.) 
" We must imitate Saint Francis Borgia, who, traveling 

with Father Bustamant, was necessitated to lodge in a mean 
inn, where they found only two straw trusses to sleep, and 
in a narrow and dirty corner of the house. The Father Bus
tamant, who was very old and had gotten an inflammation of 
the lungs, coughed and spat· all the night. At several times, 
he, thinking he was spitting against the wall, spat on the face 
of the Saint, who, nevertheless, said nothing, and did not tum 
his face away. When, in the morning, the Father Bustamant 

. saw the face of the Saint, he felt so ashamed and sorry that 
he was inconsolable ; but the Saint, who was pleased as much 
as his fellow felt shame and sorrow, told him,' be quiet Fath
er Bustamant, for I assure you that nothing in the room was 
more worthy your spittle than I.' " 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 255.) 
This is one of the degrading doctrines of the Jesuits. Can 

a man, prizing and respecting his dignity, kiss the feet of his 
fellow-creatures? May a man knowing that he is a son of 
God, a brother of Christ, either fraternize with the dogs in 
eating below the table, or kneel before Superiors, or lay down 
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t1elf with dust and mud? Can we look but pitifully at the 
degradation of Saint Francis Borgia, who would not tum 
away his face, and was intoxicated with delight under the spit
tle of the catarrhous Father Bustamant ? Can we believe 
with the Pope and the Jesuits, that such fanaticism and insult 
to God was a title to canonization, to the credit and power of 
Saint Francis with God? Certainly not. Such belief would 
be injurious to God. 

SECTION XIII.-Revelation of One's Thoughts and Feelings. 

"We must neither etep,.p.or drink a drop of water, without 
the permission of our Superiors. In a very holy convent, 
Saint John Climacus found monks who carried a copy-book 
hanging upon their girdle, in which, every day they register
ed all their thoughts to communicate them to their Superiors. 

" We are bound by our Constitutions to do th~ same ; and 
this obligation is so important that Saint Ignatius says, ' that 
he reflected on it a long while in presence of God. " 

(Idem-vol. 3d;·p. 392.) 
" Let the monks,'' adds Ignatius, " keep open not only 

their rooms and trunks, but their conscience. [4. p. Constit., 
c. x.; 55.J They must conceal nothing .from the Superiors, 
neither their outward nor their inward acts." [6 p. Constit.; 
c. i.; sec. 2.] . 

"He considers this obligation So essential a one that he in- . 
sists on it in season and out of season. 

"In the fifth general assembly of our Company, our ances
tors declare that the observance of this bond was vital to the 
Order," [In Congregatione quinta generale, Can. 17.] 
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Divine Confirmation of this Doctrine. 

"God rewards the revealing of one's thoughts and feelings, 
· etc. The Abbot Serapio being a glutton, stole often some 
rolls to eat in his cell. On a certain day, the Saint Abbot 
Theonas talking about gluttony with several hermits who vis
ited him, Serapio felt moved and confessed hls thefts. Sud
denly a kind of flamed vapor, bursting out from his breast, 
filled the cell with an insupportable smell. ' You see, my 
son,' said Theonas, 'that God rewards the merit of your con
fession. Fear not, the devil will,ver tempt you more by glut
tony." This prophecy was realized." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 409.) 

Americans, let us draw some conclusions from the doctrine 
which this miracle would establish. 

When a man believes to be bound in conscience to reveal 
his thoughts, feelings, etc .• • • to others, his soul is half dead. 
He will be shortly the prey and blind tool of his seducers and 
tyrants, doing right or wrong according 'to their will. But 
the seducers and tyrants, viz., the leaders among the Jesuits, 
having been and still being the most deadly foes of mankind 

• and God (we shall prove that farther,) all members of the · 
Order shall be, in their hands, tools of crime and destruction. 

Unfortunate novices, in what hands did you fall! 

SBcTION XIV.-Friendship is Sinful. 

"If any one among us, for whatever cause it may be, seems · 
to like one more than another, we must castigate him as vio
lating the common charity, for he injures all the community. 
Knowing that God is so sensitive to our offences against a 
single individual, that, according to his word, we hurt the 
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sight of his eyes, how much more shall be be sensitive to our 
iajury against a whole community !'' 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 545.) 

We must infer from this principle the blasphemous conse
sequences, that God was wrong in putting in our heart the 
love offriends, and that Jesus Christ sinned in choosing Saint 
John for his friend among the apostles. · 

0, Jesuits, how unnatural, inhuman, anti-Christian, and 
hostile to God, is your teaching ! 

SECTION XV.-To Denounce Each Other is a Sacred Ob

ltgation. 

" The ninth Rule of the summary of our Constitutions ex
presses that we ought to be very glad, for our humiliation 
and spiritual benefit, if our failures or imperfections, or what- , 
ever we may have acted, and being known out of the confes
sion, are denounced to our Superiors. [Constit. 4, Exam. 58.l 

The sixth chapter of the tract of the fraternal correction is 
entitled : " On the rule which binds us to denounce immedi
ately to the Superiors the failures ofour brethren.'' 

Fifteen pages octavo are filled with absurd explanations of 
this dreadful doctrine. But not to be long and tedious, we 
will not produce them. See the author-vol. 3d, p. 457,etc. 

Americans, let us not forget the title of the classical and 
doctrinal code from which we extract the teaching of the Jes
uits, namely : " Tract of the Christian and Religious Perfec• 
tion." Since the Jesuits consider denunciation as a Christian 
perfection, they will carry_ out this doctrine wherever they 
will prevail. Then w:hat will happen? 

A system of denunciation will be organized in society. 
Friends shall betray and denounce their friends, sons their 
fathers, daughters their mothers, wives their husbands, hus· 

' ,-
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bands their wives. Hatred, vengeance, and intestine war. 
will be stirred up. Society and families will present a wide 
field of contention and strife. Witness the past and pres,ent 
history of Europe. 

0, Jesuits, what enemiea of mankind you are? 

SECT. XVI.-To Die to One's Family~saSacred Obligation. 

''If, at the imitation of Jesus Christ, you are dead to your 
natural parents, why will you," says Saint Basilius, "keep 
correspondence with them ? If you wish , to re-establish in 
your heart their love, which you threw off for the sake of Je
sus Christ, are you not prevaricators ? Do not, for their love, 
leave your divine calling ; for less or more you will forsake 
the spirit of your profession. The blessed Mary and Saint 
Joseph did not find Jesus Christ among his kindred or those, 
of his acquaintance. ·Saint Luke xi. 44." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 406.) 

Confirmation of this Doctrine by Example of Saints. 

" Saint Francis -Kavier in going to the Indies, passed at 
twelve miles distance only from his paternal home. Not
withstanding, he refused, in spite of all solicitations and en
treaties, to go from his road to visit his kindred and mother, 
though he knew full well that, not ayailing himself of this 
opportunity, never more should he see them. 

" Father Lefevre did the same in passing at fifteen miles 
from the paternal home. 

" Saint Ignatius being necessitated to go to Loyola, refused 
to visit his brother, and lodged in the ho11Pital." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 406.) 
"A holy hermit, named Syriacus, hearing a knock at the 

door of his cell, and knowing it was kindred who visited him, 
asked God to prevent them from seeing him ; then he opened 

~ 
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the door, went out unseen, and fled far i»j> the ·wilderness, 
coming back only after their departure. · 

" The sister of Saint Pacome came to see him and get some 
of his news ; he ordered the porter of the convent to tell her 
that he was well, and that she go back in peace." 

(Idem-vol. 2, p. 408.) 
" A hermit getting a big pack of letters from his native 

country, which he had left fifteen years ago, thfew it into the 
fire, exclaiming: 'Vain thoughts of tenderness for my coun
try and family, burn with these letters so that you never can 
seduce me.' Not only had he not read o!e of them, but not 
even seen their address, lest the sight of them should trouble 
bis inward peace and quietness." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 409.) 

Divine Co'Tifirmation of the same Doctrine. 

" The Father Ribadeneira relates a pleasant fact which hap
pened to one of our monks, who, loving tenderly his mother, . 
visited her at Messina. On a certain day, he entered in a 
church where a bedlamite was exorcised before a large con
gregation. He began to aid the priest in conjuring and 
threatening' the devil in the name of God. The only answer 
the devil returned him was to counterfeit the voice of a child 
calling his mother. All the assistants who knew this monk, 
and the cause of his visit, understood immediately the mean
ing of this answer, and laughed. He remained ashamed and 
without countenance." • 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 412.) 
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• 
ECTION X VIJ.-To Hate One'a Family is a Sacred Obli-

ta.W.. 
"All, says Saint Ignatius, who enter into the Company of 

Jesus are bound not only to profess that they renounce their 
father, mother, kindred, friends, and all that they possess in 
the world, but to believe that these words of Christ relate to 
them: ' He tlfat hates not his father, mother, even his own 
soul cannot be my disciple.' Saint Luke xiv. 26. Then they 
must apply)hemsel.ves to reduce all feelings inspired by flesh 
and blood towards their parents, to the bonds of (.,'bristian 
charity. They must consider themselves as dead to the world 
and its love; as living exclusively for Jesus Christ, and to 
whom Christ is father, mother, and all things. 

" Not only our bodies, but our hearts, must leave the world. 
• • • It is very important for a monk to avoid the correspond· 
ence and visits of his kindred, because we are not only use· 
less to them, but they disturb the tranquillity and economy of 
our life, and tempt us to sin. They entertain us with private 
business, lawsuits, losses, and all their troubles, so much so 
that we come back loaded with all their griefs. But worst of 
all, ~e are very much endangered, because the revolution of 
our formei: secular life can, by striking our imagination, open 
afresh past wounds, which with difficulty close up again. The 
sole view of a person, even of a familiar spot, can call anew 
certain ideas almost entirely blotted out by time and distance. 

" By frequenting our kindred, we take their bad habits and 
propensities ; our souls get filled with secular thoughts, and 
become cold to celestial things ; we lose fervor and firmness 
in our resolutions ; in short, we become secular again, accord· 
ing to these words of David : ' They have mingled among the 
heathens and learned th~ works. They worshipped their 
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idols and it caused their loss.' Pe. cvi. 35, 36. You will 
easily retain· their language, hypocrisy, and behavior. You 
already love their idols, which are vanity and self-love. You 
already are proud, and you will still look for your own satis
faction and glory. Are not these symptoms a proof that they 
have imbued you with the spirit of the world? • . •• 

" Again, we ought to avoid communications with our kin
dred, because the natural tenderness which we feel towards 
them draws us too much to their interests. We cannot visit 
them often without naturally being glad of their success, sor
ry for their misfortunes, anxious about theif welfare, and en
snared by a thousand cares. We continually are asking, do 
they want something ? Will they be successful in getting 
such an office? Will they reach their aim? Will they hon
orably get off from their business? All these thoughts, all 
these anxieties, enfeeble so much the spiritual man that the 
slightest temptation casts us down. • 

~·Then," says Saint Basilius, "we are monks only by the 
dress. We have neither the spirit nor the virtue of our pro
fession." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 412.) 

Confirmation__ of this Doctrin,. by the Example of Saints. 

" A brother of the Abbot Apollo was, on a certain night• 
knocking at the door of his cell, entreating him to aid him to 
draw up from a marsh one of his cattle, from which he was 
unable to pull him. The holy Abbot asked him why he did 
not beg this service of his brother living in the world. • Be
cause he has been dead fifteen years ago,' answered he. • And 
I,' replied the Saint, ' have been dead and buried in my cell 
for twenty years : then I cannot leave it to help you.' 

•• Every monk must imitate this holy Abbot.'' 
(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 413.) • 

. ~· 
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' " The Tribune of the province of Egypt having imprisoned 
the son of the sister of th~ Abbot Prem.en, had promised his 
deliverance if the Abbot should intercede. The mother went 
to the brother's, knocked at his cell, and entreated him to free 
her son. Premen neither unlocked his door, nor ga,·e an an .. 
swer. 'Cruel, barbarous, inexorable, bad-hearted uncle and 
'brother,' exclaimed she in her anger. Then the holy man, 
turning to his disciple, ' Go,' said he, 'tell this woman from 
me, that Premen never got children, and thus does not know 
the sadness of their loss.' Without any other answer, oo· sent 
her back, her heart full of sorrow." · 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 415.) 
" The Abbot Pastor did the same. He believed that it was 

ilo dangerous to mingle in the business of 1le11h and blood, 
that he would not, in spite of all solicitations, intercede Jor 
one of his nephews condemned to death." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 416.) 
" God commands us to hate our kindred as well as our

selves. Then as we arc our greatest enemies, we ought, for 
the same reason, to hate in a holy manner our families. Also 
the brother Giles told a layman, willing to embrace the reli
gious life, the service of God, 'Go a~d kill your parents.' 
Surprised at the answer, he wept and entreated Giles not to 
oblige him to commit so dreadful a crime. ' I do not bfod 
you,' replied he, ' to murder effectually your parents, but 
merely in your heart, in breaking the chains of love which 
bind you to them.' " 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 419.) 

Divine Confirmation of the same Doctrine. 

" A Sorbonne doctor had espoused the religious life in a 
monastery of Saint Francis. His mother who spent all that 
she possessed in suppor. him whilst ·he studied, and w~ 
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now extremely needy, went to the convent deeply aJllicted· 
She wept, lamented, showed her breast, entreated him by the 
bowels which had carried hiin, and by all that she had suffer
ed in raising him, not to cast her off in such poverty. At the 
first he resisted, but at length feit moved and resolved to leave 
the convellt OD the next day. Yet, after the departure of his 
mother, he knelt before a crucifix, his heart disturbed and full 
of sorrow : ' Lord,' said he, ' I will not leave you, and ao noi 
permit that it may happen. I only intend to relieve my moth
er in her distress. In praying so, he saw blood trickling ft·om 
the crucifix, and heard a voice telling him, ' You cost me more 
than you have cost your mother, for I have redeemed you 
with my own blood. Should you leave me for her ?' 

" This monk being greatly moved by this vision, preferred 
Jesus Christ to the natural tenderness and commiseration 
~hich he felt towards his mother. Then he continued to 
serve God in his Order, and persevered in his resolution until 
his death.'' 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 424.) 

SECTION XVIII.-Remedies against the Disease of the Love 
of our Kindred, Family ••. Father, and Mother • 

.. Remain lilie a dove in your solitude without chains ty
ing you to the world. Even forget your country, the house 
of your family, and the king will be ravished with your beau-· 
ty. Ps. ofDavid .xxxiv. 12." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 424.) 
"Nothing can take out of our hearts the love of our fami

lies, except not seeing them, and breaking every kind of com~ 
munication with them. we must be separated from them, 
really and in fact, if we would rid our hearts of tb,eir love~ 
• • . It is on account of it that our Constitutions expressly 
· orbid all members of our Socie90 visit their parents. Le~ 
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us be careful to spare our Superiors the importunity of our 
kindred. For instance, if they desire Crom us a compliance . 
not according to the spirit of our community, let us not send 
them to the Superiors, lest they may be obliged either to 
break with them or to besto~ what they ask. Let us be pru
dent as the serpent, who to defend his head upon which he 
depends, hides it with all the folds of his body. Also Christ 
says,-• Be ye therefore cautious as serpents.' St. Matthew 
x. 16." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 425.) 

Demonstration of the Efficacy of these Remedies by Examples 
of Saints. 

" Surius relates that the mother of Saint Theodorus the Ab
bot, being protected by several Bishops, had been allowed by 
Saint Pacorilius, the Superior of the convent, to see her son. 
Knowing this, the young Theodorus went to the Saint and 
told him-' My father, if you will that I see my mother, make 
it certain to me first, that in the day of judgment, God will 
not judge me on account of this visit.' ' You alone will be 
responsible,' answered the holy Abbot. Theodorus refused to 
see his mother. History is filled with insta~ces of monks 
lost by visiting their families." 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 405.) 

Divine Demonstration of the Efficacy of the same Remedies. 

"Severus Sulpitius relates this dreadful anecdote: 'A Gov
ernor of E;S}'pt, very rich and honorable, hail been converted 
by the Abbot John. He felt s9 moved by the grace of God, 
that he left his · wife and children and came to the convent. 
Four years after he visited them, intending to convert them, 
but scarcely was he out of the convent before the devil caught 
!tD.d p.qlflf~~ hiiy 8.1)-4 so violently, that he tore himself cru-
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elly, and his mouth loamed. In spite of the prayers of the~ 
monks, he remained in this dreadful manner during two years. 
Having gotten rid of the devil, he went to the convent forev
er cured of love for his family.' " 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 411.) 
These are the principles which the Jesuits teach their novi

ces respecting friends, kindred, brothers, sisters, fathers, and 
mothers ; principles *hich break all the most sacred ties of 
nature, and trample under foot one of the most sacred laws of 
God ; principles which they wickedly assert to rest on the 
Scripture and the gospel, and which they declare to have been 
many times divinely confirmed ; in short, principles which, 
drying up and burning the heart, annihilate the most sacred 
duties, the noblest and most generous feeli.J!,gs; which attack, 
co~demn, and destroy the most precious gifts granted by God 
to our souls ; shake the strongest and most powerful pillars 

• of society, and cast down all the social order. 

SBCrION XIX.-Ezcellence of the Vows of the Juuits. 

" Our vow11 rid us of the cares of the world-that o( pov
erty, of the care of riches-that of chastity, of the care of gov· 
erning a family and raising children-that of obedience, of 
the care of disposing of ourselves, in lying without will in the 
hands of our superiors. 

"These vows lead surely to perfection. Christ appearing 
once to Saint Francis, ordered him to make him three offer
ings. 'You know, Lord,' answered he, 'that I have offered 
all myself to you, that I am yours and possess only this dress 
and cord, which are yours. What then can I offer to you? I 
would desire for such a purpose, to have one other heart and 
one other soul ; but as I possess nothing which I have not of· 
fered to you, bestow me some new thing that I may offer you 
and thus obey you ! ' 
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"Then Jesus Christ bade him to look in his breast and of
fer him what he should find. The Saint obeyed, and drew 
out a large gold piece, which he immediat~y offered Jesus 
Christ. The Saviour ordered him twice to do the same, and 
he finding each time a new and similar gold piece, which he 
immediately offered him. Jesus Christ declared to him that 
the three gold pieces signified 'obedience,' 'poverty,' and 
'chastity.' 

(Idem-vol. 3d, pp. 112, 113.) · 

SECTION XX.-The Vows of Religion are ao Valuahk that 
they Remit Sins without Previous Confuaion and Absolution. 

"The vows of Religion are so valuable and meritorious be
fore God, that Saint Jeromius, Saint Cyprianus, and Saint 
Bernard, term them ' a second baptism,' and that the theolo
gians teach that these vows remit all sins so efficaciously, that 
if we died soon after having taken them, we should not be • 
purified by the flames of Purgatory, but should go straight to 
heaven in the same manner as those· who die immediately 
after their baptism. 

"This doctrine must not be understood of the effect of the 
indulgences attached to the profession of the vows, for a 'plen
ary indulgence' is bestowed upon the novices when they take 
the religious habit. It is to be understood of the proper merit 
of the vows themselves, which is so great, so excellent, that 
without the help of indulgences, it is sufficient to satisfy the 
justice of God for the pain-. due to our sins. This opinion, 
which is solidly based in itself, is still confirmed by the fol
lowing report of Saint Athanasius, extracted from the life of 
Saint Anthony." 
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Divine Confirmation of thil Doctrine. 

" This great Saint had on a certain time a vision,~in which 
he thought he was carried by angels into Paradise. The 
devils were Opposed to it, accusing him of some sins which 
he had committed in his worldly life. But the angels an-
1wered the devil - ' If you have to accuse him of some sina 
committed after his religious profession, you may bring 

. opposition, otherwise you may not, for all of bis former sins 
are forgiven. He bas satisfied entirely this debt in professing 
religion.'' 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 118.) 
The Jesuits maintain that they are the chief Catholics, the 

main soldiers of the Roman Church, consequently the strict
est believers in this Church. However, it is an article of 
faith that the sins committed after baptism are remitted only 
by confessions and absolution ; and in the case of perfect 
contrition, by the de~ire of confessing them. Then the J esuita 
are not Roman Catholics, they ought to be tenaed 'heretics.' 
They still from the pulpit preach the Roman Catholic doctrine 

,.about the remission of sins. How can we explain this incon
sistency? 

AmeriC.ns, when further you will read this summary of 
tl::eir doctrines and their history, you will discover their mo
tives and their ~m. You will see that they believe or do not 
believe, act or act not, according to the circumstances, and 
always according to their interests. If they teach their novi
ces such doctrines, it is only because they know that in ex
aggerating the merit and reward of the religious vows, they 
will succeed more surely to kindle their imagination. 
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SECTlON XXI. - Laymen Swim in mud and Filth, but the 

Jesuits Dwell in a Terrestrial Paradise. 

We regret to be not allowed to produce many chapters 
in which the Reverend Father Alphonsius Rodriguez, proves 
and explains the advantages and value of the religious vows, 
in llssuring that they give perfection, freedom, • • • that 
they rid the soul of the abomination and servitude of Egypt, 
and of the rivers of Babylon, which drown laymen. Rod- . 
riguez confirms all these pretended demonstrations by the 
following example : 

"Saint Auselmc having been on a certain day granted an 
e:utasy, saw a great river where ran all filth and obscenities 
of the earth. Its waters were dirty and stinkinjl above all 
expression, and its stream was so rapid, so impetuous, that it 
carried away all which it met - men, women, rich and poor; 
sinking them at every moment to its bottom, and· rolling 
them on without discontinuance. 

" The Saint, surprised at this sight, and astonished in see
ing these unfortunates rolled on in this manner, and never
theless living, asked how they breathed, and what was their 
food. It was answered to him, that they fed themselves with 
the muddy waters and obscenities in which they swam, and 
where they ·were sunk ; and that notwithstanding, they were 
satisfied with such aliment. It was added 'to him that this 
rapid river is the world; and were men sink in vice, and 
drowned by their passions, live in so strange blindness, that 
though their continual agitation hinders them from finding 
some rest, they fancy they are happy. 

" Afterwards t~e Saint was cr.rried in spirit into a spacious 
park, whose walls were covered with silver plating and were 
bright. There was in the middle a meadow, where the grass 
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:was gilt, but so soft and fresh that it bended easily to our 
lying down, and never faded. The air breathed there was 
pure and delightful. EYery thing, in a word, was there so 
smiling and pleasing that this spot was a terrestrial para
dise, and made one supremely happy. This park and this 
meadow are the true image of the religious perfection.'' 

(Idem-vol. 2d, p. 132.) 
We feel pitiful when the Jesuits affirm that we swim and 

_are sunk in mud and obscenities, but we feel very sorry in 
thinking that they deceive so many inexperienced ~ovices, 
whom they mislead and tyrannize over, in imposing upon 
them such false doctrines, so absurd fables; we feel irritated 
for their requesting God so blasphemously, to be witness of 
their quackery, lies and deceitful designs. 

SBCTION XXII.-Vow of Poverty while Swimming in Wealth. 

"In order that you may not think your reward will be 
bestowed upon you only in the future life, and that a credit 
.will be required from you, though you pay cash, I say that_. 
the poor. of spirit will be rewarded not only in the other 
world, but here below, and even most generously. Every 
body is interested, and the present things move us· so much._ 
that we seem to lose courage as soon as we are not excited 
by some actual advantage. There~ore, the Son of God 
knowing our weakness, would not that those who renounce 
all thinks to love him, be not indemnified, even in this life. 
He says: 

"' Every one that hath left house, or brethren, or sister, or 
father, or mother, or wife, or· children, or lands, for my 
name's sake, shall receive a hundred-fold, and shall possess 
life everlasting.' St. Matthew, xix. 29. But this hundred
fold must be understood of the present life, for Christ de
clares it : • We shall receive a hundred times as much now 
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in this time, and in the world to come, life everlasting.' St. 
Mark, x. 30." 

I. - Hundred F<lld relatfoely to the Family. 

''Really, that is literally true. You have left for Jesus 
Christ a house, a~d now you possess many of them, which 
God grants to you for one which you have sacrificed. You 
have left a father and mother; and God grants to you, for 
indemnification, many other fathers, who love you much 
more, who are more careful towards you, and watch more at
tentively over your interests than your former father. You 
have left your brothers, and you find here J>lenty of them, 
who love you more than the former, since they love you only 
for the sake of God and without selfishness ; but in the 
world, your brothers love you only for their own benefit, 
and whilst they would have need of you. You have left in 
the world several servants; or perhaps you had none; and 
you find here many of them, who are all the time attentive 
to serve you. One of them is your procurer, another your 
porter, another your cook, another overseer in your infirmary; 
And, moreover, go to Spain, to France, to Italy, to Germany, 
to India, and to whatever part of the world it may be -
you shall find your house all ready, and with the same num
ber of persons employed to serve you, which a prince of the 
world has not. Is not this the hundred fold in this life, even 
more than the hundred fold ?" 

(Idem -vol. 3d, p. 153.) 

II. - Hundred Fold relatively to Wealth. 

" What shall we say now about what you have left? I 
mean wealth. Are you you not richer in religion than you 
were in the world ? In religion you are much more master 
of all wealth of the world than those who are its owners, for 
they are rather its slaves than its proprietors. Also the 
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Scripture terms them 'men of wealth,' Psalms lxxv. 6-
meaning that wealth does not belong to them, but they to 
wealth. They continually struggle to acquire, increase and 
keep it. The more they heap, the more trouble and anxiety 
they have, and even their plenty, as says the wise man, hin
ders them from sleeping. Eccls. v. 2. The monks, on the 
other hand, want nothing ; do not care whether the goods 
are dear or cheap, whether the seasons are good or bad, and 
they live (I borrow the words of the apostle) as having 
nothing and posse11sing all things. 2 Cor. vi. 10. As for 
rest of the mind, are you not one hundred times more quiet 
than the world ? Ask the men of the world, even those 
who seem the most pleased with their position, and you shall be 
convinced that they at every moment are expooed to great 
many contradictions and anxieties of which the monks are 
rid.'' 

111.-Hundred Fold relatively to Honors. 

" As to dignities, you are one hundred times more honored 
under your religious habit than you could have been in the 
world ; for the princes, great lords, bishops, and magistrates, 
who would have not considered you remaining in the world, 
now surround you in religion with regard and respect ; and 
w by? Because you wear the religious habit. 

"Again, God gives you the hundred fold as te rest and 
tranquillity of life. Finally, to speak more llroperly, he be
stows upon you the hundred fold in everything, and restores 

'.to you with usury all that you have left for his sake." 
(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 164.) 

What hypocrisy ! Do not the Jesuits exhaust all means 
of seduction to deceive their novices ? Do not they trample 
on reason, honesty, feeling, and truth, to fire their young, 
ardent and impulsive imaginatiens? Do they not trample 
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profanely on the gospel, the word of Christ, in using them 
to sanction, to seal their quackery and falsehoods ? What ! 
we have seen them teaching contempt and hatred to the 
world, society, and family. They term the world and socie
ty "Egypt, Babylon;" their advantages, "abomination, 
muddy waters, obscenities." They term the parents, "enemies 
of the spiritual interests of their children;" and now they 
say that their Order is the philosopher's stone which changes 
these " Egypt, Babylon, abominations, muddy waters, ob
scenities, condemnable family love," into lawful, holy, and 
spiritual advantages. 

What! because they deny their families, according to Na• 
ture and God pretending that family love is a sinful pleasure, 
will they be allowed, and that in the name of Christ, of God, 
to enjoy one hundred times in the love of their unnatural 
families ? Because they vow poverty, will . they be allowed 
to swim one hundred times more in silver, gold, and proper
ty ? Because they wear a religious habit, shall the unlawful 
hJnors of the world be lawful for them? And it is. I repeat 
it, in the name of Christ, of God, a profanation of the gos
pel that they try to rest this doctrine ! 

What a crime ! - chiefly when they aim to tie the hands 
and feet of these confident and inexperienced novices, by 
flattering their senses, after having fired their minds with · 
fanatical ·and pretended celestial considerations ; above all, 
by painting h~ven open over their head, if they enter into 
religion ; and hell reserved for them if they remain in society, 
in their families. 

SECTION XXIII.-Vow of Chastity.-Remedil's against Im
purity. 

After having expatiated on the vows of chastity •• • which 
dissertation we are not allowed to produce, the Reverend Fa
ther Rodriguez opens his apothecary and delivers gratis om-
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nopitent remedies against the disease of impurity, as followe : 
First Remedy.-" We must stand a certain while on one 

foot, faet, sleep very little, extend the arms in the form of a 
cross, kneel, etrike our breasts, pinch ourselves, administer to 
our body some lashes ; above all, recite often the following 
prayer addressed to Mary: 

"' 0 virgin! always virgin, always helpful, give us favor 
with your Son. Grant us, tender and pure Virgin, softness 
of spirit and purity of heart.' " 

Second Remedy. - "Likewise to carry in our pocket a 
good book is a powerful remedy. As proof: an old man, 
named Nicolas, entered on a certain day into a brothel • • • 
but, ha~g in his pocket a New Testament, he was repelled 
by the prostitute, who told him that she saw in him marvel
lous things. Moved by this miracle, Nicolas went to Corinth, . 
where Saint Andrew cured his bad habits in obliging him 
to fast." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 237.) 
" Another very efficacious remedy is an ardent devotion to 

the Sain:ts and their relics.'' It is demonstrated by the fol
lowing instance : 

. Divine Demonstration of the Efficacy of thia Remedy. 

'' Saint Ceaarius relates that a monk named Bernard, who 
still lived in the world, went through the country, and was 
tempted againet chastity. Being but little scrupulous about 
it, he was careleSB is avoiding temptation. However, it hap
pened that a shrine which he wore customarily hanging upon 
bis neck, and which containec some relics of Saint John and 
of Saint Paul, began to strike his breast. As he did not un
derstand what it was, he did not pay a serious attention to 
this admonition, and kept his impure thoughts, until the sight 
of some object having averted hla mind, the strokes of the 
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shrine ceased suddenly. Shortly after, the temptation coniing 
again, the holy relics renewed their strokes, advising him to 
repulse his impure thoughts. Then he understood why this 
shrine repeated the strokes. Thus he overcame the tempta
tion." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 231.) 

Third Remedy. - "Sometimes, to rebuke the devil is 
efficacious. For instance, we must say to him : • Go back, 
demon, miserable. What are you ? Are you not ashamed ? 
You must be very dirty to present to me so many obscene 
fancies.' The reason of it is, that the devil is proud, and 
gives up rather than to bear such contempt." 

Divine Demonstration of the Ejfieacy of this Remedy. 

" Saint Gregory relates that a holy Bishop of Milan, named 
Dacius, was passing at Corinth to reach Constantinople. 
Having found, in which to lodge, only a house unhabited 
for a long while on account of th~ ghosts he went there with 
all his attendants. 

" Whilst he at midnight was sleeping, the devils, under 
various forms of beasts, began to make a dreadful noise ; 
several imitated the roaring of lions, several counterfeited the 
hisses of serpents, and others the lowing of bulls. The holy 
bishop, who had been a.waked by such noise, looked at them 
with indignation and contempt : • How admirably you have 
succeeded ?' said he. You have tried to equal God, and • 
you have been changed into beasts : you represent exactly 
what you are.' •This jest,' says Saint Gregory, 'confused 
them so much, that, disappearing suddenly, they left the 
house without coming back again.' 

" Saint Athanasius relates, that Saint Anthony was inces
santly tempted against chastity ; &lld that on a certain day, a 
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small negro, dirty, ugly, and disgusting, fell down to hia feet, 
saying : • I have defeated a great many people, and you alone 
are invincible.' The Saint then asked him what he was. 
The devil having answered that he was the spirit of fornica
tion.' ' Well,' replied the Saint, ' henceforth, I will despise 
you much more, since you are so despicable.' The vision 
disappeared immediately.'' 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 240.) 
Thus, some absurd and fanatical gymnastical exercises of 

the body, some prayers to Mary, a great devotion to the 
Saints, and a strong faith in the effect of their relics, and some 
insults to the devil, are the supreme remedies which the jes
uitical apothecary contains against the disease of impurity ; 
I do not say, against love, because their hearw being killed, 
they do not feel and do not know what it is, but I mean 
against their brutal passions. Also their lasciviousness is 
stopped and radically cured ! they are as chaste, as their 
remedies are efficacious ! Ah ! if their tender devotees 
were less faithful to them, and less afraid to lower their own 
reputation in disclosing • • " if decency did not prevent us 
to write the mysteries of their convents, how whitely pnre 
they would shine ! What d.azzling angels they would be ! 
But we must seal our lips. 

As to the ridiculous miracles related, to demonstrate the 
efficacy of their remedies, we .,~ave nothing to say, except 
that they are absurd and blasphemeous lies. We ought not to 
be surprised at the impious falsehood of the Jesuits; for not 
to care for truth, provided they reach their aim, is their prin
ciple. And at what aim they in raising their novices? They 
aim to blind their minds and kill their hearts, to put them· 

. into the coffin of their doctrines, and to bury them in the 
tomb of a passive submission and obedience. 
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SECTION XXIV .-Laymen Under the Dominion of the Jkt,il, 
but the Juuits Holy. 

" ,An anchorite of Thebaida, ~ho was a ion of a priest of 
idols, related, on a certair. day, to many fathers of the wilder
ness, that in bis youth he customarily accompanied his 
father to a temple and witnessed the sacrifices. ' Bat once,• 
said he, 'it happened that entering secretly, I saw Satan sit
ting on a very elevated throne, and all the infernal court 
near him. One of the chiefs of the devil approached and 
adored him.' 

" ' Whence do you come?' Satan asked him. 
" ' I come,' he answered, ' from such a province, where I 

have stirred up a sedition, kindled war, and set all on fire 
and in blood.• I come to report that to you.' 

" Then Satan asked him for how long time he had done 
that. The devil h'aving answered ' one month,' Satan gave 
orders to whip him instantly, for he had lost his time." 

"Another approached and adored. 
" ' Whence do you come ?' Satan asked him, ' and what 

have you done ?' 
'"I have come from the sea,' answered the devil. 'There 

I have excited furious tempests, sunk a great many ships, 
and drowned a crowd of people. I come to report that to 
you.' 

"Then Satan asked this'6evil what time he had spent to 
d~ that. ~e answered ' twenty days.' Thereupon Satan 
condemned him to the same punishment as the first, and for 
the same cause. 

"Another devil came, whom Satan questioned in the 
same manner as the others. This devil having answered 
that he was coming froni a city, in which nuptials were cele
brated ; that he had stirred up quarrels and caused the death 
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of many p-eople, even of the spouse - and all these in ten 
days - this devil was whipped too because he had lost his 
time.'' 

·" A fourth devil approached and adored.· Satan questioned 
him in the same manner as the others. On the answer that 
he came from the wilderness, where having struggled forty ' 
years in tempting an anchorite, he had succeeded the last 
night to make him sin against chastity, this prince of dark
ness, rising from his throne, kissed him, crowned him, gave 
him a seat near his, and praised him extremely on account of 
his victory. 

"'In seeing that,' added the hermit, 'I thought that the 
condition of the anchorites must be much more excellent 
than that of the other men. Therqppon, I resolved to fly 
from t.he paternal home, and to come to the wilderness.' 

" An anchorite having been in a vision carried away into a 
monastery, w];iere the friars were very numerous, saw a crowd 
of devils running to and fro through all the monastery. 
The angel who guided him, led him to a city which was in 
the neighborhood.• Being astonished at seeing there only a 
devil, who even rested quietly at one of the doors, he asked 
the angel what was the cause of this difference. He answer. 
him, that in the city every body obeying the devil, one or 
them was sufficient to keep it in sin ; that on \he contrary, all 
mdlks of the convent trying _to resist .the temptations, a 
great many devils niere necessary to tempt the friars. 

_.\ monk being proud of his own holiness, th'e devil ap
peared to him under the form of a handsome woman, who 
feigned to hav(f lost her way in the desert. He received her 
in his cell, conversed with her, and his heart giving up to 
criminal desires, he was ready to yield to them. But the 
woman ·suddenly disappeared from his arms, crying out. 

3 
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Then he heard in the air great burst of laughter, ,and many 
voices ot demons, who, to insult him by bitter mockeries, 
said to him: 

" • O; anchorite, you raised yourself up to heaven, and 
now you are lowered into the abyss ! Leam, henceforth, 
'that he who is proud will be humbled !' " 

(Idem-vol. 3d, pp. 2.52-254.) 

SECTION XXV. - Vow of Obedience. 

" Saint Ignatius, writing about obedience in the third part 
of our Constitution, teaches us that we must obey. not only 

· externally - which is this first degree of obedience - but in
ternally, viz., in conforming our will to that of the Superior 
- which is the second jegree of obedience - that even we 
must conform our judgment to bis, so much so, that we think 
exactly as be thinks, believe all that be orders is right -
which is the third degree of obedience." 

(Idem - vol. Sd, p. 266.) 
Americans, pay the most serious attention to the explana

tion of those principles about obedience •• Then you will see 
that they have been the first spring of all the crimes of the 
Jesuits, oJ all their impious and immoral doctrines, of all 
iair dreadful history. 

The author continues as follows : 
First Degree of Obedience. - " As to the first de~ of 

obedience, I say, that we must be very dilligent and exact in 
doing what we are ordered to d1> by the Superior ; even as 
promptly as a man extremely famished rushes upon food ; or 
like a man who, loving passionately his own life, grasps a 
which will preserve it, and even more ardently. 

" Our holy founder, writing about the punctuality of obe
dience, says that when either the bell rings or the Superior 
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orders, <We ought to be as ready to obey as if God himself 
called us; 

" A holy friar writing, the bell rang while he formed a let
te1. He immediately left the letter half formed and obeyed. 
At his return he found it completed with a gold dash." 

" Another time, Jesus Christ app~ared to another friar 
under the body of a very handsome child. The bell of V es
pers having rang nearly at the same moment, this friar left 
him to go to Vespers. It happened that in coming back he 
found in his cell this divine child, who told him: ' I have re
mained because you went out ;. but I would have gone out, 
if you should have remained.' 

"Another friar, having been favored with a similar appa
rition, and having left the infant Jesus with the same motive, 
found him at his reiurn, under the form of a young man, 
who told him : ' As much as I have grown since you left me, 
so much I have grown in your soul, and that on account of 
the punctuality of your obedience.'" 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p. 267.) . 
"Saint Ignatius wills that we obey with punctuality, not 

only either the ringing of the bell, or the voice of our Supe
riors, but the smallest sign of their will." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p 267.) 
Second Degree of Obedience. - " The second degree of 

obedience consist' first, in an entire conformity of our will 
.to that of our Superiors, so well that ours may be identified 
with theirs. 

" Second, in an entire conformity of understanding to 
theirs, and in the identification of our feelings with theirs. 
We must believe that all which they order is right, submit 
our judgment to theirs, and that so strictly, that ours may 
be ruled by theirs. The proof of it is that we are a burnt 
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sacrifice : Then the whole victim ought to be copsumed. 
Though the eyes of Saint Paul were open, he saw nothing in 
entering Damascus ; likewise we must see nothing though 
our eyes may be open. We must judge nothing by our
.selves, be led by our Superiors, and lay motionless in their 
hands." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, p 0267.) 

Americans, you see what lovers of freedom are the Jesuits, 
what kind of republicans they are. However, they ap
parently praise your liberal institutions, and you give 
them your children to educat.e. Later, when you shall regret 
it, and shall bewail yotir confidence, you will try to paralyze 
the consequences, but it will be too late ; the evil will be 
irremediable, perhaps, as it is now in :qiany liberal countries 
of Europe. You believe they love your Republic-how 
much you are mistaken ! Really is it possible that men 
holding such principles about obedience, can like your polit
ical institutions, and are fitted to raise your Republican 
youths, or fit to inculcate into them the love of their coun
try, of the wise freedom, for the conquest of which their 
ancestors have shed their blood, and which they have be
queathed to their posterity ? 0 ! certainly not. We could 
believe, rather that the absurd and impious tales which they 
impose upon their novices are true and holy miracles, 
than to believe that they will and can bring up as good citi
zens, the youths whom they educate. The calamitous conse-. 
quences of the teaching of the Jesuits, still, are but little 
palpable in this Union ; but, Americans, bewarl) - they are 
artful, and have borrowed a false skin. 

Third Degree of Obedience. - " Saint Ignatius our found
er in teaching us, says : ' There are in religion two kinds of 
obedience, viz : the imperfect and the perfect. The first has 
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two eyes, but, to its own misfortune, the second is blind ; but 
it is precisely in its blindness that its wisdom and perfection 
consist. The first, reasons on the orders ; the second obeya 
without reasoning. The first is al ways more inclined towards 
one thing than towards another - never stands indifferent ; 
the second is like the tongue of a balance, standing without 
inclining to one side or any other, and is always ready t.oex
ecute what is ordered. The first obeys externally in executing 
what is ordered, but disobeys internally by the resistance of 
its mind ; thus it deserves not to be termed obedience : the 
second performs not only whl\t is ordered, but submit its 
judgment and will to the judgment and will of its superiors, 
supposing always that they are right in ordering what they 
order; it neither searches reasons why to obey, nor gives at
tention to the reflections coming to its mind, but obeys mere
ly for the consideration that it is commanded, and because to 
obey in this manner is to obey blindly. This is the blind 
obedience which the Saints and the teachers of the spiritual 
life recommended to us so earnestly, and of which they have 
given us so many striking examples." 

(Idem - vol. 3d, p. 280.) 

Moreover, when we term this obedience a blind one, we• 
do not pretend that it must be submitted to all things which 
could be ordered, though they should be criminal, for that 
would be a dangerous error. Saint Ignatius says so express
ly - we call this obedience blind, because, in all cases in 
which we do not find a sin, we must obey simply, and without 
reasoning; supposing always that what is ordered is pfoasing 
God, and not look for another motive, -except the obedience 
itself and the commandment. 

(Idem-vol. 8d, p. 280.) 
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This explanation is hypocritical, for the Superiors of the 
Jesuits will never order a crime without exhibiting reasons 
which will justify it, and will change it into a virtuous deed : 
witness their doctiines and history, which further shall be 
tixposed. 

"Cassinus terms the blind obedience 'an obedience without 
discussion and examination,' because we ~iust execute what 
is ordered without intruding ourselves into the seeking again 
and examining the motives. Saint John Climacus says the 
same, viz.: that obedience is a motion of tha will without 
discussion and examination, a voluntary death, a life rid of 
all kinds of curiooities, and a deprivation of one's own 
discerning. 

" Saint Basilius, on these words of Jesus Christ, addressed 
to Saint Peter, and to all Ecclesiastical Superiors in his per
son,' Feed my sheep' - St. John, xxi. 17 - says, that as 
the sheep yield to the leading of their shepherds and follow 
them wherever they intend to lead them, in a like manner a 
monk must yield to the leading of his Superiors and apply 
himself to obey blindly, without reasoning about what they 
prescribe." 

• "Saint Bernard, writing on the same obedience, says that 
the p~rfect obedience, chiefly for the beginners, ought to be 
without discernment, namely, adds he, that you must examine 
neither what you were ordered, nor why you are commanded ; 
but plainly apply yourselves to accomplish faithfully and 
submissively wb.at you are ordered to execute." 

"The true obedience," says Saint Gregory, " examines 
neither the commandments of the Superiors, nor their inten
tions; because he who has abandoned the direction of him
self to his Superiors, is never more pleased than in executing 
what they are ordered. One does not know what it is to 
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interpose one's own judgment when one knows how to obey 
with perfection." 

(Idem - vol. 3d, p. 281. 
"Saint Ignatius, intending to instruct us ~bout the duty oC 

obedience with palpable things, uses two comparisons very 
proper and very useful to that purpose. •Let all those. 
says he, 'who live in obedience, be convinced they ought to' 
yield to the leading of Divine Providence by the way of the 
Superiors, as a dead body which yields to an arbitrary hand
ling and carrying out indifferently.'" 

"This comparison is also made by Saint Francis, who 
taught it often to his monks, using these words in Christ: 
• You are dead and your life is hidden with Christ in God. 
Col. iii. 3." 

"Effectively, a true monk ought to be so dead to the 
world that his entrance into religion may be called a civil 
death. Then, let us be as though we were dead. Adead body 
sees not, answers not, complains not, and feels not. Let us 
have not eyes to see the deeds of our Superors. Let us be 
without a word to reply when we are ordered. Let us not 
complain, and when we are displeased with an order let us 
stifle the feeling. Ordinarily the dead bodies are buried with 
the oldest and most worn-out winding-sheets ; a monk must 
be the same for everything . . • • 

"Again, Saint Ignatius says (and.it is the second compari-
. son which he uses : ) " We must yield to our leading by Di
vine Providence, declaring his will by the mouth of our 
Superiors, as a stick which one uses to walk. The stick fol
lows everywhere the one who carries it. It rests where he 
puts it, and it moves only as the hand which holds it. A monk 
ought to be the same : he must yield to the leading of his 
Superior, never move by himself, and follow always the mo-
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tion of his Superior; wherever he may be placed, charged 
with a high or low employment, he must keep thi~ place or 
employment without reluctancy. If the stick which supports 
you when you 'walk, would resist even slightly your will, 
and would intend to go to the left hand when you go to the 
right, it would be more cumbersome to you th&n useful. 
Soon you would throw it away. 

" Likewise when you resist the hands of your Superior; 
when you show reluctancy for the places, employments, and 
charges assigned to you ; when in your actions, will, and 
judgment, he finds opposition to the motion which he intends 
to impose upon you, certainly you are more cumbersome to 
him than useful. Consequently, if you stand in such a spirit 
of indocility, you will shortly be tiresome to all the Superiors 
who govern you, and nobody being either pleased with you 
or able to make use of you, everybody will try to get rid of 
you. Thus, you will be tossed from one house to another. 

''One carries a stick, because bending itself it is slight in 
the hands. A monk must be the same in the hands of the 
Superiors. 

"Saint Basilius treating the same subject uses another and 
very right comparison. 'A house-builder,' says he, 'uses 
according to his own will" the tools of his art, and it has 
never been seen that a tool has resisted the hands of a me
chanic, ~nd has not benlitself to all his motions. Likewise 
a monk O'ught to be a useful tool, and maleable to his Supe
rior whQ is rising a spiritual building. Moreover, as the 
tool does not choose its office, in like manner -a monk ought 
not to choose his employment, but leave entirely this care to 
his Superior. 'Finally,' continues this father, 'as the tool 
does not move in the absence of the mechanic, because it 
wants movement by itself, and has ouly that which it receives 
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from the mechanic; in the same· 'inanner, a monk ought 
neither to do anything without being ordered by his Superior, 
nor dispose of himself even momentarily for the smallest 
thing, but to comply always and in all circumstances with 
the movements and direction of his Superior.' 

" Behold precisely the obedience of the monks. And 
apropos of it, I remember that one of our fathers, who hav
ing been a long while Superior among us, said that for fif
teen years he had never given to the monks the reason of his 
orders. 

" We read in the life of Saint Ignatius, that being Gen
eral of the Company, he assured several times, that if the 
Pope ordered him to embark in any boat whatever, anchored in 
the harbor of Ostia near Rome, and to sail on the sea with
out mast, without sails, without oars, without rudders, in 
one word, without the instruments of navigation, even with
out food, he would obey immediately, and not only without 
anxiety and repugnancy, but with a great intemal satisfac
tion." 

(Idem-vol. 3d, pp. 285-287.) 
"The following will confirm what we have said: 
" When the Abbot Nisteron entered into religion, he told 

himself: ' I profess, now, that I and the ass of the monas
tery are identical. All which is put upon his back he carries, 
whether it may be heavy or light he does not murmur or 
resist. He bears without .resentment the blows of the stick 
which are inflicted uptm him, and the contempt of every
body. He works incessantly, and ie satisfied with a pmch 
of straw granted to him as food. I ought to be in the same 
disposition of spirit. Again, as an animal of burden does 
not go where he wishes to go, does not rest when he wants 
it, does nothing that is pleasing to him, and obeys always ; 

3• 
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in like manner a monk ought to submit in all things, to the 
order of his Superior, and as an ass works, rests, and eats, 
for the service of his master and not for his own interest ; 
in the same manner, the work, the rest, the sleep, in short, 
all the life and actions of a monk ought to reach a sole aim, 
the benefit of religion, of God, and not his own.' 

"Surius, in the life of Saint Melany, relates an instance 
which he daily related to his nuns : 

" • A young man went on a certain day' to one of the 
fathers of the wilderness, asking permission to enter into 
religion. The holy"old" man to show him in what disposition 
of spirit he should be, ordered him to strike a statue which 
was near his cell. He obeyed. Then the old man asked 

-him if the statue had either complained or resisted. He 
answered, " No." The old man ordered him to renew his 
blows, and to add insults to strokes. He obeyed. After this 
exercise was repeated three times, he asked him if the statue 
had showed either any impatience or resentment. The young 
man answered, "No," adding that a statue is incapable of 
feeling.' 

"Then the old man told him : " If you can bear without 
murmuring, without complaining, without reluctancy, that I 
should treat you as you have treated this statue, remain, I 
consent to it, you will be my disciple ; if you cannot bear 
it go back to your home, you are not fitted for the religious 
life." 

"Saint Gertrude entreated God to soften her Superior, 
whose behavior was very exemplary, but who, ordinarily, was 
cross and rough. Our Lord answered her : ' I will not rid 
her of a defect which humiliate her, and withal ~s useful to 
you.'" 

(Idem - vol. 3d, pp. 295, 296,) 
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"An old hermit had a vision of heaven. There he saw 
four classes of the just. The highest was that of the obe~ 
dient. They wore gold chains, necklaces, and were more 
glorious than the three other classes." 

(Idem - vol. 3d, p. 299.) 
The author fills four chapters of seventy pages each, to 

prove by the Scriptures and the reason, that the Superior of 
the Jesuits ought to be considered as God himself; that they 
must obey him as God himself; that they are as criminal in 
disobeying him as in disobeying God. And having written 
on the obligation of blind obedience, even when it injures 
our health, he taies to confirm this last doctrine ey the follow-
ing instance : • 

" A tyrant having cut off the breasli of Saint Agathe, 
Saint Peter appeared to her in prison under the form of a 
venerable old man, and wished to cure her. She would not, 
answering to him that she had never used corporal remedies.'' 

(Idem - vol. 3d, p. 346.) 

Americans, I have laid before you the organization of the 
Jesuits- the tools with which they begin to work upon the 
souls of their novices - the degrading bodily exercises to 
which they submit them - the wrong, unnatural, and anti
Christian doctrines by which they mislead and delude them. 
I have represented the Jesuits imposing upon the minds of 
these unfortunate novices the belief, that the mystical science 
and perfection are acquired in thirty lessons ; that praye_r is 
an organic exercise; that they ought to be bound to mysti
cal conversations, to be without eyes, to speak with affecta
tion; that the Jesuitical Order holds Crom God the sublime 
mission to cast down Protestantism ; that the rules of their 
Order are perfect, the Order itself a divine one ; and that, to 
deny its divine perfection is a heresy, consequently that its 
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smallest rules ought to be observed scrupulously; that we 
are manure and pigs ; that humility consists in kissing the 
feet in eating below the table, in laying down at the door of 
a refectory, and so on ; that they ought to reveal all their 
thoughts and feelings ; that friendship is condemnable and 
denunciation a sacred duty ; that to die to their families, 
even to hate them are sacred obligations; that they must not 
write to their fathers, mothers, etc., or visit them, or think 
of them, because these are the best remedies against the 
disease of their love; that the ' religious vows are sublime, 
for the reason that they rid them of the .care of wealth, of 
raising a family, of directing themselves; th~ these vows are 
valuable aough to remit sin without previous confession and 
absolution ; that la~en swim in mud and filth ; that wealth, 
pleasures, honors, love of one's family, which they declare 
unlawful in society, are lawful in the Jesuitical family. I 
have exposed to you the absurd remedies which they apply to 
cure the brutal passions of their bodies, and proofs which 
they give of their efficacy. I have related to you the instan
ces which they allege to demonstrate divinely, that laymen 
are under the dominion of the devil, but themselves holy. I 
have showed their teaching on obedience, which doctrine 
kills in the human soul all the noble faculties which God 
gifted us. 

Now, Americans, draw the conclusions. Judge for your
selves whether- I was right or wrong in telling that the houses 
of noviciate of the Jesuits are novel and monstrous butche
ries, where they imolate, not animals, not human bodies, but 
souls created in the likeness of God; that their noviciate is 
a kind of pneumatic machine, extracting one after another all 
the faculties of the soul; that their novices having been 
wrought upon, are in the world with living bodies but with-
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out souls, having left them at the disposal of their Superiors, 
and being merely tools in their hands and blind executors of 
their arbitrary, capricious, and criminal orders. Judge 
whether the moulders and moulded, the master and disciples, 
are not monsters in society-whether the doctrines which 
they hold and scatter all over the world, in preaching con
fessing, teachjng, invading families, are any thing else than 
monstrous and subversive of society. They are so dreadful 
that strength would fail us, and our pen would fall from our 
hand, if the obligation to unveil them was not imposed upon 
us by the highest and most imperious considerations, name
ly, the interests of religion, of society, and of the American 
Republic: 

CHAPTER III. 

SUXKARY OF THE DOCTRINES WHICH THE lESUITS HAVB 

HELD AND STILL HOLD, HAVE TAUGHT AND STILL TEACH. 

SECTION I. - Impieti.es. 

" We can with difficulty determine when we are, strictly 
speaking, obliged to love God." 

(The R. F. Jesuit John Cardenas - Crisis Theologica, 
page 241.) 

To us it is very easy. Good sense informs us that we are 
bound to love God as soon as our intellect can appreciate his 

' gifts, and our hearts feel gratefulness. Then we must infer 
that the Jesuits want good sense and feeling. 
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"We are bidden rather, not to hate God, than to love him!' 
(The R. F. Jesuit Anthony Sirmond-Defence of Virtue, 

Tract 2, sec. 1.) 
Christ, however, answered, the doctor of the law asking 

him what was the first and great commandment : " Thou 
shalt love the Lord thy God with thy whole heart and with 
thy whole soul, and with thy whole mind. This is the 
greatest and first commandment," St. Matthewxxii. 37, 38. 
We ihust conclude that the Jesuits, in holding an opposite 
doctrine, not only are not Christians, but profess the deepest 
contempt for Jesus Christ, his gospel, and style themselves 
ironically "The· Society of Jesus.~' 

"Wemayact from fear and hope" (consequently without 
love). 

(The R. F. Jesuit Ahthony Sirmond, in the aforesaid book.) 
'Tis not surprising that the Jesuits despising Jesus Christ,, 

despise Saint Paul writing in his first epistle to the Corinth
ian x. 31: "Whether you eat or drink, or whatsoever else 
you do ; do all things for the glory of God." But when we · 
act without Jove, only by fear or hope, we do not glorify God; 
we are slaves working at the sight of the whip, or mercena
ries moving but by money. Again are we not sons of God? 
May we throw off this noblest of our titles, without offend
ing our father ? And, to act without love is it not to throw 
off this title ? 

0 Jesuits, you are very logical in not loving God, since 
you condemn the love of your families . . • . fathers and 
mothers! 

"We are not bound by feeling to love God." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Anthony Sirmond, in the aforesaid 

book.) 
If we are not bound by feeling t.o love God, how will we 
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be ~und by feeling to love our fellow-creatures, fellow
citizens, friends, kindred, fathers, and moth~rs ? Does not 
such doctrines grind the human heart ? Are not the ties 
binding the members of the same family, of the same -nation, 
of all mankind, to one another, thus rudely broken? And, 
can thus a family, a government, society, stand even for a 
short time? But let us not be astonished that the Jesuits 
hold this doctrine, for let us recollect that their heart have 
been killed during their noviciate. when their masters taught 
them forgetfulness, contempt, and hatred for society and their 
own family. 

" If you believe by an invincible error thllt God orders you 
to blaspheme, blaspheme." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Casnedy-Theological Ju'dgment. Ex
planation of the first commandment of God.) 

We have delight in our belief, that not one among our fel
low creatures civilized or uncivilized, is ignorant and savage 
enough to think that he is ordered by God to blaspheme. 
We feel sorry in being obliged to say, that the proposition of 
Jesuits is an insult to the human family and a blasphemy 
against God. 

"A penitent cursing, provoking his Maker, and, in his 
anger being carried on to scandalous words, will only sin 
venially, for passion prevents him from appreciating what he 
says." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Etienne Bauny. - Somme des pech s, 
ch. v. p. 66. Work published in 1655.) • 

Anger prevents him from appreciating what he says? But 
does he not admit the consequences who holds the principle? 
Does not he will the effects who wills the cause ? And it is 
the case when a prmitent becomes angry. 

"Jesus (,'hrist may say to you: 'Come, blessed of my 
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father. You have lied and blasphemed, believing that I had 
ordered you to lie and blaspheme.' " 

I 

(The R. F. Jesuit Casnedy- Theological Judgment.) 
0 Jesuits, how far you are from the love of God ! Can 

you <!are to blaspheme your Creator so shamefully ! 
" Absolution must be bestowed, though an ignorant peni

tent does not know or believe expressly the mysteries of the 
holy Trinity and Incii.rnation." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Lessius - Sacramentum prenitentire.) 
But if this penitent does not know expressly the mysteries 

of the Holy Trinity and Incarnation, he will not know the 
mystery of Red~ption ; not knowing the mystery of Re
demption, he will not know what is the absolution, bywhom 
it was instituted, and by whom he will"receive the forgive
ness of sine. Then, in confessj.ng and being absolved he 
will act as an unreasonable being. 

We suppose, reply you, that he knows and believes un
derstandingly these mysteries. If we understand your mean
ing, you will know and believe these mysteries in hie stead ; 
namely, he will give you a kind of power of attorney to do 
hie spiritual business, but in matter of faith it is not so. 
Jesus Christ said to the blind man : " Thy faith hath made 
thee whole." St. Mark x. 52. As you see, it is not a 
question of the faith of the priest, but of one's own. St. 
Paul says : " Even the justice of God by the faith of Jesus 
Christ, unto all and upon all them that believe in him: for 
there is· no distinction, for all have sinned, and do need the 
glory of God. Being justified gratis by hie grace through 
the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom God has set 
forth to be a propitiation through faith in hie blood to the 
showing of his justice for the remission of past sine. We 
account a man to be justified by faith." Epistle to the Ro-
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mans iii. 22-28. These texts mean most clearly our own 
faith, and not the faith of the others, not an implicit, but an 
explf:it one. 

&wend Fathers, we should be very mus astonished at 
your absurd distinction, if we did not know tilt you, accord
ing to your rules and vows, must know and believe only what 
your Superiors know and believe. It is very logical that you 
carry out among Christians those principles, which generate 
the deepest ignorance, blindness, and tyranny of intellect, 
and kill, with the reason, the individual freedom. 

"The Christian religion evidently is credibl,p, but not evi
dently true, because it teaches obscurely or teaches obscure 
doctrines. Again, he who professes that the Christian reli
gion is true, must confess that it evidently is false. Infer, 
then, that at least, it is not evident a true religion exists in 
the world : for in what manner do you hold that among the 
various religions the Christian is the most probable? Were 
the oracles of the prophets inspired by God ? And if I deny 
the prophecies • • • ? If I maintain that the miracles attrib
uted to Christ are not true ?'' 

(These Philosophique des Jesuites de Caen, Soutenue au 
College Bourbon.) 

Reverend Fathers, you attack the learning and teaching of 
thwiniversities ; you found colleges everywhere ; you pri
vately and cunningly insinuate and make public by your 
creatures and Jesuits of the short gown, among all ranks of 
society, that you are the most learned and best teachers; you 
daily deliver lectures on philosophy-then we are very much 
astoni!ltred at your reasoning. We must infer, either that 
you do not know, or have forgotten the first rules of logic, 
for you say : "The Christian religion evidently is credible, 
but not evidently true." Reverend Fathers, listen to us. 
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The third among the old rules of the syllogism (I quote them 
because they are your beloved, as all are which are superan
nuated), this third rule, I say, is this: "Nunquam •nti
neat medium ~nclusio fas est." Viz.: "That the ,nclu

. sion may not c!llhtaio the middle term." However, you say : 
"The Christian religion is not evidently true (still) it is evi
dently credible.' ' Then you suppose that what is not evi
dently true, is evidently credible, which proposition is con· 
trary to good sense. Moreover, you are bound to infer this 
conclusion: then the Chrii.tian religion is evidently credible
wh ch conclusion contains the middle term if the argument 
is logically performed. 

But it is not all. You say that " the Christian religion is 
not evidently true, because it teaches obscurely or teaches 
obscure things.'' Certainly the essence of the dogma being 
impenetrable, these doctrines are not evid~nt, but their truth
fulness is evident for what God teaches is evidently true. 
And as--if I am not mistaken-you admit that Christ is God, 
then the religion wbich he has taught is evidently true. 

You add that he who professes that " the Christian reli
gion is true, must confess that it evidently is false,'' etc. We 
deny such anti-Christian conclusion, because it is contrary to 
the rules oflogic and to good sense, and are compelled to 
proclaim that you are most illogical. When, on the .er 
hand, you dare affirm that " we may not hold that among 
the various religions the Christian is. the most probable," etc., 
we are obliged to denounce you to Christiane as anti-Chris
tian, and to say, that Voltaire never spoke and wrote better 
than you in attacking the Christian religion. 

"Besides purgatory known to every body," says Lacroix 
after Bellarmine and Guimenius, " there is another place 
which is a beautiful meadow, covered with all sorts offiowere, 
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brilliantly lighted, exhaling a delicious odor, which is a de
lightful spot where the souls do not suffer the pain of the sen
ses. Thie spot is the dwelling of the slight sinners, a very 
mitigated purg1tory, and a kind of eenitorial prison where we 
may live without. dishonor. Then, there we will not be dis
pleased. 

" As to the other purgatory, not a sinner has spent there 
more than ten years." 

(Life of the Reverend Father J eeuit Claudius Lacroix.) 
Advertisement to slight sinners ! .Children may disobey 

their parents, be disrespectful and ungrateful toward them. 
Girls may dre11e themselves immodestly, frequent with worldly 
intentions eoireee and balls, plot sinful intrigues oflove with
out the cognizance of their fathers and mothers. Everybody 
may lie million of times, deceive, steal thousands and thous
ands of dollars-provided it may be in small thefts, namely, 
up to fifty-nine cents each time and from various persons, de
tract, slander, etc., etc. • • • for all these sine are declared 
slight by the Jesuits and by the most of the Romish Theo
logians. It is an article of faith in the Roman Catholic 
Church that a sole purgatory exists, but it makes no differ
ence. Since the Jesuits,retend to be, even by Divine con
firmation, the chief soldiers of this church, its strongest de
fenders, and sent by God himself to support it and cast down 
Protestantism, evidently they are allowed to change the 
creed of this Holy Papal Church. · 

Then, all you slight sinners be informed that, with the tick
et of your venial sins, yqu will be admitted " into a beautiful 

• meadow covered with all sorts of flowers, lighted brilliantly, 
exhaling a delicious odor," into "a delightful spot, where 
your souls will not suffer the pain of the senses.'' This abode 
will be to you " a very mitigated purgatory, a kind of sena-
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torial prison where you will live without dishonor. There 
you will not be disploased." Do not fear to be excluded from 
this residence of delight, for if your venial sins are not light 
enough they will open to you the other purgatory, where not 
a sinner has spent more than ten years. 

I said [advertisement to you slight sinners !] because, as to 
myself. I will never be admitted into " this beautiful meadow, 
this delightful spot, this senatorial prison," even into the oth
er purgatory, considering that I am the greatest sinner 
among all in unveiling the Jesuits, and consequently deserv
ing a copious dose of their poison called "Aqua Toffana,'' 
and to be buried in hell as soon as possible. 

0 Jesuits, what kin<i of mountebanks you are! Your fel
low-quacks are injurious to the people merely in stealing from 
them money, in altering their health; but you steal from 
them incalculable treasures, and kill their souls : all this in 
the name of God. How criminal you are ! 

"Mary would prefer to be eternally damned, deprived of 
seeing her Son, and necessitated to live with the devils, rath
er than to be bred in original sin." 

(Rev. Father Jesuit Oquett-Sei1on preached at Ascala, 
1600.) 

In truth, we do not know at what the Jesuits aim in hold
ing a so unnatural belief. If they intend to extol Mary, they 
on the contrary degrade her the lowest possible, in denying 
to her the most natu~al and noblest feelings. 

What is the strictest duty of a mother ? The maternal 
love. What is the glory an~ crown of a mother? The ma
ternal love. What is the happiness of a mother ? To see 
her son continually; to live near him, beneath the same roof; 
to partake of his troubles, anxieties, sufferings, successes, 
joys, pleasures; to mingle and identify her mind and heart 
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with his mind and heart ; in one word, to lavish on him her 
cares, solicitude, tenderness, and b~undless love. Her irre
mediable sonow is to live far from him, without hoping to 
meet him again-to see him dying. However, the Jesuits 
dare assure that " Mary would prefer not to see her Son • • 
• • rather than to be bred in original sin.'' What an insult, 
what an injury, to the maternal heart of the mother of Christ! 

Again : all men coming unto life are guilty of original sin. 
Then, Marj being one of the daughters of Adam, ought to 

· partake of the condition of her fellow-creatures, and like them 
to be guilty of original sin. It follows, that to suppose she 
would claim such a privilege and stand above the human 
family, is a slander against her humility, and is to charge her 
with selfishness, blind pride, despising ~nd denial of her fam
ily. Also, how far from truth, from the feelings of Mary, the 
Pope and the Bishops have been and are, in celebrating an
nually, and that with a solemn rite, the feast of the" im!.llac
ulate conception,." and in exhibiting Societies under this 
calling. 

The Jesuits add, that" Mary would prefer to be eternally 
damned and necessitated to live with the devils, rather than 
to be bred in orignal sin." Decidedly they forget logic, for 
the Scripture informs us that the sinners only shall be damn
ed. Then the Jesuits suppose that Mary would prefer to be 
guilty of actual sins rather. than of original sin. 

We must infer from the above reasonings, that if the Jes
uits intend to extol Mary with such docttine, they on the 
contrary <Jegrade her as low as possible ; that if they intend 
to injure her, they succeed wonderfully. lfMary lived among 
us, she would reproach them with the same. , 

"Saint Ignatius saw the souls of his fellows arising to heav-
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en and stopping to converse with him. They foretold him 
that every Christian wearing the J esuitical habit should have 
the privilege to go straight to heaven." 

(Compendium, p. 43-Several mystical books.) 
We could laugh at such a modest tale, if it was not a de

ceitful and profane lie. 
Question.-" What will we see in the Paradise ?" 

· An.noer.-" We will see the very sacred humanity of Je
sus Christ, the adorable body of the Virgin Mary, and those 
of the other Saints, without reckoning thousands and thous
ands other beauties." 

Question.-" Will our senses enjoy the pleasures which 
pertain to them here?" 

Anstoer.-" Yes. · And, 0 admiration ! they will eternally 
enjoy them without disturbance." 

Question.-What ! the hearing, the smelling, the taste, 
the touching, will they have all the pleasures of which they 
are capable?" 

An.noer.-" Yes, Uudoubtedly, the hearing will be charm
ed with the softness of sounds and harmony. The smelling 
will enjoy the pleasures of odors and perfumes. The taste 
will be flattered with savors. Finally, the touching will be 
entirely satisfied.'' 

Question.-" If we speak in the Paradise, I should be de
sirous to know in what language it Will be?" 

Answer.-" Likely in the Hebrew language, which God 
taught the first man, and which Jesus Christ has spoken. We 
will be allowed, too, to ~peak the language of our choice, 
since all are familiar to be blessed." 

Question.-" How will the blessed be dressed?" 
Answer.-" They will be dressed with glory and light. 

All parts of their bodies will shine according to what they 
will have suffered for Goii" 
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(The Reverend Father Jesuit Pomet-Catechism of The
olcgy, published in Lyons, France, 1675.) 

What ! Reverend Fathers we will see in the Paradise the 
adorable body of the Virgin Mary? Then you are idolaters. 
We will see the bodies of the other Saints, without reckoning 
thousands and thousands other beauties. But you are las
civious, even blasphemously lascivious. Our senses will en
joy the pleasures which pertain to themhere ! Beware; you 
are voluptuous, and profanely voluptuous. The hearing will 
be charmed with the softness of sounds and harmony ! Then 
we will find in Paradise instrument makers and music teach
ers, artists. -••••• What do you say? You materialize 
the Paradise. The smelling will enjoy the pleasure of odors 
and perfumes ! Then we will have gardens, paterre, flowers, 
trees . • • • . What material and epicureal Paradise ! The 
taste will be flattered with savors; namely, our tables will 
will be delicate, our meals the most refined, our drinking the 
most exquisite and exciting. What delight for the gluttons ! 
The touching will be entirely satisfied! 0, Reverend Fath
ers, we refuse to go to your Paradise ; the Society will be 
there too impure • • • • 

We close our reflections about it in recalling to you these 
words of Christ : '· In the resurrection they shall neither 
marry nor be given in marriage, but shall be as the angels of 
God in heaven." St. Matthew, xxii. 30. 

Reverend Fathers, you add, that likely we will speak in 
Paradise the Hebrew language •.. that we will be allowed 
to speak the language of our choice, since all are famil
iar to the blessed. Dear Fathers, we are very grateful to you 
for this precious discovery; but we could feel more grateful 
had you infoimed us whether we will be obliged to get teach
ers of these languages, or will learn them by intuition. You 
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ad! that all parts of the blesaed bodies will shine according 
to what they have suffered for God ! What encouragement 
for the young men and girls, for the chaste men and women, 
• • . • We stop; it is odious and disgusting above all ex-
pressions. 

... 
Chapter 73.-" Men and women will enjoy in the Para

dise masquerades and ballets." 
Chapter 74.-" The angels will dress themselves as the 

women-will appear to the Saints with rich female orna
ments, curled hair with petticoats, and fardingales and muslin 
shirts." 

Chapter 58.-" Each blessed will have in heaTen a partic
ular residence. Jesus Christ will dwell in a splendid palace. 
There will Le wide streets and large public squares, castles, 
and citadels." 

Chapter 22.-" The supreme pleasure will be to kiss and 
embrace the bodies of the female blessed. They will bathe 
in springs d~tined for the purpose, and will sing like the 
nightingales." 

Chapter 65.-" Women will have beautiful and long hair. 
They will adorn themselves with ribbons ; their dress and 
head-dresses will be the same fashion as here below." 

(The Reverend Father Jesuit Hendriquez-Occupation des 
Saints dans le ciel.) 

Reverend Fathers, you assure us that men and women will 
enjoy in Paradise masq'herades and ballets! But the mas
querades and ballets are the pomps of the world, the. works 
of Satan .• Then the Paradise in whlch, the blessed Jesus 
Christ and God dwell, is the world which Christ has cursed ; 
the kingdom of Satan, of which the blessed, Jesus Christ· and 
God are the subjects. Jesuits, you are impious. 
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You add, that the angels will dress themselves as women, 
will appear to the Saints with rich female ornaments, curled 
hair, with petticoats, and fardingales, and muslin shirts! 
Then Paradise is an angel's retiring-room, a parlor of coquet
ry. The gospel, even the &man Catholic Church, teach that 
the angels are pure spirits ; and still you give them curled 
hair, petticoats, muslin shirts. The lascivious ought to be 
very glad of your discovery, and vote thanks to you ; the mer
chants of novelties, too, fo~ they will make money in keeping 
splendid st.ores, and, with greater reason, the manufacturers 
of these angelical dresses. 

According to you, Reverend Fathers; the blessed will have 
in heaven their particular abodes. Jesus Christ will dwell 
in a splendid palace. There will be wide streets and large 
public squares, castles and citadels. Please tell us what will 
be the material of these particular houses, of this splendid 
palace of Jesus Christ, and where they will be situated
whether in cities, surrounded by fragrant trees, or in the coun• 
try, among amorous woods. Still you give us a kind or in
formation in assuring us that in Paradise we will find wide 
streets, large pu}?lic squares, castles and citadels. But you 
lead us into another labyrinth ; for, who traced these streets 
and squares? Who built these houses, palaces, castles, and 
citadels, and on what ground ? On a pbnet or a star ? 
Moreover, you suppose that Paradise will be organized into 
a feudal political system; that the blessed will be divided 
into bondmen and lords ; that the lords will Waf against each 
other, will have armies, and will keep garrisons in these cita
dels. 0 Jesuits, be kind enough to inform us in what page 
of the gospel you have read your teaching. 

Moreover, you say that the supreme pleasnre or the bless
ed will be to kiss and embrace the bodies of the female bless· 

4 
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ed ; that these female blessed will bathe in springs suited for 
the purpose ; that they will sing like the nightingales. Rev
erend Fathers, let us say to you that your Paradise is mere
ly that of Mahomet, and worse--that it is a brothel, and noth
ing else ; that you must keep it for yourselves and your de
votees. 

When you add, that in Paradise women will have beauti
ful and long hair, that they will adorn themselves with rib
bons, that their dress and head-dresses will be in the same 
fashion as here below, W-e feel sorry on account of your blas
phemy, but not at all surprised. Christ has said, "Out of 
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh." St. Mat
thew, xii. 34. You are so fond ofladies fincl.y dressed, chief
ly to confess them ! Also, they know your blind side, and 
surround your confessionals, particularly when they are tired 
of their husbands, and, with your hand on your conscience, 
you }\now who averted them from the love of their husbands: 
you know why you confess them weekly, and make them 
come to you, under the pretext of direction of conscience, 
many times a week. Of course you answer that your motives 
are laudable ; but were you sincere, you should recite a great 
"mea culpa-me&. culpa-med maxima culpa." 

Americans, however the Jesuits declare with a loud voice 
that they are the Saints of the Roman Catholic Church, 
her strongest pillars, particularly airainst Protestantism, and 
the .main soldiers of Popery . . . if you must judge the oth
er monks, the nunneries, and secular piests, by them, the con
sequences will be mostly honorable to the Romish Church ; 
you will have for its leaders the most favorable opinion, the 
highest consideration and esteem. 

" The Reverend Father Jesuit Cotton, confessor of Louis 
XIV., King of France, asked the dtwil, in exorcising a pre 
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tended posesaed, whether or not he bad nails before the se· 
duction of Eve." (Compendium - p. 53.) 

This demand at the first sight seems a foolish one, but it 
conceals much artfulness. As this Reverend Father Jesuit 
was very influential on tI!-e mind of the King (witness 
the history of France), he tried to blind and deceive the pub
lic opinion, in giving the people occasion to say, that a man 
of so feeble spirit was not dangerous. 

"In Malabar and China, the Jesuits allowed the converts 
to worship the images of idols, pra.ided they would secretly 
carry a crucifix." 

(Magnum Bellarium Romanum- p. 388.) 
Is not this compliance an idolatrous · one ? Of course. But 

religion in the hands of the Jesuits is merely a political lever 
to grow up wealthy, powerful, and to reach their criminal 
aim, viz., to obtain for the Pope the universal monarchy. Al
so let us listen to Pascal, the celebrated mathematician : 

" By their easy and obliging behavior, as the Father Petau 
.terms it, the Jesuits yield to every body. If any one comes 
to them resolved to restore what he stole, fear n<?t they pre
vent him from it. They will, on the contrary, praise and en
courage a so holy determination. If another come to them 
.and asks absolution without the previous restitution of which 
he stole, it shall be the most entangled case if they do not ab
solve Ji4n. Thus they keep their friends, and justify them
selves against all their enemies. They answer, when accused 
of an extreme compliance, by exhibiting the names of their . 
austere confessors, and by showing noisily some of their books 
which treat about the severity of the Christian law. Then it 
happens that the ignorant, and those who do no not investi
gate carefully their artfulne3s, are sa~fi.ed with such justifi-

. cation. 
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"The Jesuits have answers for all tastes, and are so com
plying, that, when they are in a country where a God cruci
fied is considered as a foily, they suppress the scandal of the 
cross, preach a Christ glorious, and no Jesus Christ suffering. 
They did so in China and in India, where they permitted to 
the Christians even idolatry, by the cunning invention of an 
image of Christ hid under their clothes, to which they should 
mentally offer the public adorations, addressed either to the 
idol Cachinchoam or to their Keum·fu~um." 

(Pascal - Cinquieme Eettre Provinciale, sec. 5, 6, et. 7.) 
"We may discard our title of Christian, and act as the 

·worldlians act, though what we will do may not be, properly 
speaking, permitted by the gospel." 

(Compendium·- p. 61.) 
0 Jesuits, with what fidelity you paint yourselves! What 

a precious key you give us to unlock and penetrate the sanc
tuary of your crimes ! What leading thread you put in our 
hands to explore the windings of the labyrinth ofyour history! 
How faithfully and carefully you have practised this hypo
critical maxim ! In feigning humility, you grew up power
ful. In feigning chastity, you were allowed to be refinedly 
licentious. In feigning piety you reached consideration. In 
feigning devotedness to youth and solid learning, you obtain
ed by gratuitous donations many thousand colleges filled 
with numberless scholars, who paid very dear for the super
ficial instruction sold to them by yourselves. In feigning 
poverty you acquired immense wealth. In feigning prodi
gality, you became lucratively covetous. In feigning idola
try you obtained from the Emperor of China, money, digni
ties, even a living in his palace. In feigning sensibility you 
gained the devotedness of the rich and noble ladies. In 
feigning commiseration towards the poor you harvested a 
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countless amount of alms which you either pocketed, or po
litically distributed to obtain the brutal favor of the mob. 
In feigning servility before the secular dergy, you oppressed 
them. In feigning zeal in the diocesses you usurped the ju
risdiction of the bishops. In feigning a sublime and mysti
~ doctrine y u gained the consciences and all the faculties 
of the soul, and between us I could add, the bodies of the 
devotees. In feigning to have discovered a rosy road leading 
to heaven, namely, in dancing, immodestly dressing, tissuing 
sinful intrigues of love, spending time frivolously and volup
tuously, etc., you became the confessors and directors of the 
rich, infiuential, and noble ladies, who paid largely for your 
sacrilegious compliances with money and protection, and in 
getting for you charges, dignities, wealth, in senf«g all your 
ambitious and criininal desires. In feigning to find an easy 
way to lead t.o Paradise the mistresses of kings, you obtained 
their favor, gratitude, gifts, and rewards of every kind. In 
feigning that the gospel may be understood for the great of 
the world differently than for the people, you won their be
nevolence and support. In feigning love of royality, and in 
widening the narrow way of the gospel, you obtained the 
confidence of Kings and Emperors ; were admitted to their 
councils; imposed your views upon them in God's name; 
confessed, absolved, and gave them the sacrament, in spite of 
their tyrannical and criininal behavior. And for whi..t? All 
this, to kill them after a while if they did not obey passively 
your wishes, which were in the style of the court imperious 
orders. In feigning friendship for the ministers of Kings and 
Emperors, you disgraced and banished them from the courts. 
In feigning republicanism you invaded the Republic.t1, fomen
ted di.union, hatred, and kindled civil war, to dissolve them; to 
reach by these means your pretentious and criminal aim, viz., 

~ 
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to conquer f.or the Pope the" universal monarchy," which 
through hini you would possess. Finally, in feigning devo
tedness to all forms of governments, you disturbed all. In 
feigning the most sincere attachment for the Princes, Kings, 
aud Emperors, you betrayed them all, except the Popes, or 
at least Papacy. 

0 Jesuits, how faithfully and carefully you have disregard
ed )'Our title of Christians - I mean your Christian obliga
tions - and acted as the worldlians act, and worse than them ; 
though what you did was not, properly speaking, permitted 
by the gospel ! 

"The obligation of hearing mass is fulfilled though we do 
not intend to hear it." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Vasquez, in his Theology, Article, Mass.) 
According to the belief of the Roman Catholic Church, 

mass is the renewing of the sufferings and death of Christ to 
redeem us. Christ leaves heaven at the order of the priest 
pronouncing the words of consecration, and replaces the bread 
and the wine, which are no longer called bread and wine, but 
the body, the blood, the soul, the Divinity of Jesus Christ, 
and keep ·only the form and appearance of bread and wine. 

Thus, to assist at the mass is one of the most serious and 
sacred a"ctions which we can imagine : to fulfil respectfully 
and devotedly this service is the most sacred duty. And we 
can fulfil the obligation of hearing mass without intending to 
bear it! 0 ! certainly not: it would be to laugh at Jesus 
Christ. Such a doctrine is an insult to him. 

" The obligation of hearing mass is fulfilled, even while 
beholding women wi~h concupiscence." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Escobar-Moral Theology-Tract 1.) 
Jesuits, can we be astonished at seeing, that in the Catho· 

lie countries you are surnamed the Fathers with wide sleeves ? 
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at seeing your confessionals crowded with dissolute men and 
women, chiefly with the rich and noble families whom you 
absolve, and to whom you administer the sacrament although 
they gh·e public scandal ? But you make your trade ; you 
get honors and money ; it is all. Why care for the remain
der? Deny that if you are impudent enough. 

" I have been taught by the blessed Mary • . • that in 
looking upon a woman with unchaste desires, we fulfil the 
obligation of hearing mass, even if we had not intended to 
fulfil it." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Masarrennas-Tract 5.) 
Advertisement to licentious men. If they want money to 

go to the theatres, or rather to the • •, they may go to 
church. Th«e they will enjoy very cheap, for they will pay 
nothing. Even-they will hear the mass ; they will fulfil a 
religious and sacred obligation. It is so true that the bless
ed Mary has revealed it to the Jesuit&. And, Reverend 
Fathers, you do not feel ashamed ! 

"Is not a man having unworthily taken the sacrament at 
Easter, obliged to commune anew? I answer, 'No: be
cause he has fulfilled the duty imposed upon him by the 
Church. The law which obliges to take communion binds 
only to the substance of the action, and a sacreligious com
munion is sufficient." 

(The R. F. Jesuit George Gobat-Ouvres Morales. Tome 
1, Traite 4, p. 253-Publiees a Douai en 1700.) 

The Jesuits must suppose that the laws of the Roman 
Catholic Church are very despicable, to lower them in such 
a manner. But do they care for the laws of the Roman 
Church, when, as we will see in the summary of their history, 
they handle religion as a political lever ; when they consider 
the laws of their church as a way for making money? So it 
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has been by their counsel that the pretended and celebrated 
dress of Jesus Christ has been honored at Treves, France, 
which quackery afforded to the priests an immense annual 
revenue. It has been by their counsel, too, that My Lord 
Affre, Archbishop of Paris, bad exposed to the veneration of 
the people a nail which, even now, affords a great amount of 
money. 

SECTION II. - Simo11y. 

"If we bestow a sacrament or another holy thing, aiming 
at a lascivious pleasure which we consider as a reward of our 
compliap.ce, and not merely as a pure gift, we shall be guilty 
of Simony and profanation. It is the case of a man who 
would grant a benefice to a brother for the favor of lasciv
iousness committed with his sister. However, if this man, 
having • ••with the sister, grants the benefice to the broth
er under color of gratefulness, he commits only a kind of ir
reverence.,, 

(The R. F . Jesuit Vincent Filliucius - Moral Questions 
-Tome 2, ch. 7, p. 616.) 

What can we infer from this doctrine? We may and are· 
legically compelled to infer, that religious things are a spir
itual merchandise of which the Jesuits are the storekeepers; 
that, according to a greater or less ability and artfulness in 
dealing, they will be allowed to get less or more money ; that 
the sole difference between the goods-merchants and them 
will be, that the first shall be termed profane dealers, and the 
Jesuits sacred dealers. What must we infer again from this 
doctrine ? That the Jesuits would imitate Judas ; would sell 
Jesus Christ for a few pieces of money if he would come 
again into this world. This conclusion is evident, for, since 
they deal with the gospel of Christ, they undoubtedly would 
deal with his own person. ' 
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0 religion of the Saviour, into what hands art thou fallen! 
" Simony and Astrology are lawful." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Ars. de Kin - Theol. Tripartita, Tome 

2, Tract 5, ch. 13: published in 1744.) 
Astrologers, fortune-tellers, mount~banks of every denom

ination, ftock together ! The Jesuits will grant you licenses 
and letters-patent for exercising your honorable and useful 
trade. These licenses and letters-patent will be valuable, 
for the Jesuits (at least they say so) hold such power from 
God by letters of attorney, which He bestowed upon them 
as His lieutenants in this world. 

Simony has been declared lawful by fifteen theologians of 
the Jesuits. 

SECTION III. - Perjury. 

"We may swear in a slight or grave matter without the 
intention of holding our oath, if we have good reasons to 
swear." 

(The R. F. Jesuit Cardenas - Crisis Theologica - Ques• 
tion Oath.) 1 

"If a woman hides her dowry after the confiscation of the 
property of her husband, she may answer, at request, that she 
hid nothing, by understanding, ' nothing belonging to her 
husband.' 

" When a crime is secret we may deny our guilt, by un· 
derstanding, 'public crime.'" (The R. F. Jesuits Stoz -
Tribunal de la penitence.) 

" We may swear in a slight matter intending not to hold 
our oath, if our reasons for swearing are valuable. 

Question.-" To what is a man bound swearing fictitious· 
ly, and aiming to deceive ? 

Answer.-" To nothing by the virtue ofreligion, since his. 
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oath is f'alse. He is still bound by justice to f'ulfill what he 
has swome.'' (Compendium l'usage des Seminaires, par 
l'abbe Moullet - publie a Strasbourg en 1843.) 

" A man who has been compromised, and who is now ne
cessitated to swear that he will espouse the girl with whom 
he has been surprised, may swear that he will marry her, by 
understanding, ' If I am compelled to it, or if' after a while 
she pleases me.' 

" If any one wishes to swear without keeping his oath, he 
may mutilate the words. For instance, he may say 'uro,' 
instead of' juro;' in suppressing the 'j,' then he says, 'I 
uro,' which means 'I bum,' instead of 'juro,' which means 
•I swear." Then it is merely a venial sin." . (The R. F. 
Jesuit Sanchez -Theological works. - Question Oath.) 

"Questioned about a theft, which you have committed in
tending a compensation, or about a loan which you owe, not 
having paid it, or which you at least owe not actually, either 
because the term is out, or because your poverty excuses you 
f'rom paying, you may in such case swear that you did not 
receive a loan, by understanding,' in order that you may be 
bound to pay instantly,' for the judge aims only at the end." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Castropaolo-Virtue and Vice, p. 18.) 

"We may swear that we did not a thing, though we have 
done it, by underatanding within ourselves either ' any par
ticular day,'·or 'before we are born.' Likewise, such expe
dient is frequently convenient and justifiable, when it is ne
cessary or useful to our health, honor, or social station." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Sanchez -Opera Moralis.- Part 2, Book 
3, ch. 6.) 

"If you have killed Peter in defending yourself legally, 
you may swear before the judge . that you did not kill him, 
by understanding' unjustly.' 
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"If you are a merchant, you may, when the purchasers 
tax your goods too low, use a false weight, and in conscience 
deny your action with oath before the judge, by understand
ing, ' the purchaser did not suffer on account ol it.' " (The 
R. F. Jesuit Gobat-Moral Works, Tome 2d, p. 319.) 

Then, Americans, down with oath ! Down with your 
magistrates! Down with your judges! Down with justice! 
Down with your tribunals ! Down with your courts ! Down 
with the officers of your States ! Down with your Gover
nors ! Down with your Legislative Assemblies! Down with 
your Senates ! Down with your Representatives to Congress ! 
Down with your Senators ! Down wit.h your President ! 
Down with your Republic ! Down with your nation ! Down 
with society! Live disorder, injustice, hatred, civil war! 
Live anarchy ! 

What consequences ! And still, perjury generates them 
directly. 0 Jesuits, what deadly foes of society you are! 
What profanation, what~ impiety, to dare teach perjury, 
chiefiy in the name of God 1 

Perjury has been taught by thirty theologians of the Jesuits • . 

SECTION IV.---Probabilism. 

"A confessor may follow the probable opinion of his pen
itent without caring for his own, and that, even when the 
probable opinion of the penitent is injurious to a neighbor, 
as for instance, if it is a question of not restoring what has 
been stolen." (The R. F . Jesuit N. Baldel- Disputes sur 
la Theologie Morale, Livre 4. p. 402.) 

Then we may act against our own conscience, provided 
that we follow the opin,ons of others. We consider such 
teaching from the Jesuits as a natural consequence of their 
principle of blind obedience. 
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Moreover, we must infer from such doctrine, that we may 
steal-for, to cause the spoilation of another is an injustice, 
a pure theft. 

"An opinion is probable when it is taught by a single 
doctor, and we may follow it." (The R. F. Jesuit Peter 
Nicole.) 

This doctrine is the most injurious to society that we can 
conceive. It is the spring of all misdeeds ; for the Romish 
and chiefly Jesuitical Theologians having authorized and 
taught all kinds of crimes, without one exception, the wicked 
are allowed to give away to their criminal propensities, and 
to believe that their crimes are virtuous deeds. 

" The followers of Probabilism ought to be called 'virgins,' 
because they do not commit a venial sin.'' (The R. F. Jes
Uit Caramuel- Fundamental Theology, p. 134.) 

Then drunkards, liars, slanderers, perjurers, thieves, mur
derers, etc ..• all the members of this virtuous family shall 
be called not only "holy," but "virgins;" for in following 
Probabilism their crimes are changed into acts of virtue. 

God alone knows what numberless and deadly fruits this 
doctrine has yielded since it has prevailed. 

SECTION. V. -Gluttony. 

Question.-" Is r.ot gluttony a mortal sin?" 
Answer.-" Yes and no. To eat and drink without ne

cessity to vomit, provided still that health may not be injured, 
it a venial sin. Even if vomit is previously foreseen, it is 
but a venial sin." (The R. F. Jesuit Busembaum.-Theo
logia Moralis -Article, Gluttony.) 

Cheer up, Reverend Fathe'?s, bring customers to your con- . 
fessionals ! It is preferable to get the friendship of the rab
bles, rather than that of honest men. Enjoy drunkards! 
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Do not f'ear)hell ! Christ either mistook or deceived you i~ 
saying by the mouth of Saint Paul : " Nor drunkards, nor 
• • • shall possees the kingdom of God.'' ht Epistle Cor. 
n. 10. Since you are guilty only of a slight venial ein, you 
will be admitted into " a beautiful meadow covered with all 
sorts of flowers, lighted brilliantly, exhaling a delicious odor," 
into " a delightful spot where the souls do not suffer the pain 
of the senses,'' into" a senatorial prison where you will live 
without dishonor. There you will not be displeased!"" 

" A ma~ is not drunk whilst he can discriminate somebody 
from a cart loaded with hay." (The R. F. Jesuit Busem
baum.-Theologia Moralis -Article Gluttony.) 

Bravo ! Reverend Fathers, exclaim in clasping bands the 
friends of brandy and whisky. What soft fathers and tender 
friends of human frailty you are ! You, however, understand 
and appreciate all the inebriating, all the voluptuousneBB ly
ing in the bottom of the bottle. Since you are worthy of our 
society, let us touch glasses and drink to our friendship and 
fraternity ! Let us not fear to empty many glasses : can we 
not always discriminate our fellow creatures from a cart 
loaded with hay? 

SECTION VI. - Falsehood. 

"Amphibologies l\l'e permitted for a just cause. Thus, as 
the Latln word, ' Gallus,' means either a ' cock ' or a 'French
man,' though I have killed a Frenchman, I may answer ' no,' 
by understanding a ' cock.' Likewise, as the Latin verb, 
'Ease,' means either 'to be,' or' to eat,' when I am asked if 
Titius is at home, I may answer, 'no,' though he is at home, 
by understanding, 'He does not eat there.' The R. F. Jes
uit Sanchez-Moral Theology.) 
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... You may have two confessors ; the one tor the mortal 
sins and the other for the venial, in order to keep the esteem 
of your customary confessor. _You must, however, not re
main in the mortal sin by abusing this latitude." (Commo~ 

teaching of the Theologians of the Jesuits and of other Rom
ish Doctors.) 

" This man does not lie who says : 'I did not such a thing-,• 
though he did, provided he fashion his negotiation as an 
able man ought to do. (The R. F. Jesuit Sanchez-Opera 
ltloralis.) 

" If you believe invincibly that you are orde'i.-ed to lie, 
lie." (The R. F. Jesuit Casnedy-Theological Judgment, 
p.278.) 

" Intention regulates the righteousneBB of our actions. 
Consequently, a man does not lie in swearing that he did not 
auch an act when he did it, by understanding, 'this day,' or 
if he pronounces aloud, 'I swear,' and mentally inserts,' I 
1ay that I did such a thing." (The R. F. Jesuit Filicitius. 
-Moral Theology-Tract 2ii, p. 11.) 

Americans, as to the authorization of having two confes8-
sors, the one for the mortal sins, and the other for the ven
ial, I &BBure you that devout men and women practise 
largely this license. Also they become so hypocritical this 
way, that in society devout is synonymous with devotee, 
bigot. 

As to the principles of the Jesuits on lying and deceitful
ness, we' say that they are most pernicious. Can confidence, 
devotedness, and love, reign in families, when their members 
know that they lie and deceive one another? Can commer
cial transactions, the citizens' exchange of social and business 
relations be sustained, when they know that sincerity does 
not exist among them ; that in lying they deceive each other? 
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Can a government, can society stand when they rest upon 
falsehood? What a spectacle Europe has presented and still 
presents, where this Jesuitical doctrine has prevailed and still 
prevails. 

SECTION VII.-Detraction and Calumny. 

"According to the Jesuits men may without scruple 
attack one anotlier by detraction and slander, even they may 
attempt the civil and natural life of each other." (Cheuve
lin, Counsellor in the Parliament of Paris.-See his Memo
:i;ial to the Parliament on the Principles of the Jesuits.) 

"To calumniate for the preservation of one's honor is not 
a mortal sin." (The R. F. Jesuit Carameul-Fundamental 
Theology.) 

When the Jesuits teach that calumny is not a mortal sin, 
namely, that it is not gravely opposed to justice and charity; 
that we may calumniate to preserve our honor, we shrink 
with horror, so dreadful are the consequences of this doctrine; 

, •we thus see the citizens slandering and hating each other ; 
when the Jesuits add, that we may attempt the natural life 
of our fellow creatures, we see society as a compound of 
bands or murderers, sharpening their poignarda to slay each 
other in the dark; we see her falling exhausted and dying 
in waves of blood. 

SECTION VIII.-lnjustice. 

11 A judge may receive money to pass according to his ar
bitrary will, a sentence favorable to one of both parties, when 
their rights are equal." 

"A judge, having been bribed to pass an unjust sentence, 
is not obliged to make restitution." (The R. F. Jesuit Esco
bar.:-Moral Theology, vol. 1, Book 2 . 

• 
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Question.-" Is not a judge obliged to restore what he has 
received to ac!minister justice?" 

.AnBWer.-" He is bound to restore when he has taken any 
thing to pass a just sentence. If he has received money to 
pass an unjust sentence, he may keep this money beeause he 
·has gained it." (The R. F. Jesuit J.B. Tabema-Abpdg
ment of the Practical Theology.) 

Question. - " If we take money for a bad action, are we 
obliged to restore it ?" 

.Answer.-" We must distinguish. If we would not have 
done it, we could not keep this money. If we would have 
done it, we might.". (The R. F. Jesuit Molina, Works
vol. 3d, p. 138.) 

" A judge may receive gifts from the parties, under the 
color of friendship, or of gratitude for precious justice done 
to them ; or because they intend to oblige him to do it later, 
or to be more careful, or to despatch the suit." (The R. F. 
Jesuit Molina-Works, vol. 1, Tract 2.) 

Americans, what are your tribunals, your courts and your . . 
Judges good for, since justice will be done according to a 
less or greater deal of money ? Can your institutions, your 
government, your Republic stand, if such a doctrine prevails 
among you - and that, too, sanctioned by religion? Still, it 
soon or late shall happen if you do not beware, as I shall 
demonstrate in the course of this exposition. 

SECTION IX.-Duellixg. 

Questi.on.-"Can we accept a duel ?" 
.Answer.-"Yea and no. To accept it openly with scan

dal is a sin. To accept it with prudence, in defending one's 
property, even by the death of one's enemy, is lawful.'' 
(The R. F. Jesuits Escobar and Mendoza--Moral Theolgy.) 

• 
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Which is to say, that we may administer justice to our
selves, but secretly; that we !llay kill our enemy, but in 
darkness, according to the axiom of robbers and murderers, 
4 ' Pas vu pas pris," viz.," Not seen not seized." 

SBCTION X.-Theft . 
' 

" If one_ cannot sell his wine according to its value, either 
on account of the injustice of the judge, or on account of 
the malice of the purchasers, he may lessen his measure, 
mingle some water with the wine, and sell it as wine pure 
and without alteration." (The R. F. Jesuit Toilet - " Des 
Sept Peches Mortels," p.1027.) 

}ierchants, take and keep carefully this lesson of artful
ness. In remaining honest, you will remain poor ; but in 
stealing, you will get rich. Since you are allowed by the 
Jesuits, in the name of God, to steal, avail this opportunity! 

"If we see a robber resolved to steal from a poor man, 
we may dissuade him in pointing out a rich one whom he 
shall rob in his stead." (The R. F . Jesuit Vasquez and 
Castropaolo-Tract 6; and Escobar, Tract 5.) 

" To steal without previous deliberation, is merely a venial 
sin." (The R. F. Jesuit Dicastillo - Cardinal Virtues, 
Book 2, Tract 2.) 

"God forbids theft when it is considered sinful, but not 
when it is considered lawful." (The R. F . Jesuit Casnedy
Theological Judgment, vol. 1, p. 278.) 

Encouragement to the rob hers accustomed to steal; for 
habit being a second nature, they do not deliberate and ex
temporize their crimes. They have not to fear hell, though 
Christ threatens them of this endless punishment ; the Jes
uits assure them that in stealing: they are guilty merely of 

,/ 
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a venial sin, and will be admitted, either into ' the beautiful 
meadow which is covered with all sorts of fiowers, lighted 
brilliantly, exhaling a delicious odor," into "the delightful 
spot, where the souls do not suffer the pain of the senses," 
into the "senatorial prison, where they will live without dis
honor," or at least will be admitted into "the other purgatory, 
where no sinner has spent more than ten years." But what 
say we? The Jesuits send robbers straight to Paradise; for 
in proportion as they become wicked, the light of their mind 
grows dark ; the remorse of their conscience decreases, at 
length is silent, and then they believe they are right in steal
ing. As on the other hand, at least according to the Jesuits, 
God forbids theft when it is considered sinful, not when it is 
considered lawful- consequently the most wicked among 
thieves are not guilty even of a venial sin, and will go straight 
to heaven. 

"It is lawful to steal in necessity." (The R. F. Jesuit 
Lessius -Tract of Justice, Book 2.) 

Reverend Fathers, explain at least what kind of necessity 
you mean, for nobody will term "theft'' the taking of some 
food or cloth in extreme necessity, namely, to preserve one's 
own life. 

Question.-'' Is it not permitted in certain cases, to kill an 
innocent man, to steal, or to commit fornication?" 

Answer.-" Yes, in consequence of a commandment of 
God ; because he being master of death and life, to fulfil his 
order in this manner of duty." 

Question,-" Are we permitted to steal on account of our 
necessity?'' · · 

Answer.-" Yes, lwe may steal either secretly or other
wise, when we cannot supply our wants." (The R. F. Jesuit 
Peter Aragon -Abridgment of the Theological Summary 
of Saint Thomas, pp. 244, 36~ ) 
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" The small thefts which are committed · at intervals of 
several days, and in different degrees, either on the same 
person or many, shall never constitute a mortal sin, how 
considerable soever the amount may be." (The R. F. Jesuit 
Bauny-Somme des Peches, ch. 10, p. 143.) 

Then thieves in retail will go either into the " beautiful 
meadow,"" the delightful spot," "the senatorial prison," or 
into the other purgatory in awaiting Paradise. 

Now, Jesuits, you are very logical. We apprehend per
fectly your reasoning. Having sent straight to heaven the 
biggest rogues, you ought to allow to the rest at least the 
gratification of being admitted into your "beautiful meadow," 
your " delightful spot," your " senatorial prison,'' or into 
•• the other purgatory, where no sinner has spent more than 
ten years." 

" A man is not bound to return what he has stolen in 
small sums, whatever may be the total amount." {The R. F. 
Jesuit Tamburin - Explication du Decalogue, Livre 8, 
Traite 2.) 

Oheer up, Jesuits, do not stop in your way; trample on 
the natural laws, the Bible, and the gospel! Enjoy your
selves, petty thieves, you may here below use the fruit of 
your crimes, and afterwards wing your way into heaven, 
with your conscience light as a feather! 

"A servant may, intending compensation, steal from his 
master; still on the condition that he will not be caught in 
stealing." (Manuel du Confesseur, p. 137.) 

Masters send your servants to the confessionals of the Jes
uits; this is one of the lessons which they will teach them : 

"The domestics may either appeal against their masters 
who are unjust, or administer justice to themselves, or to use 
secret compensation." (The R. F. Jesuit Cardenas-:Crisis 
Theologica, p. 214.) 
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Muters who have difficulties with your servants, beware ; 
lock your doors, for it is easier and more sure to administer 
justice to one's self than by a judicial sentence. _ 

"When we fear to be not paid by our debtors we may 
may use the secret compensation." (Traite de L'lncarnation, 
p. 408.) 

" The domestics who believe that their wages are not 
worth their labor may steal secretly from their mas
ters." (The R. F. Jesuit Cardenas- Crisis Theologica, 
Diss, 23.) 

" A wife may take the property of her husband when he is 
a gambler, in order to supply her spiritual wants, and in 
order that she may do as other wives do." (The R. F. Jes
uit Gordonus- Universal Moral Theology, Book 5.) -

What consequences for the benefit of the confessor! Also, 
poor husbands, you cannot suspect what a vast deal of your 
money goes in the dark to the chests of the Jesuits, who 
privately laugh at you. 

" If fathers and mothers refuse money to their thildren, 
they may steal some from them." 

What a lesson for youth ! what results for families ! 
" When one man is so indigent and another so rich, that 

the last ought to aid him, he may purloin from him without 
sin and without being obliged to restitute. Yet, he must 
steal secretly, without scandal." (The R. F. Jesuit Longuet 
- Question 4, p. 2.) 

Rich men, be cautious, for to steal from you is a holy 
bread. 

" A child who serves bis fr.ther may rob secretly from him 
as much as his father should have paid a stranger." (The 
R. F. Jesuit Escobar-Moral Theology, vol. 4, Book 4.) 

Then a father of a family will lavish bis cares, anxieties, 
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sufferings, and health ; will spend day and night in hard and 
constant labor, to feed, clothe, educate, and give i11Struction 
to his children ; it makes no difference, all these sacrifices 
are worth nothing : his children, when being raised, and 
able to aid him, will be allowed to steal from him as much 
money as he should have paid a stranger who would have 
served him. • 

"You ask if you are obliged to make restitution when 
you have aided another to steal with greater security and 
facility. 

"I answer, with probability, no; though you 1!_aTe held 
the ladder of the thief, or though, obeying your master, you 
have carried off a box stolen by him, and which he would 
have taken off without your help." (The R. F. Jesuit Tra
chala - De la Regle du Confessuer, Publie a Ramberg, en 
1759.) 

Thirty-five theologians of the Jesuits have taught theft. 
Americans, in reading these immoral leHons, does it not 

seem to us that thus we assist at a meeting of thieves in their 
lurking-holes ? Does not theft become a right and a sacred 
right, since the Jesuits teach its divine lawfulness? How can 
a society in which theft will have an apotheosis stand? Also, 
what is the condition in Europe- of the Roman Catholic 
countries, where the Jesuits and the Popes have caused it to 
prevail? Honesty has pretty much disappeared from them in 
the transaction of business. • 

SECTION XI.-Usury. 

"We may purchase an artiole lower than its value if it is 
sold by necessity, because this kind of sale diminishes the 
price of the object which is offered, but may not be suitable. 
Not only in this case the object loses the third of its value, 
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-but even the half. The tavern-keepers may mi::r. wine and 
water together, and the farmers may mingle straw and wheat, 
to sell these goods at a current price ; provided still, that 
this wine and wheat may not be worse than those which are 
daily sold. (The R. F. Jesuit Amedee Guimeniu11.) 

We understand easily that the Jesuits advocate usury, for 
in the suit of 1--fnair, which took place a few years ago, it 
was demonstrated that they discount, buy and sell goods by 
secret agents ; that they lend money at an usurary rate, and 
that they make such a trade on a capital of more than six 
million of francs. The whole of France was filled with the 
scandal of this suit. 

SECTION XII.-Re'hellion. 

" The revolt of a clergymen against a king is not a crime 
of high treason, because he is not his subject." (The R. F. 
Jesuit Sl-Aphorisi:ns-:.-word ckricw.) 

Advice to all governments! Advice to you Americaiia ! 
Since the Jesuits and the priests are not bound ill conscience 
to obey your laws, since they are only subjects of the Pope. 
they will be allowed to rebel and to preach rebellion accord
ing to his will - what they will undoubtedly do, as they 
have done two years ago in Switzerland. 

" Who could be simple enough not to admit that, when a 
tyrant has endangered a nation, all means are lawful to cast 
off •yoke." (The R. F. Jesuit Marianna-De Rege.) 

Ai'Teast, Reverend Fathers, let us at the first use the legal 
means. 

SECTION XIII.-Murder. 

"'Tis permitted to kill an aggressor in defendingone's self, 
whoever he may be. A father :may kill his son, a wif'e her 
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husband, a servant his master, a layman his parish priest, a 
soldier his general, an inferior his superior, an accused his 
judge, a scholar his teacher, a subject his prince." (The R. 
F. Jesuit Azor-Abrege des cas de conscience, Livre 3.) 

A:lly one who would not know the monacal history, would 
not suspect such crudity of language from men professing, 
or at least being obliged to profess, mercifulneBB. 

Question.-" Is it not permitted to defend ourselves against 
an agressor 1" 

.Answer.-" If this murder is practicable without scandal, 
it is not unlawful.'' (The R. F. Jesuit Francis Amicus
Theological Cursus, published in 1642.) 

Reverend Fathers, how much you like darkness ! How 
fond you are of the axiom of rascality : Pas vu pas pris -
"not seen not seized." 

"A man is allowed to kill a false accuser, the witnesses 
produced by him, and the judge himself." (The R. F. Jes
uit Francis Amicus-Theological Cursus, Tract 29, ch. 2.) 

What respect for the laws, the rules of justice, and for tho 
magistr&tes ! 

"If a priest officiating at the altar is attacked, he may law· 
fully kill the aggressor, and straightway continue the mass." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Francis Amicus -Theological Cursus, 
Tract 29.) 

The Jesuits hold and preach, that the mass is the renew
ing of the . sacrifice of mercifulness and redell).ption of Christ 
on the cross; but it makes no difference, a priest may com
plete the mass, his hands red with the human blood which he 
b1UI shed. What insult to Christ !. 

" A priest who commmits adultery is not criminal in kill
ing the husband who assails him." (The R. F.Jesuit Hen
:iquez -Swnmary of Moral Theology, vol. 1, book 4.) 
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0 Jesuits how dreadfully tolerant you are when it is a ques
tion of sacerdotal lasciviousness ! We see full well that you 
plead your own cause. 

Question.-" Is a husband allowed to kill his wife surpris· 
ed in ~dultery, and a father to kill his daughter for the same 
cause?" 

.A.nst0er.-" First, a husband killing his wife before the 
sentence of the judge sins mortally .••• 

"Secondly, a husband may after the sentence of the judge 
kill his wife without sin. The reason of it is, that he be
comes a volunteer executor of the judgment, and is authoriz
ed to murder his wife if he pleases." (The R. F. Jesuit Vin
cent Filliuciua - Moral Questions, vol. 1, p. 372, published 
in 1833.) 

Reverend Fathers, can we not admire your so penetrating 
mind and so tender feelings? All governments owe to you 
a brief of discovery, for the economical way which you teach 
them of executing the judicial sentences. Really, what ia 
the use of paying the hangman, since the husbands will hang 
their wives gratis, and the fathers their daughters ? Your 
invention is a wonderful one in matter of economy, especially 
of feeling. 

"Regularly, we may kill a man who steals from us a crown. 
piece." (The R. F. Jesuit Escobar.) 

" You are allowed to kill a man for stealing from you six 
or seven ducats, though he dies after his robbery. I would 
not declare sinful the act of a man killing another who has 
stolen from him the value of a crown-piece." {The R. F. 
Jesuit Molina- vol. 4, Disp. 16.) 

Jesuits, if you esteem yourselves a crown-piece, we have 
nothing to sq.y about it ; you ought to know J'OUr own value 
bett~r than anybody else. But, ask the husbands, the fath-
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ers and mothers ; they will answer you that they esteem more 
than the value of a dog, even above all money, their wives, 
sons, and daughters. Ask everybody that is neither a Rev• 
erend Father Jesuit nor a Jesuit of the short gown; aak even 
the savage Indians the value of human life ; all will give you 
a like answer. Now, let us ask you in what manner you rec
oncile this principle with your teaching? 

You hold that Jesus Christ descended from heaven to re
deem us. Still, in murdering a man, you send him straight 
to hell ; since you declare tliat the theft of a crown-piece is a 
mortal sin. But we are mistaken ; we forget that with your 
left hand you will bestow upon him absolution, and with the 
right you will poniard him. 0 barbarous mountebanks, what 
deadly foes of mankind you are ! 

Question.-" If somebody attempts to ruin my reputation 
by calumny, am I allowed to kill him directly?" 

Answer.-" Certainly; you may fitly kill him, still Bot 
publicly, to avoid scandal." (The R. F.!JesuitAirault-p.319.) 

Since everybody may take vengeance privately and in dark
ness, what are the tribunals good for ? What security pos
sible for the citizens ! And what compassion can be between 
the calumny and the murder of the slanderer? But the Jes
uits do not care for justice and society. If they give so good 
and so .fruitful lessons to murderers, let us not be astonished, 
for they are familiar with the fact, old and able practitioners 
of their teaching, as it will be demonstrated further in the 
summary of their history. 

"You may falsely accuse your enemy to take away hia 
credit, even to kill him." (The R. F. Jesuit Guimenius-
7th proposition.) 

"We may kill by treac)lery a man banished." (The R. 
F . Jesuit Escobar - vol. 4, p. 148.} 

5 
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Can the Jesuits teach more clearly slander, treason, de
struction of the public justice, assassination, etc. . 
· " It is lawful to kill any man to save a crown." (The R . 
F. Jesuit Molina-vol. 3.) 

Very well, Reverend Father, you are right and logical. Is 
not the sheep the property of the wolf? Still, you killed 
kings. "But only," reply you, "when they were noxious to 
our Order or to Papacy. When they supported us or Papa
cy, we declared them crowned by God, and advocated their 
power against the people with all our influence." 

Reverend Fathers, we thank you for this explanation : we 
remain convinced that in this case you are logical and con
sistent with yourselves. 

"A monk who, instead of flying, kills his aggressor, does 
not sin against justice, for ~e is not obliged _to' fly." (The 
R. F. Jesuit Lessius -Art. Obligationes Clericorum, in his 
Moral Theology.) 

Stop, Jesuits! what fierce fighting fellows, or rather cold 
butchers, you are. In flying, you would save the life of your 
aggressor, and you prefer to kill him even without bestowing 
upon him absolution. What humanity ; what sensibility of 
heart! 

"To fly would be shameful," reply you. But where is the 
humility which you boast to profess ? Where is y~ur sol
emn contempt of the prejudices of the world? Where is 
your death to all things, even to your reputation? Do you 
despise this maxim of Christ : " To him that striketh thee on 
the one cheek, offer also the other?" (St. Luke vi. 28.) 
Have you forgotten the treatise on the Christian and Religious 
perfection, which is your manual? Are you bad Christians, 
or rather avowed worldlians? Still, you noise abroad that 
you profess publicly the councils of Christ; that laymen swim 
in mud and filth ; that they are on the roan of the eternal 
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damnation, but that you are holy; that you, in being Jesuits, 
go straightway to Paradise, and that you practice not only 
the Christian but the Religious perfection. 

Then Reverend Fathers, why do you not practise this divine 
perfection ? • . . . You smile, and remain without an answer. 
• . • We understand your silence . • . All your piety is on 
your lips ; all your fair words of true and perfect followers 
of Christ are for the pretence. They are the veil of your 
deceitful, barbarous, and sanguinary quackery. 

" In all cases, when any man has the right to kill another, 
he may, if he feels moved, authorize a neighbor to do it in 
his stead." (The R. F. Jesuit Busembaum; Moral Theolo
gy, vol. 1, p. 295.) 

Is a lover lying at the feet of his beloved, more attentive 
and careful in guessing in her eyes and in her smile the 
smallest wishes, than the Jesuits are with murderers? Fear
ing that these tender hearts may be a little moved in killing 
their fellow creatures, either because they are not quite accus- . 
tomed to this honorable trade, or for other considerations, 
the Jesuits allow them - and let us not forget it-" in the 
name of God," to authorize others, having stronger hearts, 
to kill them whom they are entitled to slay. 

" If a ma~ does not believe to commit a great sin in kill
ing another, his sin is only venial, because he does not know 
the grievousness of his action." (The R. F. Jesuit Georges 
de Rhodes ; Scholastic Theology, tome 1, p. 322.) 

It follows that almost all murderers sin only venially ; for 
we hardly encounter, in perusing the judicial histories of 
their holy portion of society, that some of them believed to 
commit a great sin in assassinating. 

0 Jesuits, with what brilliant society you people " your 
beautiful meadow," "your delightful spot." "your saneto
r4ll prison, where one may live without dishonor." Can all 
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Christians not be flattered and passionately desirous to swell 
their number and enjoy among them? 

" It is certainly permitted to kill a thief in order to keep 
goods that are necessary to life, because the aggressor assails 
not only the goods, but life itself. Still it is dubious whether 
or not we may kill a thief whe assails only property unnec
essary to our life. When in killing the thief we can defend 
efficaciously our goods, it is probable that we may murder 
him ; by the reason that charity binds no one to lose a con
siderable fortune to keep the life of his neighbor." (The 
R. F. Jesuit Moullet; Explication du Decalogue.) 

Bravo! Jesuits, the murderers ought by gratitude to 
stamp medals and erect statues to your honor, you are so 
zealous in advocating them ! 

''A father may wish the death of the husband who is 
rough with his daughter, because he must love his daughter 
more than his son-in-law. 

" A son is allowed to desire the death of his father, still 
not on account of the death but of the inheritance." (The 
R. F. Jesuit John Cardenas; Cl"isis Theologita, p. 242-
published in Cologne in 1 702.) 

The R. F. Jesuit Thomas Tamburini, casuist, says, "May 
a son desire the death of his father to enjoy his inheritance ? 
May a mother desire the death of her daughter in order not 
to be obliged to feed 1nd endow her? May a priest desire 
the death of his Bishop hoping to replace him? 

" In answtlr to these questions : If you wish to enjoy 
merely these events, you are allowed to desire them and to 
enjoy when they happen. You do not sin because you are 
not glad of the ill of your neighbor, but of your benefit." 
(Methode de la confession aisee, p. 20.) 

"A son who being intoxicated kills his father, may, with-
• 
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out sin, enjoy this event by which he inherits greatwee.lth." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Gobat--Moral Works, vol. 2, Tract 5.) 

" A son may lawfully kill his father when he is noxious to 
society." (The R. F. Jesuit Escobar - Moral Theology, 
vol. 4, Book 31.) 

What wonderful filial love! 0 Jesuits, your doctrines and 
teaching on death to the love of your families . . • • • even 
father and mother, and hatred of them, have been very fruit
ful in your hearts, and unfortunately too frnitful in society ! 
How numberless are in Europe the families which your odi
ous and barbarous principles have thrown into the deepest 
mourning. 

Thirty-seven theologians of the Jesuits have taught 
murder. 

Americans, I ask you if the Jesuits are not fond of human 
blood, happy only among bloody flesh anl bones. The 
tigers do not devour each other; but according to the doc
trines of Jesuits on murder, society ought to be a compound 
of human tigers devouring each other, even fr ends their 
friends, brothers their brothers, husbands their wives, fathers 
their sons, sons their fathers ! Are they not the most deadly 
foes of mankind ? 

SECTION XIV.-Regicide. 

' "We are allowed to kill an unjust aggressor, though he 
might be General, Prince, or King- innocence is always 
more useful than injustice-and a prince who persecutes his 
subjects is a wild, cruel, and noxious beast, which ought to 
be killed." (The R. F. Jesuit Paul Comitolo -Moral De
cisions, Book 4, p . 458. 

Jesuits. explain at least in what circumstance a king will 
be a tyrant. If you term " tyrant " a King who ·does not 
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favor you and the Pope, he certainly is not a tyrant ; witness 
Henry VI., King of France, whom you have poignarded, and 
so many others whom you have immola~d with iron or 
poison. 

" Every subject may kill his Prince in the case of usurpa· 
ti.on. It is so right that the murderers of such tyrants have 
been in all nations highly honored. However, it is to be 
euppossd that he is a usurper, for if he has a probable right 
it is sinful to kill him.'' (The R. F. Jesuit Martin Becan
Opuscules Theologiques, p. 130.) 

According to you, Jesuits, a usurper is that <'ne who is 
not King or Emperor by Divine right. But he is King or 
Emperor by Divine right who has been crowned and anointed 

· with the holy chrism, or he who favors your Order and the 
Pope : your history strongly induces us to believe so. Then 
all the other Princes are reputed usurpers and ought to be 
killed. Kings, Emperors, chiefly Presidents of Republics, 
who govern by the free will and election of the people, and 
not by pretended Divine right, study this lesson and keep 
carefully in your mind that every one of your subjects or 
fellow-citizens may kill you, not only without sin, but even 
in the name of God, whom the Jesuits represent (at least 
they say so) in this world and in his church. 

" A tyrant may be killed by open force and arms. How
ever, the best way is to use fraud and stratagem, in order to 
preserve the country from private and public dangers." (The 
R. F. JE:Buit Marianna.-Reg. Instiut. Liber. 6. 1.) 

Jesuits, what kind of owls you are ! You show but your 
sharp nails except in darkness. You sharpen and handle 
your poignards but in the night. 

" A tyrant is not a lawful king. Then any one of the 
people may kill him-Unusquisque de populo potest ilium 
ouidere." (The R. F. Jesuit Emmanuel Sa.) 
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And the Constitution? And the laws? Have not the 
people legal means to get rid of a tyrant ? May a single in
dividual manage the interests of the citzens without their 
consent? And do you believe that a nation will be low and 
infamous so far as to murder its chief? 0 ! no, you alone 
.Jesuits and your disciples, are capable of such criminal 
meanness and cruelty. 

" Any one may kill a tyrant who is such really-tyran• 
nus quoad substantiam-It is glorious to exterminate him
illum exterminare gloriosum est." (The R. F. Jesuit Adam 
Tanner.) 

"The Catholics honored Garnet as a martyr. Every body 
has heard of the ear of wheat, upon which a drop of blood 
had fallen: the face of father Garnet was painted on it with 
the most striking likeness." (The R. F. Jesuit Feller.
Dictionnaire Historique.) 

However, who was this strange martyr? The principal 
leader of the conspiracy termed" Gunpowder Plot;'' a cruel 
fanatic who prayed publicly in the following manner: "God 
destroy a perfidious nation (England;) exterminate her from 
the land of the living, that we may joyfully pay to Jesus 
Christ the praises which we owe to him !" Who was this 
Reverend Father Jesuit? A monster, who, asked if it was 
lawful to cause the death of several innocent in killing many 
culpable, answered cruelly and without hesitation : " If it is 
useful to the Roman Catholic faith, and if the culpable are 
more numerous than the innocent, it is right to cause their 
death." 

The conspirators Catesby, Greenwell, Tesmond, Garnet, 
and Oldercorn, had spent one year in digging a mine below 
the Parliament (England). They intended to blow up the 
Halls of the Commons and Lords, and thus kill all their 
members, the King and his Ministers. Moreover, the Rev• 
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erend Father Jesuit Gamet made many clear and important 
confessions, which lie in the archives of England, signed by 
the hands of this regicide. 

In 1594, the Reverend Father Jesuit Commolet chose for 
the t.ext of a sermon the passage of the book of Judges, in 
which it is related that Ehud killed the King of the Moab
ites. He exclaimed, in pointing out Henry IV. King or ~ 

France: "We want an Ehud whoever he may be, whether 
monk, or soldier, or shepherd!" 

This Reverend Father Jesuit termed Henry IV., a "Nero,'' 
a " Moab," a " Holofernes," a " Herod." On a certain day, 
he summoned his auditory, because, said he, they endured 
on the throne a false convert. (History of Paris by Du
laure.) 

The Reverend Father Jesuit Nicolas Serrarius praised the 
murder of the King Eglon by Ehud. In writing about this 
fact he said : " Many learned think that Ehud was right. be
cause he was inspired by God, and for many other considera
tions, chiefly because such a deed is an ordinary right against 
Tyrants.'' (Commentaries of the Bible by this Reverend 
Father Jesuit.) 

"To kill an heretical King is an action meritorious before 
God. Neither Henry III., nor Henry IV., nor the Elector 
of Saxony, nor Queen Elizabeth, are true soverei~ns. The 
action of James Clement killing Henry. III. was a heroical 
one. If it is possible to war against the Bearnais (Henry 
IV.,) let us war; but, if we cannot war, let us kill him." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Guignard- who was hung-:- Fragment 
of the Suit.) 

"Rome sees this driver (Henry IV.,) ruling France-this 
Antbropophagi- this monster bathing in blood. Will not 
one rise to take arms against this wild beast? Will we not 
have a Pope using his axe for the salvation of France ? " 
(The R. F. Jesuit Charles Scribanius.) 
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The Reverend Father Jesuit Gabriel Malagrida plotted, 
during the ministry of Pombal, against the life of Joseph I., 
King of Portugal. He assured the conspirators that the 
murderer of the King should not be guilty even of a venial 
sin, because Joseph did not like the Jesuits. This Reverend 
Father was hung and burnt with his colleagues Mathos and 
Alexander. (History-Fragments of the Suit.) 

"The world witnessed lately a magnificent and great 
deed for the instruction of the impious princes. Clement ac
quired, by killing the King, an illustrious name-ingens sibi 
nomen fecit. He died, Clement, the eternal honor of France 
- reternum Gallice decus - according to the opinion of 

, a great many. He was a youth with a candid spirit and 
delicate body, but a superior strength fortified his arm and 
his mind." (The R. F. Jesuit Marianna-De Rege, Liber 
1, p. 14.) 

This book " De Rege " was dedicated to Philip III., King 
of Spain. Such a deed charuterizes the Jesuits, who live 
but supported by poignards, and by apylying the most odioU8 
principles. " To corrupt in order or get power and to gov· 
ern," has always been one of their devices. 

"When a Prince governs tyrannically, he may lawfully be 
killed by his vassals or subjects, even with aguettes and 
poison,~ spite of the eath of faithfulness taken in his hands; 
this is lawful even without previous sentence or order of any 
judge." 

" Any one may kill a usurper if there is no other way to 
get rid of him." (The R. F. Jesuit Emmanuel Sa.) 

"Certainly," exclaimed the Reverend Father Jesuit An
drew Delrio - " any one is allowed to kill a usurper if he 
cannot be dethroned by other means ! " 

" Is it not strange that men professing to be monks, to 
who~ I ~ave never been and will never }>e n0~ous, daily a~

s.• 
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tempt my life?" (Words of Henry IV., King of France. 
Memoires de Sully Ministre de Henry IV.-Tome 1, Lettra 
de Henry IV.) 

The same Henry IV. told Sully and others of his friends: 
''You do not approve of my calling again the Jesuits; 

but can you guaranty my life ? I know by my own experience 
that they have designs against me ; for I already carry the 
cicatrices of their wounds. We must neither irritate them 
longer nor push them to extremities. I consent, then, to 

their repeal, but quite involuntarily and merely by necessi
ty." (Memoires de Sully.) 

" Monks and other clergymen are not allowed to kill the 
kings with ambushes-and the Popes are not accustomed to 
this proceeding. When the Sovereign Pontiffs have correct
ed them paternally, they retrench them by censures from sa
craments. They afterwards, if it is necessary, release their 
subject& from their oath of allegiance; deprive them of their 
royal dignity and authority; and then, it is the right of 
others besides the clergymen to act - Executio ad alios per
tinet." (The R. F. Jesuit Bellarmine. - De Sumni Ponti
fiees auctoriate, Tome 4, p. 180.) 

This Reverend Father Jesuit was such a fanatical worship
per of the Pope, that we read in the" Historical Dictionary," 
by the Reverend Father Jesuit Feller, (word Bellarminc,) 
that whilst dying when the Pope entered his room, he ex
claimed : " Lord, trouble not thyself, for I am not worthy 
that thou shouldst enter under my roof; wherefore neither 
thought I myself worthy to come to thee : but say in a word, 
and thy servant shall be healed." Luke vii. 6, 7. 

Seventy-two of the Theologians of the Jesuits have taught 
regicide. 

Americans, does not your hair stand up whilst reading 
such details? whilst hearing such language? What fanati-
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cism ! What cruelty! Could WP. find words to term, to 
stigmatize so odious teaching, teaching so horrible! 

SECTION XV.-Infanticide. 

"We are asked if a woman may cause to herself a miscar
riage?" 

" We answer first : When the child is not animated and 
the great belly dangerous, she is allowed to cause herself a 
miscarriage, either directly or indirectly: directly, in taking 
potions which * * *; indirectly by bleedings, or by tak
ing remedies relieving her and being injurious to the child. 

" Secondly : When the child is already animated, and she 
is expected to die with him, she may, before the childbed, 
take remedies directly offensive. This decision is justified 
by this following, which is admitted by the Theologians: 
when a woman about finishing her time is pursued by a wild 
beast, she may fly to preserve her life, though it is certain 
that she will miscarry. 

" Thirdly : When a young girl has been corrupted vio
lently, she may, though the child be animated, .•. arbitra
rily, lest she may lose her reputation, which is more precious 
than life itself; (The R. F. Jesuit Airault. - Propositions 
sur le cinquieme precepte du Decalogue, p. 322.) 

N avarrus, Henriquez, Sa, Sanchez, Castropaolo, Diana, 
and a great many other Theologians, who are the most cele
brated among the doctors of the Jesuits, have taught infanti
cide, and have, in certain cases, enjoined the most unnatural 
and cruel modes of destroying the children, resting their the
sis on the value of female reputation. 

As to those who know the Jesuits and other monks, the 
moving motive of so dreadful a doctrine and teaching is not 
the preservation of the female reputation, but-we regret to 
be obliged to say-of their own. 
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SECTION XVI.-Suicide. 

Question.-" When a Chartreux is ordered by a physician 
to take a remedy which will save him from impending death, 
is he obliged to take it?" 

.Answer.-"This question is controverted. Yet, I believe 
the negative decision is more probable, and it is the common 
opinion of Theologians." (The R. F. Jesuit Moullet
Compendium for the use of the Ecclesiastical Seminaries.) 

This doctrine is merely fanaticism and folly. 

SECTION XVII.-Lasciviousness. 

Forgive, Americans, if I foul my pen in writing what fol
lows; I.still must do so in spite of my reluctancy. I will 
choose the less obscene among the muddy doctrines of the 
Jesuits. 

"A man and woman who undress themselves (and are 
even without a shirt) to kiss each other do not sin. This 
action is an indifferent one." (The R. F. Jesuit Vincent 
Filliucius - Moral Questions, Tome 1, p. 316-published in 
1633.) 

" A monk casting off his dress, does not fall under ex
communication, though it might be for a shameful actiob. ; 
for instance, to commit fornication, to steal, or to go more 
secretly to brothels.'' (The R. F. Jesuit Escobar - De 
Luxuria.) 

" Clericus vitium bestialitatis perpetrans non incmit bul
lre prenas ... [We do no~ dare translate it,] except if 
he is frequently guilty of this sin." (The R. F. Jesuit Es
cobar and Mendoza-De Luxuria, vol. 1, p. 213.) 

"Clericus Sodomitice patiens nonincidit in prenas bullre, 
[likewise, we do not dare translate it,] if he commits this 

... 
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sin only once or twice." (The R. F. Jesuit Escobar and 
Mendoza-vol, 1, p. 144.) 

"When a domestic is obliged to serve a lustful master, 
necessity authorizes him to perpetrate the worst deeds. 
Thus he is allowed to look for and bring home concubines, 
to lead him to brothels ; and if his master wishes to scale a 
window to "' • • a woman; he may support his feet, 
or bring a ladder - quio sunt actiones de ee indifferentes -
for these actions are indifferent in themselves." (The R. F. 
Jesuit Caetropaolo - Virtue and Vice, p. 18, published in 
1631.) 

" Suzanna says in Daniel : ' If I yield to the criminal de
sires of these old men, I am lost.' As in this extremity, she 
feared infamy on the one hand and death on the other, Su
zanna was allowed to say,' I will not consent to their shame
ful action, still I will bear it, and I will not speak of it to 
preserve my life and reputation.' But inexperienced females, 
believe that in order to remain chaste, they must exclaim : 
' Corrupter!' • . . We sin only when we consent and co
operate to a voluptuous action. 

" Suzanna ought to have abandoned herself to the old men, 
still without consenting inwardly or co-operating. She was 
not obliged in order to preserve her chastity, to make known 
her dishonor by cries, and to expose herself to death, because 
reputation and life are preferable to the purity of body." 
(The R. F. Jesuit James Tirin- Commentaries of the Bible, 
p. 787-published in 1648.) 

"We may hunt the brothels to convert the prostitutes, 
though we will likely be exposed to sin with them. We are 
allowed it, even when we have already sinned with them, 
having been seduced by their eyes and courting. If a virgin 
consents to the • • • we may not endow her, and with 
greater reason not to marry her, because in corrupting her 
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we have not injured her:.'' (The R. F. Jesuit Etienne Bau
ny. - Somme des peches, p. 77.) 

The Reverend Father Caramuel taught that fornication is 
lawful. My Lord Bouvier, actual B;sbop of Mans (France,) 
has written extensively about it in his obscene and infamous 
book, Supplementum ad Sacramentum de Matrimonio, '' 
which book is taught in the Ecclesiastical Seminaries of 
France to all clergymen. 

"Women do not sin mortally in adorning themselves with 
superfluous ornaments, in uncovering their breasts, and 
* • * if it is a habit in their country, and if they have 
not bad intentions." (The R. F. Jesuit Simon de Lassau.
Explanation of the Decalogue.) 

The tract on marriage by the Reverend Father Jesuit San
chez, is so lascivious, so obscene, that decency forbids us to 
translate and produce it. 

" Suppose that a clergyman-knowing full well, that he 
will be in danger in going to the room of a woman, with 
whom he entertains amorous relations - should be surprised 
in adultery by the husband, whom he kills to preserve his 
life or limbs, he is not irregular, and may continue his eccle
siastical functions." (The R. F. Jesuit Henriquez.-Sum
mary of Moral Theology, work published in 1600.) 

Cheer up, Jesuits, plead yours and the sacerdotal cause. 
"A confessor may and must bestow absolution on a woman 

who cohabits with a man, when she cannot honestly send 
him out of her house, or has some other reasons." 

Question.-" For how much may a woman sell the pleas
ure which she causes? 

Answer.-" We must, for an exact appreci.ltion, consider 
the nobility, beauty, and honesty, of this woman .... an 
honest is worth more than one who opens her door to the 
first comer. Let us distinguish. If this woman is a prosti-
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tute, she may not with justice charge one more than another ; 
she must have a fixed price. 'Tis a kind of a contract be
tween her and the " Pointer' w~o pays ... The ' Pointer' 
gives money, she her body. 

" If this woman is honest, she may charge as she pleases ; 
because if such things have not a common and established 
rate, she has the same right as a merc'llant, who may dispose 
of his merchandise according to his own will. A maid and 
an honest woman may sell their honor as dear as they prize 
it." (The R. F. Jesuit Tamburini- De la Confession aisee, 
Livre 8, chapitre 5.) 

''A prostitute may justly require a salary, but she is not 
allowed to charge too much. A girl and a prostitute who 
secretly deal alike with their bodies, have the same right. 
A married wnman is not allowed to ask money, because the 
benefits of her prostitution are not stipulated in the contract 
of marriage." (The R. F. Jesuit Gordon - Morale Univer
selle, tome 11, livre li.) 

" May a bridegroom and his bride • . . before their mar
riage?" The R. F. Jesuits Navarrus, Sanchez, and many 
others, answer, "Yes." 

SECTION XVIII.-Rape. 

"Rape is no~ a circumstance grave enough so that we 
shall aver it when we confess ; we suppose that . a girl 
has assented to it." (The R. F. Jesuits Facundez.) 

" He who deflowers a girl with her consent, incurs only 
the penalty of making penitence. The reason of this decision 
is, that she, being the owner of her body, may grant her fa
vors as she pleases, even against the consent of her parents.' 

(\he R. F . Jesuit Francis Xavier Fegelli-Questions pra
tiques sur les fonctions des Confesseurs, p. 284-0uvrage pub-
lie a Augsburg en 1750. 
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" He who by violence, or threat, or f'raud, or importunity 
ot prayers, has •••• a virgin without promising to marry 
her, is bound to indemnify the girl and her parents by endow
ing her, in order that she may find a husband. If he cannot 
pay this indemnity, he is obliged to espouse her. However, 
if his crime has remained absolutely concealed, 'tis more 
probable that he is not bound to reparation." (The R. F. 
Jesuit Moullet - Compendium for the use of the Ecclesias
tical Seminaries.) 

SECTION XIX.-Adultery. 

" If any one entertains criminal relations with a married 
woman, not because she is married, but because she is hand
some - as he abstracts the circumstance of her marriage, 
the relations do not constitute the sin of aduitery." (The 
R. F. Jesuit Moullet- Compendiu,m for the use of the Ec
clesiastical Seminaries.) 

Lasciviousuess, with all its degrees, has been taught by 
eighteen theologians of the Jesuits. 

Americans, I will abstain from reflections about such muddy 
doctrines. Yet it is for me a duty to say to you: 

The Jesuits hold and apply in practice and in the eonfeR
sional all these principles, though more secretly and more 
artfully than formerly. I warn you because I know- have 
seen this in confessing their penitents. Then beware ! take 
care of your wives and daughters. When they will say that 
they are sick and want their confessor, beware! Very often 
it will be a rendezvous. When they will say that they go to 
confess, beware ! Very often it will be a rendezvous. When 
they will say that they visit the Jesuits for direction of con
science, beware ! Very often it will be a rendezvous. Re
member, that if their doctrines about lasciviousness are so 
widely immoral, they are very deeply interested in it. 
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SECTION XX.-Intolerance. 

'' The children are obliged to denounce their kindred and 
parents who are heretics though knowing they will be bumt. 
They may either starve them to death, or kill them as enemies 
of hwnanity." (The R. F. Jesuit Escobar - Moral Theolo
gy, book 31.) 

"Parents may desire the death of their children, and of 
any one who disturbs the Catholic church." (The R. F. 
Jesuit Fegelli- Practical Questions, Part 4, ch. 19.) 

"The Christian and Catholic children may accuse their pa· 
rents of heresy, though 'they foresee that they will be burnt 
and killed ; and not only they will be allowed to refuse them 
food if they avert them from the Catholic faith, but they will 
be permitted to kill them, without sin, if they have lried to • 
dissuade them violently from the Catholic faith." (The R. 
F. Jessuit Etienne Facundez -Traite sur les Command
ments de l'Elisc, Tome 1, Uvre 1, ch. 33-0uvrage public 
en 1626. 

Question. - "May a son kill his father expatriated?" 
.Answer. - "A great many theologians decide that he is 

allowed it, if his father is noxious to society: I partake of 
their opinion." (The R. F. Jesuit Dicastillo - De Justitia 
et de Jure, Liber 11, pagina 511.) 

" It is of faith that the Pope has the right to dethrone the 
Kings who are heretics and rebels. But a monarch dethron
ed by the Pope is no longer either a King or a lawful Prince: 
if he refuses to obey the Pope after his degradation, then he 
must be styled a ' tyrant,' and may be killed by the first 
comer - cuilibet de populo licet ill um interfierce." (The 
R. F. Jesuit Suarez-Defensio fidei, Liber 6, caput 4.) 

This Sua.r.cz is the same who, next after Saint Thomas, is 
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considered the first theologian of Catholicism ; the same Doc
tor of whom it is said in the history of his life, that in his 
youth h~ was without talent, but that on a certain night the 
blessed Mary opened prodigiously his intellect. 

" The Pope may kill with a word (potest verbo corporalem 
vitam assumere.) For the right of feeding the sheep having 
been granted to him, was not the right of killing the wolves 
granted to him (potestatem lupos inteficiendi ?") (The R. 
F. Jesuit Emmanuel Sa.-In his Theology- Questions 011 

the Authority of the Church.) 
"The Pope may reprimand Kings, and punish them with 

death." (The R. F. Jesuit Sanctarel. - Of the Pope, ch. 
30, p. 296, work published in 1625.) 

" A man condemned by the Pope may be killed anywhere." 
(The R. F. Jesuit Lacroix-vol. 1, p. 294.) 

" We may kill anywhere a man proscribed by the Pope 
because the Pope has at least an indirect jurisdiction over all 
the world, even in temporal things." (The R. F. Jesuit 
Busembaum - Theologia Moralis.) 

Many sovereign courts issued decrees which condemned 
the work of Busembaum. and ordered that it should be burnt 
by the hand of the hangman. 

Americans, in reading these sentences of denunciation, per
secution, proscription, blood, and death, we ask ourselves if 
the authors and apostles of these principles are not fiends 
with the human face. At least we feel relieved in thinking 
that they are denied by everybody, and looked upon as mon
sters in the human family. But we fall overthrown when 
the Reman Catholic Church answers us that they, the Jes
uits, are her main soldiers, her most learned, strongest, '8.Jld 
the most devoted supporters. We feel horrified in thinking 
of our ancestors, who have been victims of these principles ; 
in thinking that citizens, friends and kindred, denounced 
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and drove one another to the sacerdotal prisons, and thence 
to the scaffolds ; in thinking that husbands were butchers of 
their wives, and wives of their husbands : that sons starved 
their fathers and mothers to death, or drove them to thedun
geons under the poignards and wood-piles of Bishops, Monks. 
and Popes ; that fathers and mothers, with hearts oppressed, 
drove to monacal and papal butcheries the children to whom 
they had given life. All these things, Jesuits, you taught 
and imposed upon our ancestors, in the name of Christ the 
Merciful, the Redeemer ; in the name of God ! Ah ! their 
ghosts will never be silent; we will hear them always re
membering us that in Europe you caused their blood to run 
as abundant as rivers ; that you fattened the fields with their 
:8.esh ; that you scattered their bones through nearly all Eu
rope. We will never forget that our forefathers, the first 
inhabitants of the American land, were compelled to leave 
their native country, to come to bury themselves in an un
known and far-distant wilderness to escape your tyranny and 
cruelty. Who have been for centuries peopling the deserts 
of the United St.ates? The victims of your principles ! You 
will accuse, to justify yourselves, Kings and Emperors. But 
though you killed some of them, did you not unite with them 
to support one another? And, what say I? were they not 
the instruments, the tools of your and papal will ? Did they 
not hold the sword which you handled? "We were sup
pressed," reply you. Yes, but not every where. You J.;.ved 
in Prussia. You breathed freely in that atmosp}iere of ty
ranny, deadly to freedom and to generous hearts. You were 
dead, say you. Can you die ? Are you not a hydra which 
never dies? The papal sword alone cut off your numberless 
heads, but he is your first head - he will be careful not to 
kill you, lest he may die himself; lest he may be bound to 
restore his temporal and spiritual thefts ; lest he may let fall 
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his blinding, anti-social, and anti-Christian tyranny, which 
maintains a whole and noble people in a political, intellect
ual, and moral barbarity, and the whole Roman Catholic 
church in ignorance, fanaticism, and tmperstition. 

0 Jesuits! how can you clear yourselves in the tribunal of 
society? Will you quote the Reverend Father Jesuit Cerut
ty, who published a book for your justification? But the 
Reverend Father Jesuit Feller is obliged, in his "Universal 
Biography," to confess that Cerutty left your Order a short 
time after its publication. And why? Because, devoured by 
remorse, he listened to his conscience, and would give to all 
humanity a public acknowledgment of his crime against 
truth, against the gospel, against man's welfare. Then he be
came your martyr, and since that time you attack his name, 

. his memory, in your biographies. What can you produce for 
_your justification? Your feigned death, your apparent inof

fensiveness? but you know as well as I, that you have bor
rowed a false skin, the skin of darkness ; that slowly and 
without noise, as a worm eating silently the wood in the heart 
of a timber, you loose the ties of families, the ties of the 
American Republic. And what are you doing now in Russia, 
in Austria, in Prussia, in Rome, etc .••. where you appear 
with a less false skin, becaust' you are stronger and favored 
by their Kings and Emperors, or rather tyrants ? In Russia, 
in Austria, in ,Prussia, you surround and support the thrones 
of the enemies of .freedom and democracy. In Rome you 
surround the bloody steps of the throne of the Pope ; fill the 
prisons with the victims of the papal tyranny ; confiscate their 
property; banish them, and disgrace, persecute, deprive their 
families of the necessities of life: every day you wash the 
pavement of the city with innocent blood. In France you 
support the half throne of the half Presideµ.t of the half 
French Republic. There you send to the National Assembly, 
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by the priests, the devotees, the wives and the peasants, aristo
cratic representatives, enemies of democratic principles and 
of the Republic. The proof of your misdeeds and intolerance 
in these and other Em-opean countries, the ports of the United 
States are daily obstructed with the victims of political and 

I 
religious tyranny, coming to this hospitable land, and looking 
for a shelter and a living, thirsting to breathe the vivifying 
~r of liberty. 

0, Jesuits! Whatever you may try to justify your past 
conduct, you will never accomplish it. You are now a Cain 
marked on the forehead with the iron pen of history, as the 
most deadly foes of the human family. You 11till are power
ful, even exceedingly powerful ; you demonstrate it in Europe. 
There all true friends of improvement, of freedom, of democ
rady, of the gospel, and of social welfare, tremble in contem
plating the future ; and if you are not stopped and carefully 
watched in America, you will prove to the United States that 
they warm in their bosom a snake that will kill them. 

Americans, pray give a special attention to the following 
reflections. 

In reading the summary of the doctrines which the Jesuits 
have held and taught-which they still hold and teach ; in 
reflecting on their principles, so impious, so inhuman, so im
moral, so obscene, so intolerant, and so anti-Christian, you 
likely were astonished, and thought that the writers who 
taught and professed such doctrines were the villains of the 
Society of Jesus: but you were mistaken. These writers 
have been always, and still are, considered the main Theolo
gians and the light of the Society? Their Theology is taught 
now to all the secular clergy in the Ecclesiastical Seminaries, 
and applied by all the priests in their ministny; not only in 
a few countries but all over the Roman Catholic world. The 
Pope himself has beatified several of the aforesaid Theologians 
of the Jesuists. 
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These Theologians have been always and still are oracles 
among the Jesuits .. All these Reverend Fathers, in preach
ing, in writing, in confessing, in short, in exercising the 
sacerdotal ministry, have followed and still follow their 
teaching, all their doctrines, except a few points of morals 
which the Pope, in order to delude the people, politically has 
condemned. I notwithstanding can solemnly assure you, 
that from my relation with the Jesuits, my sacerdotal minis
try, chiefly t~at of confession, they certainly hold, practise 
and apply all these doctrines. 

Perhaps you will ask me if these principles have been ap
proved by all the Society of Jesus. I answer this question 
in quoting this article of their rule : 

"No volume shall be published by one of the members with
out the previous approbation of one of the Superiors." 

Pascal reproached them for this article of their rule, in 
unveiling some immoral points of their doctrine. (See the 
fifth and ninth of the Provincial letters.) 

Therefore, Americans, we must necessarily infer that the 
whole Society of Jesus is responsible for the principles con
tained in the books published by their Theologians, and for 
all their consequences. 

"Do the Jesuits," continue you, "proclaim actually from 
the pulpit these principles?'' 

Certainly not. They are too artful to show what they are, 
especially in the United States. Feeling that the ground is 
still moving under their feet; that they are not the majority ; 
knowing that an imprudent and impolitic behavior would 
risk their prospects among you, they are very cautious and 
fearful. They confine themselves to a subter_raneous and 
almost invisible work, to become after a while the majority. 
Be not astonished if they bend themselves to these mean 
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proceedings, for, witness their past poli~y, they know and 
apply admirably this principle, " that they must crouch and 
creep unseen, in order to reach power and to tyrannise." 

Again. "Do the Jesuits," ask you, "apply their immoral 
principles in confessing?" 

I feel sorry to be obliged to answer : yes. They apply 
their immoral principles which have been exposed, and even 
many others which ar~ more immoral; but they are so in-· 
credibly immoral that I am not allowed to write them. 
Moreover you could not believe me, because, knowing them 
only by the confessional, I cannot exhibit proofs. You still 
can judge some of the mysterious and unwritten doctrines of 
the Jesuits by those w~~hey have avowed and written. 

Americans, we have related summarily, how the Jesuits 
a.re educated Of rather moulded during their noviciate-what 
doctrines they have held, taught, and still hold and teach. 
Let us, at present, group, summarily, some facts of their his
tory. We say some facts, for several volumes might scarcely 
contain the details of their crimes. You will see, Americans, 
what faithful and careful practitioners they have been, and 
in our days are, of their doctrines and teaching • 

• 
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CHAPTER IV. 

SUMMARY OF THE HISTORY OF THE JESUITS. 

Year 1534.-Paris was the first cradle of the Order of the 
Jesuits. Saint. Ignatius Loyola, a man unfortunately too 
famous for mankind's welfare, was its founder. Having ex
alted the ambitious and fanatical viewer of Francis Xavier, 
Peter Le Fevre, James Laynez, Rodriguez, they united with 
each other, by vows, in the Church Montmartre, near Paris. 
Soon after 'they came to Rome ; exposed their aims, designs 
and plans, to the Pope, and promised to add a fourth vow 
to those of poverty, chastity, and obedience, namely, that of 
obeying him and his successors on the throne of St. Petei:,. 
(Various Histories-Universal Biography by the R. F. Jes
uit Feller, at the word Ignl}tius.) 

Year 1540.-The Pope Paul Ill. accepted their proposal, 
and introduced them into the political life, by approving 
and confirming them as a religious body, under the calling 
of " Society of Jesus," with the Bull " Regiminis mili tan tis 
Ecclesire." (Idem works.) 

Year 1541.-Saint Ig;iatius Loyola was appointed General 
of the Order. Hardly born, the Jesuits began the stout tis
sue of their criminal history. Finding obstacles in the way 
of their ambitious aims, they diffused themselves every
wher~, under the color of zeal and devotedness to the Roman 
Catholic Church. They inflamed talented but fanatical and 
inexperienced youths ; and thus won a great many proselytes. 
To overcome difficulties, they applied the principle, which 
was henceforth to be their favorite one, " Divide et regna; " 
" Divide and you shall reign.'' They sowed discord and 
hatred among families, provinces, nations, Kings and Em-
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Perors, whom by intrigues they succeeded in surroundiDg. 
They disturbed chiefly all Germany in wearing all aorta ot 
masks, playing all parts, stirring up all the popular passions 
JLgainst the Protestants, and still feigning to calm the 
parties. 

The Jesuits displayed under the aforesaid circumstances, a 
hypocrisy so mean and artful, that in Bavaria they declared 
expressly, in order to deceive the Protestants, that they in
tended to restore the former Christian faith ; and that Saint 
Ignatius had solicited and obtained an introduction to 
Luther, by the intercourse of Paquier, the celebrated lawyer 
of the University of Paris. (History of Christian Empire, 
from the Reforffiation to .•.. by Schrockh-3, 515-
~eflections on the history and .Constitutions of the Societ1 
of Jesus, by Spitler-work published in 1819-History of 
the Jesuits in Bavaria, by the Chevalier De Lang-work 
published in 1819.) 

At the same time the Jesuits excited the Pope and the 
temporal powers against the Reformation, The Reverend 
Fathers Jesuits Bobadilla and Lejay, who, nearly at the 
same moment, were troubling by the lowest duplicity the 
Diet of Ratisbonne, and the religious conferences moved 
there from Worms, were the leaders and the responsible 
.Papal agents of this important and machiavelistic mission.
( See above cited woi:ks.) 

Year 1545.-The Pope Paul III., appointed as Theologi
ans of his holiness, for the Council of Trent, the Reverend 
Fathers Jesuits Laynez and Salmeron. ·Thus he rewarded 
the Jesuits for the solemn vow of obedience to the Papacy, 
taken by their· Society. However, the principal end of the 
Pope in choosing these Fathers, was to find in them devoted 
and able creatures; deadly enemies of Protestantism, and 

6 
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zealous defenders of the Papal usurpations, against a great 
many Bishops opposed to them. 

The Jesuits, appreciating all the advantages of such a pro
posal, and chiefty knowing that it was a sure title to the 
highest favors and privileges of the Popes, through whom 
they might become rid of the jurisdiction of the Bishops, 
accepted it gratefully, and sent to the council the Fathers 
Laynez and Salmeron, who fulfilled heartily and successfully 
their mission. 

The Jesuits had not been mistaken in their hopes, the Popes 
after a short while, granted them the famous Bulls ; which 
emancipated them from all Episcopal jurisdiction, and ex
communicated even the laymen who would dare contradict 
their rules. (Various Catholic and Protestant Histories of 
the Council of Trent.) 

Year 1549.-The Reverend Father Jesuit Bobadilla, by 
cringing and ftattery, becaine the confidential confessor and 
director of Ferdinand I. By him he governed Germany 
from 1541, to 1549. Fortunately for that country which he 
disturbed, and by the political and religious dissensions 
which he fomented, impoverished, he trusted too much in his 
influence over the mind of the Emperor. Having plotted 
and thwarted the interim of Charles, he fell from his power, 
and was finally disgraced. (History of Germany, by J. C. 
Pfister-vol 7, edition 8.) 

Year 1551.-The Jesuits surrounded the fanatic Duke of 
Bavaria, who was displeased on account of the interim; 
excited him against Ferdinand I., and were authorized by 
him to teach at Ingolstadt. The Reverend Father Jesuit 

. Cassius, who had been appointed Provincial in Germany, 
and who was to be, during about thirty years, so noxious to 
that country, was their leader and head of these intrigues. 
(Stumpt-p. 291.) 
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Year 1653.-Ferdinand was obliged to yield. He called 
them in Vienna to stop-at least said be-the ruin of the 
Romish Church. He appointed the Reverend Father Jesuit 
Canisius Visitor of the University of Vienna. If Maximil
ian II., was threatened to be poisoned, as it is ascertained 
from the writers of the two parties, this crime took place at 
this epoch, and was ascribed to the vengeance and policy of 
the Jesuits. (Schneller resterr-einduss, 1, 168-De Hor
mayr, resterr-Plutarch,7, 29.) 

From the year 1554 to the year 1556.-In 1554 the Jes
uits had invaded all classes of society, and alarmed all 
powers ; so thick, so powerfully they bad grown up. And, 
in what manner ? By artful policy, in changing with cir
cumstances ; in by turns, flattering, lying, slandering, stoop
ing, threatening, promising ; in one word, in handling mas
terly the deepest hypocrisy. 

In France the Jesuits succeeded in gaining the protection 
of the Cardinal de Loraine, and by his interference, obtained 
from the king, Henry II., the right of collecting money, 
building chapels and opening colleges all over the territory 
of France. 

The third of August, the Parliament alarmed, decreed that 
the letters patent of Henry JI. and the Brief of the Pope 
Julius III., should be communicated to the Bishop of Paris, 
and to the Faculty of Theology. 

The formula follows :-

" Considering ; I. That the new ' Society ' attributes to 
itself the strange name of 'Society of Jesus.' 

" 2. That it admits indifferently in its bosom, every kind 
of people, bastards, rascals • • . . 

" 3. That it has neither rules nor constitution, nor the man
ners and behavior which discriminate the monks from the 
laymen. 
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" 4. That it obtained many privileges, liberties and indem
~ties ; principally relative to the administration of sacra
ments, thus damaging the Bishops, Clergy, Lords, Princes, 
citizens and Universities. • • " 

The Faculty of Theology passei:l on the first of December, 
of the same year, the following Decr'?e : 

"The Faculty of Theology considering: 
1. "That the Society of Jesus dishonors the Monastical 

and Religious Orders, of which it enfeebles the discipline by_ 
its want of the pious practices, which generate fervor and keep 
up virtue. 

2. "That it causes the transgression of the vows, escapes 
from submission to the Prelates; dispossesses unjustly the 
ecclesiastical Lords and others of their rights; generates in 
the civil and religious governments, disturbance, complaints, 
dissensions, lawsuits, contentions, jealousies, rebellions, and 
divisions of every kind. 

" Declares for all these motives, that the aforesaid Society 
is dangerous to religion; to the church which it disturbs; 
to the monastical discipline which it enfeebles; and that it 
is organized rather for the ruin than for the education of the 
faithful • • " 

Year 1556.-Many years before the Jesuits had invaded 
Portugal and Spain. In Portugal they had been, at first ex
traordinarily influential. In Spain, Charles V. w~o had 
pondered the consequences of the power of the Jesuits, had 
not favored them. Melchior Cano, a Dominican, who was 
undoubtedly the most celebrated Doctor of the University 
of Salamanca, had d"nounced them publicly as forerunners 
of Anti-christ. Don Martinex Cilicio, Archbishop of Toledo, 
had expelled them from Ascala, and the people of Sarragossa, 
from their city. In 1556, the Jesuits availed themselves of 
a circumstance with the greatest ability. Donna Maria of 
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Portugal having died, they engaged the young King of Na
ples, Sicilia,, and Low Countries, to marry the daughter of 
Henry VIII. of England. They withal invited Charles V., 
under the pretext of the salvation of his soul being at stake, 
to abdicate his crown. They sent to London, to solicit the 
hand of the daughter of Henry, Edmond Campion, who, 
afterwards convicted of high treason, was condemned to be 
tortured and beheaded in London, on the 28th of Novem
ber, 1581. By this compliance of political intrigue, the 
Jesuits gained the gratitude and confidence of Philip II., 
and began to rule Spain. At the same time, they founded 
colleges in Ingolstadt and Vienna. (Jel Pfister-History of 
Germany, vol. 7.) 

Saint Ignatius Loyola, Father, Founder, and General of 
the Jesuits, died, having been in turn a page, a licentious 
soldier, penitent fanatic, poet, apostle, philosopher, legislator, 
manufacturer of men walking with living bodies but dead 
souls, King of such extraordinary people, and, by handling 
them artfully, ruler of many countries in India, and of the 
most powerful Kings and Emperors in Europe ; in short, 
ruler of the temporal, intellectual, moral and religious inter
ests of the greatest nations. His power had been so as
tonishing, that the epitaph following was engraved upon his 
tomb: 

""Whoever you may be who imagine to yourself the great 
Pompey, Cresar, or Alexander, open your eyes: you shall 
see on this marble, that Ignatius has been greater than these 
conquerors." (Les Convents, p. 71.) 

From the year 1557 to the year 1560 . .....:.The Jesuits tried 
to obtain more credit by profane and sacred means. To 

_ adorn their Order with a pretended divine seal, they-pub
lished everywhere that God empowered them to perform Inira
cles-but being careful to say that these miracles happened 
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in far distant countries, but their existence might be con
trolled. They proclaimed from the pulpit, in their writings, 
in the parlors, in their colleges, in every manner and every
where, that India, where they had missionaries, was a country 
which God blessed ; that there all civilized or uncivilized 
kingdoms, provinces and colonies, resounded with the super
natural deeds, with which God had favored their apostle 
Francis Xavier, during and after his life. They extolled, to 
the skies chiefly the following miracles : 

"This extraordinary man," they preached and wrote, "ap
peared eight feet tall when he taught the people. His worn 
out surplice shone suddenly with fine embroideries. He 
brought to life again dead bodies in the presence of the 
largest assemblies. On a certain evening, whilst he preached 
in a religious meeting, a volcano broke out and the earth 
shook : all fell, but he stood up. Alaradin, a Mahometan 
Prince, besieged Malacca with an army and a fleet, but the 
S:Unt, though having only seven small boats to defend the 
people, advanced against him; his voice resounded as thun
der, and Alaradin alarmed, turned and fled." Read the 
relation of these miracles and many others in the lives of 
Saint Francis Xavier by the R. F. Jesuits Turselin and Bou
hours. The first written in Latin, the second in French. 

Years 1560 and 1561.-The Parliament of Paris ordered 
that the Jesuits should sue for their Institute in the great 
Council of Trent, The tenth of October, John Prevost, 
Rector of the University (France,) was compelled to forbid 
them to teach, · because they excited and misled youth. Then 
they asked to be incorporated into the University, but they 
entangled so much the 'conditions of their admission, that 
their petition was disregarded. 

In 1561, they intrigued powerfully, seduced the Bishop of 
Paris, and corrupted the Rector of the University. 
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[See for the above and following quotations, " Annalee de 
la Societe des Soi-dissant Jesuits, ou, Recueil historique et 
chronologique de toutes les pieces ecrites, contre les Jesuites." 
Edition in 4 volumes. In this work are related the most 
authentic and official pieces witten, decreed, and published 
about the Jesuits. This work being a living condemnation 
and sentence against them, they have spent a good deal of 
money to cause all the copies to disappear, but many remain 
in the public libraries of France.] 

Year 1564.-ln France, the Jesuits seduced Les Guizes in 
ftattering and promising them support in their political and 
ambitious views. So powerfully protected, they corrupted 
the celebrated lawyer Versoris and attacked the University. 
In spite of the talent of the famous Pasquier, and of his 
well-grounded pleading; in spite of the Parliament; even 
in spite of the will of the people, they were authorized in all 
their plans to monopolize the public instruction. The Rev
erend Father Jesuit Odon Pigenat, styled by Arnaud" Le 
Corybante fanatique," "The fanatic Corybaute, and by the · 
historian De Thou, "Le Tigre," "The Tiger," was the hero 
of all those mean intrigues. (Annales • • Arnaud
De Thou.) 

Year 1569.-ln France, De Pontas, Bishop of Razas, re
fused but in vain, his consent to their establishment in Bor
deaux, where they excited the Catholics against the Protes• 
tants. ( Annales • • . ) 

Year 1570.-Elizabeth, Queen of England, expelled the 
Jesuits from her kingdom. (Annales . .) 

Year 1571.-ln Belgium; the misdeeds of the Jesuits were 
so hideous and so subversive, that Arius Montanus wrote to 
Philip II., King of Spain, assuring him that the deluge of 
their works of destruction covered all society. He entreated 
him to take some measures to stop, or at least paralyze the 
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jesuitical power, and proposing a series of instructions, which 
ahould be executed by the Governor of these disturbed pro
vinces. 

At the same time, Catharine of Austria complained urgent
ly and bitterly in a letter to Borgia, against the enormities of 
the Jesuits, who, she said had revealed her confession, and 
profaned criminally the most respectable and sacred things. 
(Annalee.) 

Year 1572.-ln France, the Jesuits directed by Gregory 
XIII., that worthy Pope who celebrated so solemnly in Rome 
the news of the massacre of the Protestants all over the king
dom, the Jesuits, say I, advised the counsellors of Charles 
IX., and Catharine De Medicis. It was in their lurking 
house at Paris tha.t these counsellors deliberated during the 
mournful night of the massacre, known under the name 
" Massacre de la Saint Barthelemy." 

At the same time, as the Jesuits had previously fired Ger
many, stirred up the Catholics who were in the majority 

·against the Protestants who were in the minority, two armies
were organized, frightful baitles fought, and blood ran every
where. (Annales. . • •. and various extracts.) 

We read in the 2d volume, page 613, edition octavo of 
the History of France by Anquetil, a Roman Catholic priest 
who died in the Roman communion, who, thereby, is un
doubtedly not chargeable with partiality when he avers 
some too visible misdeeds of Bishops, Jesuits, and Popes: 

(TRANSLATION.] 

" In Rome, the news of the death of General Coligny waa 
received most joyfully. The cannon was fired. Bon-fires 
were kindled as for the most fortunate events. A solemn 
mass of thanksgiving was celebrated, at which mass the Pope 
Gregory XIII. assisted, with the splendor gi~en by this Court 
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to the ceremonies considered by it aa worth solemnization. 
The Cardinal de Lorraine reward:id largely the courier, and 
showed, in questioning him, that he was informed in advance. 
Brantome relates that the Sovereign Pontiff shed tears on 
the fate of so many unfortunate victims. ' I mourn,' he 
said,' so many innocent victims, who undoubtedly have been 
confounded with the culpable, and God will have perhaps 
granted to many of them the grace of repentance.' " 

Ah! Jesuits, Popes, Cardinals, and other religious butch
ers, if you did know how strong, how revengeful, arise in 
our minds and hearts the remembrance of our forefathers 
whom you a.ilsassinated ! If you did know how their cries in 
falling agonized and dying under your poignards, resound 
thundering through our ears, and stir up all the power of 
our filial love l If you did know how heroical it is to for
give you! But Christ the merciful orders us: we stop and 
are silent. We will only borrow and apply to you the lan
guage which he addressed, under almost similar circumstan
ces, to your ancestors the Pharisees : 

"W o to you, Pharisees, because you love the uppermost 
seats in the Synagogues, and salutations in the market-place. 
W o to you, because you are as sepulchres that appear not, and 
men that walk over them are not aware. Wo to you law
yers, because you load men with burdens which they cannot 
bear, and you yourselves touch not the packs with one of 
your fingers. W o to you who build the monuments of the 
prophets : and your fathers killed them. Truly you ~ear wit
ness that you consent to the doings of your fathers : for 
they indeed killed them, and you build their sepulchres. 
Therefore also the wisdom of God saith : I will send to 

them prophets and apostles, and some of them they will kill 
and persecute: that the blood of all the prophets which was 
1}ied froiµ the foundatio~ of the world, ma7 be re<Juired of 
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this generation, from the blood of Abel unto the blood of 
Zacharias, who was slain between the altar and the temple. 
Yea, I say to you, it shall be required of this generation. 
Wo to you lawyers, for you have taken away the key of 
knowledge: you yourselves have not entered in, and those 
that were entering in, you have hindered." St. Luke ii: 43 
and following. 

Year 1579.-Saint Charles Borromeo, Archbishop of Mi
lan, wrote to Cresar Spetiano, his apostolical pronotary and 
agent in Rome, complaining about the undertakings, enor
mities, and rascalities of the Jesuits in that city. He order
ed him to claim from the Pope a sentence against ·them, 
styling them " Fathers Du Jesus," because they dishonored 
the sacred name of Jesus. He did not succeed, for they 
were too powerful in Rome, the too beloved idols of Papacy. 
Pius IV. had told an ambassador of Portugal, that the Jes
uits were his troops. (See Ribadeneira, one of the authors 
of the Jesuits.-Annales .•.. ) 

Year 1581.-The Jesuits w~re expelled from Bourges, 
Rouen, and Tournon (France,) where they had opened col" 
leges ; were discredited in Monomotapa, suspected and 
threatened in London after the execution of Campion, S}\er
win, Briant ; and expelled from Anvers for having disturbed 
Gand, a city of the Low Countries. 

The Reverend Father Sammier was deputed to the Princes 
of Germany, Italy, and Spain, to induce them to unite against 
France. (Pfister-History of Germany, 7 vol.-Mezeray, 
French Historian.) 

Year 1584.-The murderer of the Prince of Orange, Bal
thazer Gerard, declared that four Jesuits of Treves, to 
whom he had revealed his project, encouraged him in assur
ing him, that if he fell and died in his pious design, he 
should be a martyr. (De ~ou~Fre11c~ History of France, 
lJook 79,) . . 
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By the intrigues of the Jesuits, the Princes of Guize and 
Philip II., King of Spain, united on the first of December, 
against the Protestants of France and those of the Low 
Countries, for the double purpose of crowning King of France 
the Cardinal Bourbon, after the death of Henry III., and of 
b;mishing all the heretical Princes. At the same time, the 
Jesuits being immensely rich, forestalled the victuals, famish
ed France and preached rebellion against King Henry III. 
(Anuales Mezeray-History of France.) 

From the year 1586 to the year 1590.-In England the 
Jesuits organized and directed a new conspiracy, not to. try 
again ·to kill Queen Elizabeth, but to dethrone her, and to 
crown in her stead Mary Stewart. 

They shook France, and were, says the historian Mezeray, 
" Les trompettes de la Ligue," " The Leaders of the League." 
Their Provincial of Paris, the Reverend Father Mathew, was 
surnamed " Le courier de la Ligue," " The courier of the 
League." They struggled to win Henry III. Also Paquier, 
in his Catechism, Book 3, ch. 2, says about it : " Anger, 
confesseur de ce Prince, avait bien tate son poux et jauge 
profondement sa conscience," -which means, that the Jesuits 
carefully and deeply sounded the intentions and conscience of 
this Prince. But they did not succeed. Then they stirred 
up the mob in Bordeaux, from which city the Marshal de l\1ar
tignan expelled them. (De Thou-History of France, Book 
10, ch. 4.) 

Afterwards, the J e1<uits preluded the murder of Henry IV., 
by deifying James Clement, who killed Henry III. at Saint 
Cloud, the 1st of August, 1589. The Reverend Father Jesuit 
Molina, Theologian of the Jesuits, wrote on these circum
stances: " Murder was atoned by murder; and the manes of 
the Duke of Guizes, unjustly killed, were avenged by the ef
fusion of the royal blood." Further, he adda "James Clem-

/ 
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ent made a truly noble, admirable, memorable . • . • action, 
by which he taught the Princes of the world, that their im
pious designs do not remain unpunished." (Molina-His 
Theology, Article de Regibus.) 

Year 1590.-Aquaviva, General of the Jesuits, obtained 
from the Pope Gregory XIII., a Bull putting them beyond 
all civil and spiritual authorities, and compelling these au
thorities under the pain of excommunication, to admit and 
practise all the contents of this Bull. 

We give an abridgment of the cases in which this excom
.munication is incurred: Are excommunicated, 
... 1. "Kings, Princes, and Administrators who will tax the 
Society of Jesus, its individuals or property. 

2. " All those who will prejudice the Society. 
3. "All those who will oblige the Society to lend, either 

its churches or houses in which they say mass. 
4. " All those who will be bold enough to violate the con

cessions granted to the Jesuits. 
5. " All those who will refuse the office of protectors of 

the Society. 
6. '' All Regulars and Seculars of whatever estate, rank, 

and pre-eminence they may be, Bishops, Archbishops, Patri
archs, and Cardinals, who will attack the Order of the Jes
uits and their Constitutions, either some articles of their 
Constitutions, or concerning them ; though it may be for dis
puting and seeking truth. 

7. "The Rectors of Universities and others, who would 
molest the Rectors and teacher of the colleges of the Society 
of Jesus. 

8. " All those who would oppose the privileges of the col
leges of the Jesuits, etc. . . . . 

9. " The fathers of families who would hinder their chil
dren from belonging to the Society of Jesus. • • . . " 

(La Ohalotias-Com:otes reneus, p. 116, 117, 118,) 
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At that time, the~e was seen in many houses of the Jesuits 
a hall called, " Hall of Meditation," in which these Rever
end Fathers instructed murderers of the Kings. Placing in 
their hands a hallowed poignard, they told the elected : 

(TRANSLATION. J 

" Go, favorite of God, elected like J eptha ; this is the 
sword of Samson; the sword.of David, by which he beheaded 
Goliath; the sword of Judith, by which she beheaded Holo
phemes ; the sword of the Machabees ; the sword of St. 
Peter, by which he cut off the ear of Malchus; the sword of 
the Pope Julius II. by which he snatched from the hands 
of the Prince Immola, Frenza, Forli, Bolonia and other cities 
with great effusion of blood. Go, be a strong man. 'fhat 
God may insure your steps ! 

"Then they led him before a picture of James Clement, and 
told him: 

"I would desire to have been chosen and elected in your 
stead; I should be certain to have escaped Purgatory, and 
to go straight to Paradise." (Les Convents.) 

Year 1592.-Patrick Cullen, by the instigation of the Jes
uit Holte, went to Enirland, intending to murder Queen 
Elizabeth, but he did not succeed. (Les Convents.) 

Year 1593.-The Reverend Father Varade, Rector of the 
Jesuits at Paris, excited Barriere to kill Henry IV., King of 
France. As proof, this murderer has a .. serted this declara
tion in his testament. Moreover we read in an authentical 
piece headed " Les remontrances du Parlement a Henry IV." 
-"Advice of the Parliament to Henry IV." presented to 
hifn in 1603: "Jean Barriere ava:it ete inetruit par Varade, 
et confessa avoir recu l'abeolution sous le serment fait entre ees 
mains de vous assassiner"-" John Barriere had been instruct-
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ed by Varade, and has avered to have been absolved Crom his 
sins, because he had sworn to murder you.'' 

De Thou says : " This crime stirred up the people against 
the Jesuits, who had by their seditious sermons exposed the 
life of the King:0' ,(Remonstrances du Parlement a Henry 
IV.-De Thou-History of }<~ranee, Book 107.) 
·Year 1594.-The Jesuit Holte excited Williams and 

Yorck, young Jesuits, to murder the Queen of England, and 
in order to fortify them for the exeC\ttion of this crime, be
stowed upon them the holy communion. They fortunately 
did not succeed, and this wicked man was hung with Henry 
Garnet. (Fragments of the law-s.Ut in the Archives of 
London.) •.· . 

Year 1595.-Aehllle de Harlay proposed to the Jesuits 
the following oath, which they refused to take because Aqua
viva, their General, favored the Roman Catholic Spain, against 
the half Protestant France. 

This was the formula : 
" I swear to live and die in the Catholic, Apostolic, and 

Roman faith, and to submit to Henry IV. I renounce all 
confederacies against his service, a~d I will do nothing 
against his authority." (De Thou-History of France, 
Book 109.) 

John Chatel tried to kill Henry IV. He had for accom
plice the Reverend Father Jesuit Guignard, who was hung 
for this regicide on the seventh of July of the same year. 
John Chatel stabbed the King with a knife, but by God's 
providence he was wounded but slightly. 

This wretched murderer endured torture and death firmly 
and without repentance. "Such a circumstance," writes 
Anquetil, a Roman Catholic priest, in his History of France, 
vol. 3, p. 199, was attributed to the lessons of the Jesuits. 
They- were seized and critally questioned. Many 1editious 
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books having been found in their convent, and many facts 
and circumstances having been charged upon them, John 
Guignard was condemned to be hung. All the other Jesufts 
w~re expelled forever from France. They left Paris oJn the 
eig~th of January. "Behold," says the journalist of Henry 
IV., "how a simple usher accomplished on that day with 
his switch what four battalions could not have done !" 

" The King was deeply affiicted at this attempt." 'Is it 
necessary,' said he in sorrow; 'that the Jesuits be convinced 
by my mouth !' The murderer had struck an<! cut his lips, 
and broken two of his teeth. 

" A pyramid was erected in Paris to perpetuate the horror 
of this monstrous crime.'' (AnquPtil-History of France.) 

Year 1598.-The Jesuits cause the murder of Maurice de 
Nassau, and were expelled from Holland. 

Having been expelled from France, they cringed, promised, 
and intrigued ; thus gained over Lesdiquiere, and by his in
tercession were forgiven. Henry IV., let them come again 
into the kingdom, at least, tacitly. Surprising thing! This 
great warrior, this destroyer of the League, feared those men 
of whom he said: "They have correspondence and familia
ries everywhere, above all, a great ability and artfulness for 
bending minds according to their will." (Memoires de Sully, 
Ministre de Henry IV.) 

Year 1604.-The Cardinal Borromeo expelled ignomini
ously the Jesuits from the college La Breda. (Annalee.) 

<;>n the second of February, an edict of James I., King of 
England, Scotland, and Ireland, expelled them from all these 
States, as being authors of plots, conspiracies, etc., directed 
against him and the Queen Elizabeth, as corrupting his sub
jects, and exciting them to rebellion. (Annalee-Edict in 
the Archives of London.) 

Years 1605 and 1606.-In England, the Reverend Father 
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Jesuits Gamet, Oldercon, Gerard and Tesmond, organized 
and directed the conspiracy known under the name of the 
"Gunpowder conspiracy.'' The Fathers Garp.et and Older
con were hung and quartered in London. The Fathers Oer
ard and Tesmond escaped this fate only by flying from the 
kingdom secretly and rapidly. (Archives of London.) 

In England, James I. issued a new Edict expelling the 
Jesuits from all the Kingdom. 

The Jesuits having betrayed the Venitians to serve the in
terests of the Pope Paul V., the Senate banished them by a 
solemn decree from all the territory of the Republic. 

Their misdeeds were so numberless in Prussia, and their 
teaching so dangerous, that, on the 25th of August, the Con
suls and Senate of Dantzic issued a decree ~xpelling them, 
and forcing them to leave that city within three days. On 
the twenty-fourth of October, they issued another decree 
banishing them from Thorn, a city of the same Kingdom. 
(Annales.) 

Year 1609.-The Jesuits, to defy the friends of the religion 
of Christ, of the peace and welfare of society, to insult them 
and deceive the people, solicited and obtained from the Pope 
Paul V. the Bull of Canonization of their worthy father and 
founder, Ignatius Loyola. (Various Ecclesiastical and other 
Histories.) 

Year 1610.-In Paris, the Faculty of Theology condemned 
solemnly the doctrine of Marrianna, Jesuit, who in his book 
"De Rege," taught regicide. 

On the fourteenth of May, the Jesuits, in spite of the for
giveness and numerous gifts in money, gratifications, and 
privileges granted to them by Henry IV., (see Memoirs of 
Sully, vol. 9,) killed him by the hands of Ravaillac, in the 
Laferroniere street. (Anquetil, a Roman Catholic priest, in 
his History of France, Annales-Premier avertissement de 
l'Univeriste de Paris, p. 84, publie en 1684.) 
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Thus, within twenty years, the Jesuits had killed two 
Kings of France and plotted ten times in England. 

On the tenth of June, James I. revived his Edicts of expul
sion against the Jesuits, who, in intriguing and conspiring 
again in the dark, were as dangerous as formerly. (Annalee 
-Archives in London.) 

Year 1611.-ln France, the Parliament passed a sentence 
against the Jesuits, who had corrupted and enticed away 
an only son. (Annales-Authentical Fragments of the 
Law-suit.) 

Year 1618.-By an Edict of the fourth of June, the Jesu
its were expelled from Bohemia and Hungary, by a decree 
"Des EtAts Generaux." (Annales.) 

Year 1620.-0n the thirtieth of March, the twenty-third 
and twenty-ninth of May, Henry Louis De Castaigner De la 
Rocheposay, Bishop of Poitiers, and La Rochefoucault, 
Bishop of Angouleme (France), issued various sentences and 
ordinances against the Jesuits, who usurped the Episcopal 
jurisdiction. 

The Jesuits were expelled from Poland. De Berulle 
Founder and General ' De la Congregation de l'Oratoire 
de France,' wrote several letters to the Cardinal de Riche
lieu, complaining and petitioning against the ingratitude and 
enormities <?f the Jesuits. (Annales.) 

Year 1624.-0n the twentieth of January, the Reverend 
Fathers Louis Sotello, Monk of the Order of St. Francis, 
who had been appointed Bishop of Japan by Paul V., pro
tested in a long letter of complaints against the infidelity, 
the scandals, intrigues, seditious plots and anti-christian 
principles of the Jesuits in that Empire, where the Reverend 
Father Jesuit Mr.rtinius had solicited and maintained an 
office of" Mandarin." 

Year 1625-0n the twenty-first of January, took place 
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the law-suit relative to an hideous crime of Francis Mart.el, 
parish priest of Estreu (France.) The Reverend FatheJ: 
Jesuits Ambroise, Guyot, and Stephen Chapuy bad been bis 
counsellors. 

At the same time, the Bishops of Poiiters, Langres and 
Cornouailles (France), published ordinances against the Jes· 
uits, who had usurped their Episcopal jurisdiction. ( Annales.) 

Year 1626.-The Jesuits, who in spite of their banishment 
from Poland, had succeeded by their artfulness to enter again 
into that country, were compelled to leave their college in 
Cracow. (Annalee.) 

Year 1630.-At Hildesheim, the Jesuits played a comedy 
against the Comte Tilly and against the King of Sweden. 
(Annales.) 

Year 1631.-They played another comedy against the Uni· 
versity of Rheims, which on the twenty-ninth of August, re· 
solved to inform about it" Le Procureur du Roi," and the 
Rector of the Univer11ity of Paris. (Registers of the Uni· 
versity ,of Rheims.) 

Year 1632.-In 1631 and 1632, the Jesuits attacked se· 
cretly and openly the Bishops of France and England, and 
even published injurious and slanderous pamphlets against 
them, because they had condemned the infamous writings of 
one of their Theologians, the Rev. Father Sanctarel. (An
nales.) 

Savoy, Spain, and France were governed by the Jesuits. 
We read in the history of France by Anquetil, a Roman 
Catholic priest : 

" What a beautiful, sprightly, and insinuating favorite, had 
been unable to do, two Jesuits undertook, namely, to cast 
down Richelieu and to direct the politics and war between 
Savoy, Spain, and France. 'The Father Caussin, confessor 
of Louis XIII., was a good man,' said the Cardinal, ' but the 
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Father Monod, director of Christine (of Savoy,) was a spirit 
full of malice. That is to say according to the meaning of 
Richelieu : the first followed his will, and the second opposed 
his views in governing the Court of Savoy and that of France. 

"This Jesuit directed for a long while the politics of Savoy. 
4 He had been the manager of the marriage between Victor 

Amedee and Madame, on account of which marriage he went 
to France, where he studied Richelieu's character. We must 
confess that he tried t:> win him. So he offered him a silver 
chapel with ornaments of all sorts. However, either antipa
tay against the Cardinal, or conviction that his designs were 
opposed to•the interests of Savoy, this Father always acted 
against the Prelat~ ; and, not satisfied in restricting him he 
endeavored to destroy his power. He imposed upon the con
science of the Father Caussin to enlighten the King about 
Richelieu, and persuaded him so well, that he used all means, 
all his power on the mind of his royal penitent to influence 
him. He, above all, painted before his eyes the dreadful ac
count whieh God would require from him, for the oppression 
of the Catholic Church in Germany, caused by his alliances 
with the Protestants. 'And you shall answer, Sire,' said he, 
' on-your own salvation for the blood which you shed in all 
Europe.' Louis, surprised, answered that the Cardinal had 
shown him the consultation of many Doctors not believing 
so, and even of the Jesuits, his colleagues. 'Ah! Sire,' the 
confessor replied ingenuously,' do not trust in them for they 
have to build a church ;' at that time they were building the 
church of the House of the Professed in Saint Anthony street,'' 
(consequently they ought to be compliant in order to get 
iu.oney.) 

"Vainly the King tried to justify his Minister, he was 
obliged to give up. He asked then his Confessor whom he 
should appoint to replace Richelieu. Caussin proposed the 
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Duke of Angouleme, bastard of Charles IX. and Mary Tou
chet, but the Duke having declared this proposal to the Car
dinal, Caussin was disgraced and sent to Quimpercorantia in 
Basse· Bretagne. 

Year 1642.-The Jesuits stirred up the too lamentable dis
pute, or rather scandalous battle of the J ansenism. Being 
jealous of the Monastery of Port Royal, they attack'ed vio
lently Marie Angelique Arnaud and her brother, the learned 
and celebrate4. Doctor. They attacked too Pascal, Nicole, 
and the most of the French clergy, nor sparing insults, harsh 
contentions and slander. Their immorality was never more 
clearly unveiled than in the various periods of this long war ; 
notwithstanding, they were justified and triumphed in Rome, 
even they were victorious in the court of France, by the in
trigues of the Father Annat, confessor of Louis XIV. (Works 
of Arnaud, Pascal, Renaudot; various histories and extracts.) 

Year 1643.-The Jesuits were so malevolent in China, that 
J.B. Morales, a Dominician, was compelled to address a re
quest to the congregation of the Propaganda in Rome, to pe
tition a~ainst the superstitious and heathen rites practiced by 
the Jesuits; against their immorality, and destructive princi
ples. (Annalee.) 

Year 1645.-The Cardinal Henry de Sourdis, Archbishop 
of Bordeaux, (France,) issued ordinances against them on ac
count of their usurpations, the wicked behavior of the Rev. 
Father Marrianna and others, and the immorality of all the 
Jesuits who lived in Bordeaux and other towns of his diocese. 
They were expelled from Malta. They undertook commer
ci.al operations on an bnmense scale,-witness the contract 

.of association between the Rev. Father Jesuits Biard and 
Masse, who were their agents, and the Merchants Robin and 
De Liancourt. The matter of this contract was ~e lading of 
ships sent to Canada. (Annalee •••. ) 
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Year 1646.-0n the 25th of May, they became bankrupts 
in Seville, (Spain.) They denied that the Reverend Fathers 
who acted for them were their agents, and avoided the obliga
tion of paying their creditors. (Annales.) 

Year 1647.-Don Juan Palafox, Bishop of Angelopolis, 
sent the Doctor Silverio Pineda to Innocent X., and Juan 
Martinez Guyatro to Philip IV., King of Spain, with letters 
detailing the enormities and misdeeds of the Jesuits in India; 
exposing their avarice, the low means employed by them to 
make money, their tithes, and their usurpations on the epis
copal jurisdiction. 

The Jesuits were wicked enough to organize in Angelopo
lis, among the students of their college {31st July,) a mas
querade, in which these young men drove thtough the mud in 
the streets, an ass dressed with episcopal ornaments, cross 
and mitre, in order to deride the Bishop : whilst they stood 
at the windows of their house applauding and exclaiming, 
'Bravo!' 

The king of Spain examined the claims of the Bishop Don 
Juan Palafox, inquired into the behavior of the Jesuits and 
condemned them. 

Year 1648.-A book entitled" Monarchia Solipsorum" was 
published in Venice: the author was the Reverend Father 
Jesuit Melchior Inchofer, who died in Rome, on the 28th of 
September, 1648. He had been persecuted by the Jesuits so 
cruelly, that the Roman Catholic Priest . Bourgeois and 
another Romish Clergyman assure us, that he had been con
demned to death by the Jesuits, carried out from Rome at 
nigh{ by the General and his Assistants, and saved only by 
the intervention: of the Pope. The Jesuits attribute falsely 
this book to Scotti, an ex-jesuit, a learned and conscientious 
man, who though he had taken the four vows, left the order 
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and taught philosophy and canonical jurisprudence in a uni
versity of Italy. 

In the same year, 1648, the aforesaid Bishop Don Juan 
Palafox, again petitioned the Pope against the immoral and 
anti-christian doctrines and teaching of the Jesuits in the East 
Indies. Then the Pope, in spite of his own will but for po
litical considerations, was obliged to disapprove of them by 
a sentence of the sixteenth of April. This Bishop expressed 
himself as follows : " I have found in the h~nds of the 
Jesuits almost all the wealth, all the funds and opulence of 
South America. They incessantly swell their treasures by 
dealing artfully ; they even hold cattle markets, butcheries, 
and shops." 

At the same time, the faculty of Theology of Toulouse 
(France,) sent an address to that of Louvaine, to protest 
against the Jesuits, who had slandered both of them. (An
nalee.) 

Year 1650.-0n the fourth of May, the Archbishop of Sens 
issued ordinances forbidding the Jesuits to exercise the min
istry in his diocese, and the faithful, undeJ pain of excommu
nication, to receive sacrament from them. .He ordered pub
lic prayers in order that the Church may be rid of the J esuiti
cal contagion. The general assembly of the clergy in Paris, 
sent circular letters to the Bishops of France, which con~ 

demned the doctrines of the Jesuits, and their irreligious 
slanders against the Archbishop De Gondrio. (Annalee.) 

Year 1651.-0n the twenty-ninth of December, the same 
Archbishop De Gondrin censured the book of the Reverend 
Father Jesuit Brisacier, headed' Le Jansenisme donfondu'
which book was a repertory of lies and slanders directed, 
chiefly against Colaghan, Doctor of Sorbonne. In spite of 

1 the partial recantation of this Reverend Father, the Fathers 
N ouet, Maynier, and others, defended this book. (Annales.) 
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Year 1656.-0n the twenty-sixth of October, the parish 
priests of Rouen protested against the slanders, bad doctrines, 
and immorality of the Reverend Father Jesuit Berard, De La 
Briere, and of Briaacier Rector of the College. (Annalee.) 

Year 1658.-The Curates of Beauvais and Paris, alarmed 
at the licentiousness which the Jesuits inculcated Crom the 

· sacred desk, by the confession and in their colleges, protested 
many times against the immorality of the casuists of the 
Jesuits. The curates of Nevers, too, protested against the 
impiety of these Fathers, who by a pretended indulgence 
freeing souls from Purgatory, attracted to their Chapels all 
the faithful, and harvested by this quackery a large amount 
of money. (Annalee.) 

Hitherto wa have seen the J~suits lying; slandering; 
preaching among the people immoral, incentive and impious 
doctrines, disuniting families ; stirring up insurrections in the 
cities and provinces ; arming Princes against Princes, Kings 
against Kings, nations against nations ; reddening the soil of 
Europe with human blood ; plotting against Bishops and 
spoiling them; conspiring against Kings, obliging them to 
choose Jesuits as their confessors and still killing them. We 
have seen the Jesuits abusing the ignorance and credulity of 
the Catholics, in order to steal from them innumerable sums 
of money ; dealing every where ; loading ships ; becoming 
bankrupts; denying their agents and robbing their creditors; 
changing the education and instruction of youth, the sacred 
desk, the confessional, in short, the religion of Christ into a 
matter of trade. We have seen them degrading themselves, 
and rolling'from their cradle in the most incessant and odious 
crimes against the people, society, the gospel, Christ and God 
-and all these, under the name of the' Society of Jesus;' 'of 
apostles of Christ and his gospel ; ' of the Inain, the most pious, 
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the most learned, and the most devoted defenders of the Ro
man Catholic Church ; as commissioned miraculously by God 
to support his true church. against Protestantism. Finally, 
we l:ave seen them feared; hated, condemned by all classes of 
society, and expelled frequently from several countries, 

Undoubtedly we should wish to put d9wn the pen, for 
their history is so disgusting, so dreadful, that we can dis
cover no virtuous deeds to relate ; but we must complete our 
task, and unroll this chain of crimes up to our days. How
ever, we will hasten to reach the end ; we want to breathe. 

Year 1670.-The Reverend Father Jesuit Annat was 
expelled from the Court of France, because he had displeased 
the King by his haughtiness, immoral behavior, and inces
sant efforts to reach power and domination. Alexander 
Gothofred, General of the Jesuits, was, under these circum
stances, powerful and artful enough to impose as confessor 
upon Louis XIII., the Reverend Father Jesuit Ferrier hia 
intimate and faithful accomplice, but who died a short time 
after. Then he succeeded in effecting the appointment to 

this office the Reverend Father Jesuit Larier, who some time 
after, being engaged in a court intrigue, was disgraced. 

Year 1675.-In France, the Reverend Father Jesuit La
chaise, (the grand nephew of the too famous Cotton, confes
sor of Henry IV.,) then Provincial of Lyons, intrigued so 
artfully that he obtained the office of confessor of Louis XIV. 
His name is still alive in Paris, so criminal were his fostering 
of the loves of the King, his violence against the Port Roy
alists, his hatred, struggles, and cruelty against the Protes
tants. (Various Hi$tories of France.) 

Year 1685.-The Jesuits, ordered by the Pope, and led 
by the Reverend Father Jesuit Lachaise, caused the revoca
tion of the Edict of Nantes. To appreciate the criminality 
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of .their views under such circumstances, let us read what 
Anquetil, a Roman Catholic priest has written about it ip. 
his history ot France : 

" The Court tried all means to attract the Protestants t.o 
the Catholic Church. Favors of every kind were granted to 
the new converts ; exemptions from taille, from guardianship, 
&om local taxes, from the punctual payment of debts :1.nd from 
other 1'harges. They were freed from the paternal right ; . and 
the converted children were allowed to marry without the 
consent of their Calvinistic parents, Moreover, the new con
verts were preferred for the charges and offices of the magia
tracy, finances, commerce, ev~n for military grades. 

"Whilst these extensive privileges were conceded to the 
new converts, sentences of exclusion were pronounced against 
those who persisted in their religious belief. They at · firat 
were excluded only from the lucrative public employments, 
or merely from the honorable, municipal, judiciary, doctrinal, 
and mei:hanical functions, but after a while, those who held 
them were obliged to renounce them. 

" Thus the Protestants were excluded from ' Le corps des 
.metiers,' mastership11, apprenticeships, Court, and were not 
allowed, even to the sergents recors, ushers, register-keepers, 
procurors, with greater reason, judges and lawyers. The 
Chambers of the Edict were suppressed; the royal farms and 
all their accessol'J' employments were interdicted to them, 
even the subordinate functions. Their namP-s were blotted 
out of the matriculation books of the Universities, out of the 
4egisters of the royal house, out of those of the Princes and 
of all the Royal family. Not only the Government withheld 
from the officers, but also from their widows and children 
faithful to their religion, annual allowances, honors, rights of 
nobility and other distinctions, ordinarily pertaining to these 

7 
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·stations. Finally they were not allowed to practise medicine, 
surgery, pharmacy, even the art of midwifery. 

" It was insufficient to vex the flock if the shepherds were 
not struck, but the time was not yet ripe to banish them. 
The Government constrained them only in their individuals 
and functions. The ministry was forbidden to strangers. 
The pastors were not allowed to interfere with public affairs ; 
t.o wear the ecclesiastical dress ; to entitle themselves ' Min
isters of the word of God;' to term their religion' reformed' 
without adding the word' Pretended;' to compose a Body, 
and in this quality, to salute and harangue personages of dis
tinction ; to have in their churches elevated benches for the 
officers of their religion ; to adorn their churches with the 
arms of the King or of the city, and to accompany their 
magistrates when they entered in the churches, or went out. 
The preachers were permitted to teach only in their ordinary 
dwellings, 01· in several places considered as annexed. They 
were forbidden to exercise the ministry out of their churches, 
and longer than three years in the same place ; to visit the 
sick, lest they might hinder them from returning to catholic
ism. Again the preachers were forbidden to visit the pris
oners, to utter in their speeches a single word against the 
Romish religion ; and to solemnise baptisms, marriages, or 
burials with a splendor honoring their ministry. 

"As to the Consistories and Synods, the Court suppressed 
their power in rendering them less frequent; in imposing 
upon them Commissioners; in requiring a Procu Verbal oC 
their deliberations ; and in prohibiting them from inquiring 
about certain affairs. Moreover, the Court sapped more effi
caciously their authority, by depriving them of the collection 
of charities; of the management and distribution of money; 
and by transferring to the Catholic hospitals the legacies and 
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'· donations granted to the Consistories. The credit given by 
science was retrenched too, at least, as much as it was possi
ble, by forbidding their professors to teach the languages, 
philosophy, and theology; by destroying their best schools, 
among which the College ot Sedan, whose polite literature 
flourished a long while, and whence sprang a great many 
learned men. 

"Compelled in the cities to respect the Catholic Rites ; to 
· abstain from dealing and working on feast days ; compelled 

to bow to the Holy Sacrament carried to the dying, or to 
hide themselves ; compelled also to resort to a great many 

· other practices hurting their consciences; the Calvinists fled 
to places where the Lords of their religion admitted them to 
meetings in their castles. But soon after, the Court deprived 
them of this resource, by fixing the number and quality of 
those who should be allowed to assist at these assemblies ; 
and even by denying to many Lords the right of admitting 
the Protestants - a measure leading certainly to the inter
diction of the ministers, to their expulsion as being useless, 
and consequently to the destruction of their churches. Thus, 
more than one hundred of their temples had been cast down 
under various pretexts, before the revocation of the Edict of 

:N"antes. • 
" Let us by these rums appreciate the building. However 

well it was based -how solidly soever it had been ele" ated, 
80 many strokes had shaken it. It. only stood on a feeble 
prop spared by the Court, but to sap more certainly all the 
building. This sole stay was the Edict of Nantes which serv
ed to authorize both the restrictions of the privileges of the . 
Calvinists, and the new laws imposed upon them. All the 

"' preambles of the aforesaid rules, declared that they were prac
tised according to the Edict of Nantes ; but as soon as it was 
useless to use this artfulness, Louis XIV. revoked it, on the 
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twenty-second of October, by another Edict registered the 
same day, which Edict included eleven articles as follows:

" The First Article suppresses all privileges granted to_ the 
'Pretended Reformed' by Henry IV. and Louis Xlll. 

" The Second and the Third forbid the exercise of their re
ligion all over the Kingdom, and without exception. 

"The Fourth binds the ministers to leave France within 
fifteen days. 

" The Fifth and Sixth fix rewards for future converts. 
" The Seventh forbids them to hold schools. 
" The Eighth compels the fathers, and mothers, and guar

dians, to educate their children and pupils in the Catholic re
ligion. 

" The Ninth and Tenth bestow amnesty and restitution of 
their property, to emigrants who will return within four 
months. 

"Finally, the Eleventh renews menaces of the punishments 
decreed formerly against relapses. Notwithstanding, it au
thorises the Calvinists to remain in their own houses ; to en
joy their property ; to deal without being disturbed, provided 
they do not meet to exercise their religion. 

" This last concession which granted a shadow of freedom 
of conscience, was odiously violated by the wild zeal of many 
public officers. It caused the vexations which were termed 
Les Dragonnades. The King having, in sending his edict 
through the provinces, ordered the Commandants, Governors, 
and Lieutenant-Governors, to use the greatest severity in ex
ecuting this edict; many of them employed violence, believ
ing that it would be a much easier, shorter, and perhaps more 
efficacious way to succeed, than to follow strictly the royal 
instructions. Then they commanded soldiers termed ' Drag
ons,' to accompany the missionaries. These men, instead of 
,seeking the Calvinists in order to lead them to the catechism 
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and to mass, invaded their houses, settled there as in an hos· 
tile country, wasted the provisions, stole the furniture, and 
often gave themselves up to the worst excesses of indecency 
and cruelty. These persecutions having convinced the 'Re· 
formed ' that the Court intended their general massacre, 
ftocked out of the Kingdom. More than 200,000 of them left 
France, in spite of the ordinances forbidding emigration un· 
der the penalty of the galleys, confiscation of property, and 
annuling the sales made by the emigrants one year before 
their departure." (Anquetil- History of France.) 

Americans, this is one of the master-pieces of Papal and 
Jesuitical intolerance. I say, Papal and Jesuitical; for it was 
chiefly at the instigation of the Pope and of the Jesuits, that 
the Court of France was so tyrannical and cruel. Louis XIV. 
kept a. flock of mistresses, married, unmarried, confessing, re· 
ceiving sacrament; who bestowed upon them absolution and 
communion? The Jesuits with the consent of the Pope. The 
King confessed and received sacrament, though rolling scan· 
dalously in lasciviousness and adultery, and creating rivers 
of blood: who bestowed upon him absolution and commun
ion? The Jesuits with the consent of the Pope. Who were 
this cohort of novel missionaries, or rather apostles of Ma
homet, escorted by these soldierly thieves, licentious and mur· 
derous, who, with drawn sword compelled the Protestants to 
walk before them as a flock of cattle, when they led them to 
the Catholic ceremonies against their consciences? · The Jes· 
uits with the consent of the Pope. Who depopulated France? 
The Jesuits with the consent of the Pope. Who ruined so 
many Protestant families? The Jesuits with the consent of 
the Pope. Who filled the prisons with Protestants ? The 
Jesuits with the consent of ~h,~ Pope. Who snatched chil· 
dren from their parents to convert them to Romanism, and 
with such cruelty that the Edict of Turin forbade to seize 
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lads under twelve years of age, and girls under ten ? The 
Jesuits wit.h the consent of the Pope. Who impoverished 
France by compelling the wealthy, the talented, the artists, 
the learned men to Hy to foreign countries (for undoubtedly 
the Protestants, though the minority, were the most enligten
ed and infiuential in society)? The Jesuits with the consent 
of the Pope. Who separated families ; converted France in
to an arena of slanders, of denunciations, of persecutions, of 
murders, of scaffolds ? The Jesuits with the consent of the 
Pope. Who changed that country of generous sentiments, 
of arts, of letters, or learning, into a land of tyranny, de
stroying intellectual liberty, martyring the apostles of reli
gious and social freedom whose only crime was to be gifted, 
learned, honest, conscientious, lovers of mankind, of Christ 
and his gospel ; to be censurers, by their moral and Chris
tian behavior, of the immoral and anti-christian behavior of 
Kings, Emperors, the Great of the world, secular and regu
lar clergy, and mainly the Jesuits and Popes ? Who, say I; 
introduced iii.to France such an incredible transformation ? 
The Jesuits with the consent of the Pope. 

But why stop ? Why feel irritated ? The revocation of 
the Edict of Nantes is an insignificant crime among the num
berless sins of the Jesuits. Let us continue their terrible 
history. 

Year 1709.-ln France Louis XIV. excited by the blind 
hatred of the Jesuits against the nuns of Port Royal and 
their defenders, expelled these nuns from that convent, on 
the twenty-ninth of October-the demolition of which con
vent he ordered on the year following. The tombs were to 
be violated : the dead bodies dragged out of the chapel and 
of the churchyard, to be thrown indiscriminately into a com
mon grave. 

The Reverend Father Jesuit Lachaise, the confessor of Louis 
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XIV., the deadly enemy of the Protestants, and one of the 
most infiuential authors of the revocation of the Edict of 
Nantes, died. His last words to the · King were these : 
•• Sire, I supplicate you to choose a confessor from our Socie
ty. It is very much attached to your Majesty : but it is 
very extensive, very numerous, and composed of various 
characters all fond of the glory of our Order. No body can 
warrant your safety in the caae of their displeasure, for they 
will not hesitate to commit a crime." 

" The King, struck with these words, related them to Mar
echal his first surgeon, who, in the first moment of his fright, 
reported them to Blouin, first val.et de chambre, and to Boldue 
first apothecary his intimate friend, who in my youth, narra
ted to me several anecdotes. "-(Various Histories-for the 
quotation see Memoirs of Duclos, vol. 1, p. 134.) 

Year 1710.-The Jesuits slandered the Cardinal De Tour
non to the Emperor of China, because he had said, talking 
about their crimes and principles : " If the . infernal spirit 
had come to China, he could not have been more noxious 
than the Jesuits." The Emperor being excited by them, 
killed this Cardinal and banished his Apostolic Vicar. 

The Jesuit.a remained at the Court of this tyrant, enjoying 
and surrounded with honors and dignities. They still were 
finally expelled. 

The Reverend Father Jesuit Le Tellier replaced the Rev
erend Father Lachaise in his office of confessor of the King 
of France. And by what means? We answer in the very 
words of the Lord De Caylus, Bishop of Auxerre. " On the 
next day after the death of the Reverend Father Lachaise, 
the Jesuits hastened to present three of their candidates to 
Louis XIV. Two oC them offered the most brilliant and se
ducing titles ; but the Reverend Father Le Tellier stood 
.back humbly, with downcast eyes, holding his large hat in 
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his united bands, and not uttering a word. This hypocritical 
countenance being favorable to him, he triumphed." 

The same Bishop added : " Father Le Tellier was right in 
lowering his eyes, for he had in bis look something which 
was ambiguous and crosswise." 

The Roman Catholic priest Anquetil himself, detailing in bis 
History of France the intrigues, artfulness, and cruelty of the 
:Reverend Father Jesuit Le Tellier-particularly against the 
Cardinal de Nouailles-writes, that Le Tellier kindled France; 
that be obtained from Louis XIV. the dreadful Bull" Un
igenitus •••. "which the Jesuits, and he at their head, bad 
caused to be issued from Rome, should be registered on the 
fourteenth of January, 1'715. "The Father Le Tellier,'• 
writes Anquetil, " applying every one of the articles of this 
Bull in its severest tenor, 80,000 'lettres de cachet,' viz.~ 
orders of incarceration, were signed against the Jansenists, 
who were persecuted, imprisoned, and partook so some extent 
of the fate of the Protestants. 

"When Louis XIV. died, this ambitious monk, a man 
without a heart, selfish andt yrannical by nature and princi
ple, was exiled to Amiens. Then France rested a little. 
Many thousand men, who languished in prison, on account of 
their religious belief, were released from theiJ chains and re
stored to freedom and to theii families. A great many others 
who, for the same cause, bad been banished from Franc~, 
were allowed to return." 

Year l '723. - Peter the Great expelled the Jesuits from 
Russia. 

Year 1'731.-The Reverend Father Jesuit John Gerard 
had been appointed Rector of the Royal Seminary of Marine, 
at Toulon, France. He seduced a handsome young lady, 
eighteen years of age, named Catherine Cadiere. Being her 
confessor, he visited her very often, under the pretext of di-
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recti.ng her conscience. Fearing the consequences or hia 
crime he obliged her to take drugs to procure abortion. 
Then he led her to the convent of Ollioule, a small town in 
the neighborhood of the city, where he was allowed to see 
her without a witness. On the request of her parents, the 
President De Brest ordered this young lady to be concealed 
in a convent of the Ursulines, where she revealed all the cir .. 
cumsta.nccs of the criminal behavior of the Reverend Fath
er Jesuit. Gerard, enraged, answered that she was possessed 
by the devil, and stirred up the nuns against her. This 
scandalol!B affair being brought before the Great Hall or 
Parliament, Mademoiselle Cadiere and her actual confessor, a 
Reverend . Father Carme, were imprisoned. The debates 
demonstrated that the Jesuit Gerard was guilty of sorcery, 
quietism, spiritual incest, procuring abortion, and of suborn
ation of witnesses. This cause was decided on the eleventh 
of September. (Original papers in the Archives of the Par
liament.) 

Year 17 56. -The avarice, vexations, tyranny, murder, 
crimes of every kind of the Jesuits in Paraguay, had become 
so odious that the people arose and expelled them. In spite 
of all their struggles, this delightful country escaped from 
their hands. 

Year 1757.-In France, the murderer Da.micns, brought 
up, instructed, and confessed by the Jesuits. stabbed Louis 
XV., intending to kill him. Two Jesuits were hanged witl\ 
this monster. All France terrified, rose and exclaimed 
against them. 

Year 1758.-0n the third of September, two horsemen 
shot · Joseph I., King of Portugal; but his arm only was 
wounded. The auth9rs of this crime were discovered, and 
on the eighteenth of January, 1759, the Marquis of Tavora 
and the Duke of A vegro were torn to pieces alive, theh' 
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bodies burnt, and the ashes thrown into the Tagus. The 
Reverend Father Jesuits Malagrida, Mattos, and Alexander, 
who were declared instigators of this regicide, were impris
oned. After a while, the Marquis of Pombal, 'Minister of 
Joseph I., openly charged the Jesuits with this crime, and 
asked the Pope Clement XIII., to submit to a commission 
the examination of this affair ; but, the Pope wavering, he 
decreed his famous law of expulsion. 

Angry, Clement ordered that the manifesto of Pombal be 
destroyed by the band of the executioner. Then the bold 
Minister answered to this declaration of war by confiscating 
all the property of the Jesuits in Portugal. He ordered the 
execution of the Father Malagrida, proved to have participa
ted in the murder of the King ; and by another order--on 
the same day, at the same hour, all the Jesuits living in the 
kingdom were compelled to embark on board of several ships, 
which landing in Italy left them on that shore. (History ot 
the abolition of the Jesuits, by the Marquis De Saint Priest.) 

Year 1760.-The Bankruptcy of the Reverend Father 
Jesuit La Valette, the amount thereof was three millions of 
Cranes, disclosed their love of money, their incalculable 
wealth, their insincerity, their hypocrisy, their quackery, 
their impious profanation of the gospel of Christ which they 
perverted (as they still now do) to suit their monstrous prin
ciples and teaching, to suit all their infernal wickedness and 
designs, to suit all their tremendous crimes. Anquetil
th<'ugh a Roman Catholic priest belonging the ecclesiastical 
administration, and consequently being their friend- is still 
obliged to aver to this too palpable fact, and to write as fol
lows: 

"For a long while the Jesuits were accused of thinking in 
their missions, more to t.heir temporal benefit than of the 
preaching of the gospel. They :were accused, too, of con-
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cealing under the veil of apostolical ze'al their immense com
mercial operations, and of seducing with money the most 
influential men, in the Courts, through whom they governed 
the Catholic Kingdoms. Whatever might have been the use 
made Qf the proceeds of their commercial operations, it is 
certain that they gained a great amount of money. One of 
their Fathers, named La Valette, General Visitor and Apos
talical Prefect of the missions wh~ch were established in Mar
tinique (a French Colony,) stored there a great deal of mer
chandize ; loaded ships ; held a public bank ; and scattered 
his paper, that had an immense circulation all over France 
and Europe. 

" The ships of this Father were crossing the seas with 
security and richly loaded, when the Englishmen seized 
many of them which were addressed to the brothers Lionay 
and Gouffre who held in Marseilles an important bank. Ex
pecting two millions of francs in merchandize, they had ac
cepted bills of exchange for a million and halC; and several 
of these bills required a prompt payment, they wrote about 
it to the Father Jesuit De Sacy, General Procurer of the 
missions, who held in Paris the correspondence of La Va
lette. De Bacy informed about this affair the Superiors of 
the Order in Rome ; 'but the General died at the same time, 
and the election of his successor having required some time, -
the order of counting money was issued too late. The cour
rier bringing it arrived in Paris on the twenty-second of 
February, 1756, and the Jesuits had become bankrupt on 
the nineteenth. 

"The Jesuits disclaimed the acts of the Reverend 
Fathers who had been their agents, believing that it was the 
best way to stop such scandal which became known every
where. 

" During four years the bankers tried all means to induce 
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the Jesuits to acknowledge their debt, but the Fathers re
fused it obstinately till they consented to a kind of composi
tion. As they did not fulfil this last engagement, the 
creditors, who were a great many, laid their claims before the 
tribunals. The Jesuit.s obtained letters-patent, by which 
they were allowed to be summoned before the Great Hall of 
the Parliament. It is said that they intended to avoid the 
juridical decision of this affair: but, contrary to their expec
tation, the suit took place in 1760. 

"The Jesuits made a mistake in exposing their means of 
defence. All the Order were accused. They pretended at 
first, that the business of the Father La Valette concemed 
only their convent of Martinique. Afterwards they said 
thql the Father La Valette ought to be charged only as a vi
olator of the laws of the church, which forbid the monks to 
deal, and, thereby, as being culpable only of a personal 
crime 

" The bankers replied, that in the government of the Or
der of the Jesuits, all is under the direction of the Ge~eral; 
that he is the sole owner and dispenser of the property of 
the Order ; and that La Valette according to the Constitu
tions of the Order was merely the agent of the General. 

" The Jesuits offered to demonstrate, that, according to 
their constitutions, their Society considered as a body pos· 
sesses nothing ; that the property belongs to each Convent, 
or House, or College of the Order, which, consequently, are 
not security for each other. 

"The proposal of the Jesuits was accepted, and, on the 
eighth of May, 1761, a sentence of the Parliament condemned 
the General, and with him all the Society to pay the bills of 
exchange, all the expenses of the suit, the damages and in
terest. 

"The Jesuits were compelled to yield to this judgment. 
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They paid. in six or seven months, more than twelve hun
dred thousand francs without selling any property of the 
order." (Anquetil-History of France, vol. 4, p. 333.) • 

Year 1762.-0n the sixth of August, the Parliament ex
pelled the Jesuits from France, annexing to the decree an 
extract of their odious doctrines, " which," said they, "are 
held without interruption by the priests, students, and other 
members of the order of the Jesuits, even advocated by them 
in public thesis and in lectures delivered to youth, from the 
first organization of that Society until this time, with the ap
probation of their Theologians, the permission of their Su
periors and Generals, and with the . applauses of the other 
members of the said Order. These doctrines destroy, by 
their consequences, the law of nature, that rule of morals 
which God himself has inscribed upon the heart of man. 
Their dogmas, too, break all the bonds of civil society, au
thorizing theft, falsehood, perjury. the most inordinate and 
criminal impurity, and generally all passions and wickedness; 
teaching the nefarious principles of secret compensation, 
equivocation, mental reservation, probabilism, and philosoph
ical sins; extirpating every sentiment of humanity in their 
sanction of homicide and parricide ; subverting the authori
ty of Governments and the principles of subordination and 
obedience; inculcating regicide among faithful subjects; and, 
in fine, overthrowing the foundations and practice of relig
ion, and substituting in their stead all sorts of superstition, 
with magic, blasphemy, irreligion, and idolatry." 

Year 1766.-The Jesuits stirred up the mob against Squil
lace, Minister of Spain, who escaped death only by flying far 
from Madrid. In this rebellion, a monk, holding a crucifix, 
led the populace who routed the Guard-Vollone. Charles III., 
terrified, harangued the people, but they did not listen to 
him. Then he promised the expulsion of his minister, and 
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the Jesuits calmed the rebels. This sedition was called, 'the 
sedition of the hats.' 

The King and his Court suspected a secret conspiracy ot 
the Jesuits: nor were thev deceived in this, for the Superior 
Provincial bad organized a plot for removing the King, in 
order to crown the Infant Don Ludovico, by seizing him four 
days afterwards during the stations in the churches, and by 
shutting him in a monastery. 

Year 1767.-0n the second of April, a royal degree 
termed 'Pragmatical Sanction,' expelled the Jesuits from 
Spain and all her colonies. 

Then, the Pope Clement XIII., to reinstate the Jesuits in 
the political world, issued the Bull 'Apostolicam • • • ' con
firming them in all their privileges. Having been threatened 
by Portugal, Spain, and France, he still yielded and resolved 
to abolish the Society of Jesus. For that purpose, he had 
ordered a Consistory for the third of February, 1768, when, 
during the night two days before, he was suddenly seized with 
all the symptoms of being poisoned, and died with cruel 
suffering. 

At this news, all the world resounded with these words : 
'Aqua toffana ! Aqua toffana,' viz.,' Poison of the Jesuits!' 

We at first sight are astonished that the Jesuits should 
have killed this Pope, who had, interestedly, it is true, sup
ported and defended them for eleven years against all Eu
rope ; but let us recollect that gratitude is a virtue, and as 
we cannot find a virtuous deed in their political history, 
we ought not to be snrprised at their ingratitude. 

Year 1773.-Having poisoned Clement XIII., the Jesuits 
hoped to crown as Pope the Cardinal Chigi, their creature ; 
but their intrigues were checked. Ganganelly was elected, 
and on the 21st of July, he (Clement XIV.) issued the mem
orable Brief: •' Dominus ac redemptor,'' which abolished 
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their order. After having signed this brief, Clement XIV. 
said : " There is at length this brief of suppression. I do 
not repent what I have done. . • • . I adopted this resolu
tion after mature reflection and e:r.amination. I thought it 
was my duty to resolve on this, and, if it were necessary, I 
would do again the same thing. This suppression will bring 
upon me death." "Ma questa suppressione mi dara la mor
te." A short time after the following letters were placarded 
on the walls of his palace: "I. S.S. S. V."-he thus ex
plained their meaning: "In Settembre Sara Sede Vacante" 
-" In September the Seat will Be Vacant." He had guess
ed right ; having been poisoned, he suddenly died on the 
22d of September, 1774. 

Americans, such has been the dreadful history of the Jes
uits from their origin to their suppression, including two 
hundred and twenty-three years. 

After the publication of the Bull suppreBSing the Jesuits, 
the world was allowed to believe that they had disappeared 
forever; but the politics of Papacy had brought , them on 
political life ; the politics of Papacy had supported them ; 
the politics of Papacy had yielded only to a threatening storm 
storm in abolishing them; consequently the politics of Pa· 
pacy was to bring them to life again ; even their death was 
to be but apparent-a deceitful sleep of a few years. 

The Jesuits fled to Russia; and meeting there, continued 
to live as a religious body, under the direction of Czerniwicz, 
whom they elected their Administrator in 1782. At his 
death they elected as his succeBSor Linkiwicz. This Jesuit 
having died in 1799, they elected Xavier Caren, who was 
skilful enough to bring about the follo)Ving event. 

From the year 1799 to the year 1814.-The Pope, Pi11,1 
VI., approved of the reorganization of the Jesuits in Russia; 
favored efficaciously their development in that country ; and 
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gave to their order his apostolical and solemn sanction. 
They elected General of the Society, Xavier Caren, their 
administrator, and began again their political and criminal 
life. 

Knowing that their existence and prospects depended en
tirely on the will of the Emperor of Russia, they lavished, 
to win him, the meanest flatteries, and the most seducing 
protestations of devotedness . Although he disliked Roman
ism, they promised him to profess and preach his aris
tocratic principles, and thus gained his good will and 
protection. 

Though settled in Russia, the Jesuits were dissatisfied, 
and looked with avidity at the other countries of Europe, 
where they had not been allowed to have a footing, They 
felt impatient to invade them, but the word "Jesuits" was 
used as an epithet for the most wicked men, so much were 
they hated. The remembrance of their numberless crimes 
was living in the minds of the people. The kings and em
perors were sons of those whom the Jesuits of former times 
had killed ; how were they to overcome these obstacles? 
they thought that the best way-and the event proved that 
they were right-was to serve the ambition and tyranny of 
kings and emperors, who, on such a condition, would forget 
the murder of their ancestors. Then they flattered them 
and promised to use all their influence to keep the people 
under their oppression. Having a swarm of secular emissa
ries scattered everywhere, they tried to stifle the democratic 
principles which began to prevail in Europe, and plotted with 
the French nobility and high clergy who had left France to 
follow the Bourbons,-that family which, (for many centu
ries,) had dishonored the throne of France by their ignorance, 
fanaticism, support of Papacy, tyranny, and cruelty. After
ward the Jesuits went to France, when the allied armies, 
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whith their numberless bayonets, had opened to the Bour
bons and to them a bloody road. 

At this epoch, which was the triumph of tyranny in Eu
rope, (chiefty in France, which fell from that of Napoleon 
into that of its former oppressors,) the Papacy judged the 
circumstances ripe enough to raise openly its old standard of 
domination and despotism. 

From the year 1814 to the year 1830.-Speedily the Pope 
Pius VII. united the rings of the Jesuitical snake, which, for 
ao long a while, had showered poison and death all over the 
world, and bestowed on him a new political life, issuing on 
the sixth of August the Bull which established them. 

At first, the Jesuits denied their true name, and called 
themselves " Fathers of the Faith." Under this name they 
ran through all the Catholic countries, telling that they were 
poor and humble missionaries; but, as soon as all was ready, 
they took again their true name" Jesuits,"-a qualification 
as much beloved by themselves, as it was generally hated. 
Seeing that their odious name stirred up the people against 
them, they hastened more closely to surround the kings and 
emperors, who, it is true, had been heretofore their victims, 
but who, having stifled, (at least, for a moment,) liberal prin
ciples, and sunk Europe again in darkness, superstition, and 
tyranny, wanted their support. 

The Jesuits established colleges in Austria, through Ita
ly, in Spain, in Savoy, in Piedmont, etc., where they grew 
up as powerful as formerly ; where they still lead govern
ment, clergy, and through them the people. Now, let us fol
low them in France, their 'favorite field of l_abor. We say 
that France is their favorite field of labor, because that coun
try being the most important among the Catholic countries, 

•it is for the Jesuits a mine of money, and for the Pope the 
most precious diamond of his crown, 
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clared enemies of the King, of the Jesuits, of God and his 
Church, and persecuted iri every manner. 

The Departments of" Foreign Affairs," of the" Interior," 
of the "Public Instruction," and "Worship," of "Com
merce," and of" Public Works," - all the Ministries, all the 
numberless Administrations depended upon them, viz : Uni
versity, Tribunals, etc., were filled most exclusively with Je
suits oft'he short gown. Also it was a fashion and a glory to 
be termed Jesuits of tk8 ilwrt got0n. 

In this dark period, the externals of Catholicism shone out 
in all their splendor, but, certainly the real believers of the 
Roman Catholic Church have never been there so scarce, and 
particularly the religion of Christ so low, It was, of course, 
a condemnable behavior in the French people, still in some 
degree excusable - the power, intolerance and tyranny of the 
Jesuits were so dreadful! They so unmercifully deprived 
the families of their daily bread ! They slandered, persecu
ted so incessantly and so cruelly the Protestants, insulted 
them so scornfully, exposed them so hatefully to the mock
eries of the mob, and excluded them so unjustly and so art
fully from the public offices and ho:iore, by the most odious 
violation of the charter ! 

Fortunately, highminded and honest men devoted them
selves to the holy cause of liberty, of the gospel, and of the 
public weltare; eacri6ced to its triumph all their temporal 
interests ; defied condemnations, fines. incarceration, scaf
folds ; and began to enlighten the people, to show them the 
Jesuitical quackery, the artfulness of the contract of associa
tion between Royalty and Jeeuitiem, or rather Papacy. They 
published newspapers and books, which, in ,spite of the ty
rannical restraints of the government, circulated and penetra
ted everywhere. The people, opening their eyes, began to 
leave the Jesuits, and rose up in a threatening attitude. The 
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Jeauite, feeling the soil moving beneath their feet, and their 
prey escaping them, eicited the King Charles X., and his 
ministers, to issue ordinances against the freedom of the preso. 
Thie d.e'spotical measure, far from stopping the progress ot 
liberal ideas, and riveting the chains of ignorance, supersti
tion, and servitude, hastened the triumph of Liberalilna, and 
of the intellectual emancipation of the people. It caused the 
Revolution of 1830. In this Revolution the people shed 
streams of their blood, and died by thousands, to obtain some 
iwlitical rights, which Louis Philippe was soon·again to 1teal 
from them. 

From the year 1830 to the year 1848.-Charles X., tbe 
beloved friend and supporter of the Jesuits, having been ban
ished,. they turned in fright. Knowing full well what incon
testible claims they had to be the objects of the vengeance of 
the people, they disappeared hastily, left France, and fled to 

other countries - where their fellows pursued the same work 
of destruction, but more prudently and more successfully than 
they had done in France. 

A short while after, when the ind~gnation . of the people 
was calmed, they came again, humble and creeping as a ser
pent in the graBS. Seeing that Louis Philippe constituted 
himself the murderer of liberal ideas, they offered him their 
services - which services he secretly accepted, with promises 
of gratitude and reward. And why did Louis Philippe ac
cept these services ? Because, being King against the will of 
the French people, and against his promises of a republican 
government, and his throne resting on corruption, secret ob
servation, and bayonets, he wanted agents and spies in all the 
atepe of the soci~ scale, which honorable office no one was 
more able to fulfil than the Jesuits, and the secular clergy 
under their direction. Truly, as they held the citizens by 
meau of their children, their daugMers, and their wives ; by 
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the pulpit; by the administration of sacraments; and -by the 
Jesuits of tM ahort gofDn, they might be the strongest sup
ports of his government. 

Louia Philippe redeemed faithfully his promises to the 
. Jesuits. Even though the Assembly of Representatives had 
renewed the decree of their expulsion ; though, many times, 
the Representatives had complained of the non-e.recution of 
this law; though the Jesuits had not colleges, at least open
ly, they divided France (as an owner his property) into two 
provinces, the one in the North- its centre, Paris- the 
other in the South-its centre, Lyons. They possessed, in 
all large cities, houses of Professed, or of Missionaries, or of 
Noviciate. From these points, they influenced, as now, the 
choice of the civil officers. How were they allowed it? Be
cause, running through all France to preach sermons, nove
nas, retreats and missions - having in their houses registered 
the amount of all the private fortunes - knowing, from the 
bishops, from the priests, and devotees, the political and r~
ligious opinions of the citizens - knowing, by confession, all 
political movements, all the differences between individuals, 
all the intimate secrets of families, they. consequently were 
more able than any one else of the spies, to give exact infor
mation to Louis Philippe. From their houses they regulated 
appointments to the bishoprics; for, being the representatives, 
the support, and advanced guard of Papacy, (as they style 
themselves), besides, being in France like the" Wandering 
Jew," they were able to choose for the bishoprics, the priests 
most devoted to their principles. As the Government ap
pointed the bishops, they informed the Ambassador of the 
Pope, in Paris, who secretly presented their candidates to the 
King, who admitted them always. Hence, who are the Bish
ops of France ? Some, the creatures of political leaders ; and 
the most of them, the friends of the Jesuits, and Jesuits of 
the ahort gown themselves. 
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What were and what are now the consequences of all these 
·:intrigues ? The priests - fashioned by the bishops - held 
and still bold the doctrines of the Jesuits, are Jesuits of the 
ahort govm; and lead the population in that way. In France, 
J esuitism rune in all the veins and arteries of society, and, iC 
this blood is not purified from all these hostile and deadly 
elements, the Republic will never grow up: she will fall; 
for among thirty-five millions of inhabitants, only five mil• 
lions, and perhaps less, are free from Jesuitism, while all the 
·remainder are led, directly or indirectly, by this Machiaveliatic 
organization. Thus the Jesuits are the majority; by the 
universal suffrage they send illiberal Representatives to the 
General Assembly, and Jesuitical laws are passed. 

From the year 1848 to the year 1850.-ln Switzerland the 
Jesuits were· over all the Republic, preaching, confessing, ap
parently without political views, but intriguing, plotting se
cretly, publishing, at one time they did not care for public af
fairs, and, at another that they were Republicans : aiming at 
what? To deceive by those fair words and this apparently 
inoffensive behavior, the Protestants, who, too credulous, be
gan to forget their former mischiefs, admitted them into their 
parbrs and fraternized with them. They held colleges in 
which they educated a large number of youth, and to which 
all denominations of believers sent their children. To these 
colleges flocked together, from all points of France, the no
bles and aristocrats, though the teaching ofthe Jesuits being 
inferior to that of the French University, they wrre unable to 
graduate in France. 

All appeared quiet in Switzerland .. The. Jesuits and other 
religious societies were looked upon as they are now in the 
Union. But, in time, they had wrought upon seven Cantons 
which they ruled conjointly with the secular clergy. Sud
denly they fired these people ; at first, secretly by spies and 

/ 
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emissaries ; then, in the confeaaional ; going theD1118lve1 among 
families in order to harangue them ; mounting to the u.cred 
desk not to preach peace, fraternity, and the word of Christ, 
but to paint the Protestants as enemies and oppreseors ( whilat 
a Protestant born and having hia dwelling in a Catholic Cano-, 
ton, was compelled to go to a Protestant Canton for the sol
emnization of his marriage), to assert in the name of God, 
-that the Catholics dying while fighting to defend their holy 
religion against them, should gain the crown of martyrdom. . 

When all was ready - when they had enlisted more than 
forty thousand men - when they no longer doubted of their 
success, they called to arms these unfortunate and misled 
Catholics, and organized them into an army. Thirteen Prot.
estant Cantons being awakened, rise as a single man and ruah 
to arms. A civil and religious war is threatening. The P.pe 
is entreated to pacify the country, by recalling the Jesuits 
from Switzerland. This prayer is useless, for be is their Su
perior, their head ; they had but obeyed him in stirring up 
the Catholics, in calling them to arms ; even he felt impa
tient to see them conquerors, to increase his power in Swit
zerland, to oppress fearlessly the l?rotestants-as he does di
rectly in Italy, and indirectly as in the Catholic countries
a~d after a while to impose upon them by the sword the 
Romish belief. Consequently, the Pope did not recall the 
Jesuits, and answered in the customary style and formula of 
the Papal Court - that he regretted with all his heart, theae 
deplorable events (Rome changed by the Pope into a butch
er;& shop proved lately the sincerity of his feelings)- that he 
would pray God ~withhold his justice and wrath - that he 
would use all the~eans in his power for the pacification of 
Switzerland. 

Seeing that the Pope fulfilled none of his promises, though 
the armies advanced against each other, the Government of 
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the Republic sent to Rome courier after courier to reprea*':Q.t 
the horror of a war, which was about to be a general massa
cre : in which fellow-christians and fellow-citizens, acquaint
ances, friends, kindred, fathers, and sons, were about to kill 
one another. But all was useless, for the Papal promises 
had been politic and deceitful. Also he answered - "that 
he prayed God and had ordered prayers . to God- that both 
he and the General of the Society had deliberated on the re• 
call of the J e~uits - that those Reverend Fathers who are 
apostles of peace and fraternity, would certainly, and heartily 
sacrifice themselves to the general welfare - that since tO 
leave Switzerland was an event calculated to calm this social 
tempest, and bring safety to the Republic, they would imi
tate Jonas sacrificing his own life for the public salvation! 

Whilst barns, cottages, and houses, were the prey of the 
flames, the armies met ; the cannons roared and mowed down 
entire lines of soldiers. Bloody battles were fought. Many 
small towns were burned. Frieburg, the general quarter of 
the Jesuits, the bulwark of the Catholic army, was besieged. 
In the suburbs and around the city the blood flowed and red
dened the waters of the torrents. Several places, chiefly Lu
cerne, were rather butcher shops, than fields of battle. Whilst 
these dreadful events were going on, where were the secular 
clergy, the Ligorians, and other Romish religious societies·? 
In the ranks of the Catholic army? No. They had said 
that their Ecclesiastical and Monacal dress forbade them to 
carry arms ; that their rules and discipline compelled them 
to avoid the effusion of human blood. Then, where were 

· they? In the military hospitals, attendi~ to the bodies and 
aouls of the wounded and the dying? •· They had.. re
ferred, as a pretext, to the incompatability betwee~ the calm
Jless .and peacefulness of their sacerdotal and monastical life 
and the tumult of camps - they hid themselves, or were go-

8 
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ing secretly to Germany, to Italy, to Rome .. intending 
to come again triumphantly after victory, and to rest secure 
and safe in case of a defeat. 

Where were at least the Jesuits? Fighting, dying, killed ? 
No. They were passing insultingly through the battalions of 
the Protestant army, escorted, guarded by the French ambas
sador, who had been ordered to save them by Louis Philippe, 
King of France, friend of the Pope and of the Jesuits, to 
whom he was grateful because they gave a powerful support 
to his tyranny. 

What was done in Roman Catholic Europe, whilst the Ca
tholics and Protestants, either assassinated each other in 
darkness, or killed one another on the field of battle ? The 
Pope, the religious societies, the Bishops and priests prayed 
and ordered prayers for the triumph of, the Catholic army. 
All over France chiefly, the Jesuits cursed, in their newspa
pers and from the pulpit, the Protestant army, said maEses, 
confessed, gave communion, ordered novenas and retreats, 
blessed the people with the holy sacrament, and recited pub
lic and secret prayers, anxious to call down on the Protestants 
all the maledictions of heaven, and, on the Catholics, all its 
blessings. They organized subscriptions of every kind, de
sirous to send them money, arms, and soldiers. Their money, 
arms, and soldiers were useles,, - God did not listen to their 
wishes and supplications, but blessed the arms of the Protes
tants : the Catholics, blind and unhappy victims of Jesuitical 
and Papal fanaticism, ambition, hypocrisy, and cruelty, were 
completely routed. 

At length, thi'Wionstrou8 war ;eached its end. Thanks to 
the mercy of the ~nquerors, human blood ceased to flow ; 
but the supplies of vegetables, wheat, and meat, having been 
either burned or \Vasted, entire families died with hung-er. 
The barns, cottages, and houses having been consumed by the 
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llames, and all the mountains, valleys, and plains being bu
ried under a deep snow - for trese dreadful events took place 
in January, which is, in Switzerland, the coldest month of 
'!'inter - a great many people were frozen to death. The 
most of the Catholics, having either wasted a considerable 
amount of money to purchase the amunition_ for the war, or 
lost their dwellings, the most of the citizens of the seven Ca
thoolic Cantons were ruined, or, at least, empoverished. Jn 
twenty Cantons, the families having met again and having 
counted themselves, found that eithP.r one or several of their 
members, were dead on the field of battle. 

All Switzerland was in mourning. Foreign commercial 
relations having been interrupted, manufactures were stop
ped, and the mechanics were without work and bread. The 
capitalist'! aud rich proprietors having fled to France, money 
had disappeared. A shower of bankruptcies having ruined 
many commercial houses, and cast down the internal com
merce, business transactions had ceased. As a consequence 
of so many unhappy events, the provision markets were in
sufficiently furnished, then a famished crowd wandered here 
and there either begging or stealing food, and, withal, clothes 
with which to shelter them against the deadly cold. More 
than fifteen thousand families wept over their dead, and look
ed revengefully at their murderers. The social relations 
were rare and insincere. The armies fought no longer, but 
a black hatred, a thirst for vengeance still filled their hearts, 
and swelled daily. The Catholic and Protestant Cantons 

_ looked hostilefy at one another: and, who can foresee the end 
of such resentment? God alone. ""'; 

Fortun?.tely, the Protestants, who, being the majority, are 
more powerful, knew full well that the Catholics had been' 
misled, had been the victims of the secular clergy, Romisb re
ligious societies, of the Jesuits and Pope. They spired their 
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vanquished enemies, and, faithful to the maxims of Christ, 
foagave the leaders of this disastrous war. They pledged 
themselves to take efficacious means to prevent its renewal, 
and to defray the expenses which it had made necessary. 
Consequently they shut a great many convents, chiefly those 
of the Jesuits, their colleges, and expelled these Fathers from 
Switzerland. They taxed the immense monacal property, 
sold much of it, and imposed fines upon the richest, the most 
influential and criminal leaders among the secular clergy. 

Americans, allow me to submit to you some reflections on 
these deplorable and mournful events. Perhaps they are 
wrong, perhaps right. Whatever they may be, weigh them 
and judge for yourselves. 
· Switzerland is formed into a Republic-the United States, 
too. 

Switzerland is a Federal Republic-the United States, too. 
Switzerland is divided into twenty-two Cantons indepen

dent of each other - the Republic of the United States con
sists of thirty-one States independent of each-other. 

The Cantons of Switzedand are united for national securi
ty, and governed by a general Diet - the States of the Un
ion are united for general security and governed by a kind 
of general Diet, a Congress, composed of the Representa
tives of each State. 

Switzerland enjoys liberal institutions - the United States 
too, even more liberal. 

In Switzerland all religions are free - in the United States 
too, even more free. 

In Switzerland, the Protestants are the majority, and the 
Catholics the minority-this is the case in the United States 
also. 

In Switzerland, the Protestants were not suspicious, were 
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even friendly to all the Romish religious societies -in the 
United States, the Protestants have the same feelings. 

In Switzerland these societies preached, confessed, educa
ted youth, the children of all denominations of believers-in 
the United States they do the same. 

In Switzerland these Romish societies were many, and 
held public schools and colleges- in the United States they 
are more numerous, and they hold a greater number of pub
lic schools and colleges. 

Now, Americans, judge whether or not Romish religious 
societies, and the Jesuits will be in a few years able to effect 
in the United States what they, did two years ago in Switzer
land. As to their principles, views, and plans, they are ex
actly the same. Also, they subject the Catholics who live 
among you to the same ignorance, superstition, fanaticism, 
and blind obedience, still as prudently as possible. They 
teach them not from the pulpit, but in catechising, and chi«;f
ly in the confessional,-in the name of God, as his true, and 
and his exclusively true vicegerents in the world, that they 
are bound to believe and practice what they announce, and 
to obey what they command. 

In the same year, 1848, France, Austria, Prussia, Hunga
ry, the Roman States, the Kingdom of both the Sicilies, and 
several Dukedoms of Italy, cast off the shroud and arose from 
the tomb in which kings, emperors, and the Romish priest
hood had buried them. They protested solemnly against 
their oppressors, and claimed their rights. But their tyrants 
answered them by riveting their chains; persecuted, impris
oned, and killed the leaders in the holy cause. Then the 
~ople, in accordance with the most sacred of human and 
divine rights, ran to arms, and defied the numberless soldiers 
of their tyrants. A general and wonderful battle was about 
to be fought between the democratic and aristocratic princi-
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plea ; between the oppressors and the oppressed ; between 
tyrants and victims ; between intellectual, moral, social, and 
religious tyranny, and intellectual, moral, social, and religious 
liberty. But, how unhappy were to be the results of these 
heroical struggles for justice and humanity! How fruitless
ly several hundred thousands of its defenders were about to 
fal~ under the grape shot or the axes of Kings, Emperors, 
and Pope !-Under the grape shot or axes of Kings, Emper
ors, and Pope? What say I? They were to compel, under 
pain of death, their soldiers: children of the people, to be 
butchers of their oppressed brothers, who fought for the com
mon deliverance. 

Oh, dreadful mystery ! How is it possible that the tyrants, 
aided by the priesthood, could have blinded the Catholics to 
such a degree, as to induce them, in the name of God, to 
support their despotism in killing one another ! 

In this war, the cities of Austria, Prussia, Italy! and Hun
gary were to swim in blood. In these countries the towns 
were to be burned, and the harvests wasted ; innumerable 
dead bodies were about to cover the fields. Nevertheless, 
these unfortunate nations were about to fall deeper into the 
tomb of th !ir former political, social, and religious slavery, 
until they rise again, and obtain definitely their sacred rights. 
Alas ! When ? God only knows. 

In this war, France was to expel a King, who, for eighteen 
years, had dishonored her in the eyes of Nations ; ruined her 
agriculture; destroyed her foreign and internal commerce; 
who held his throne by treason ; kept it, and intended to be
queath it to his family, only by corruption; who, sheltered 
by five hundred thousand bayonets, trampled on her institu
tions, her rights, her constitution, and exhausted her by an 
annual budget, the incredible amount of which was 150,000,-
000 of francs-of which a great part slided into his own 
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hands, into those of his satelites, of his numberless spies, 
and of more than 160,000 Cardinals, Archbishops, Bishops, 
Grand Vicars, Canons, Chaplains, Curates, Vicars, Monks, 
Nuns, and even Jesuits. 

This despot was to be ignominiously banished ; the demo
cratic principles to triumph; a republic to be proclaimed; 
but tyranny was soon after to be perpetual, under the veil of 
a republican government. 

In this war, Rome was to dethrone the Pope, who, im
piously, in the name of Christ, tyrannized over the people: 
though Christ refused to be a king, and fled to. the mountaina 
when thousands of men desired to crown him ; who said tha 
his kingdom is not of this world ; who accepted, it is true 
a crown, but a thorny one, which wounded his brow-the 
only crown worthy of him, of all his disciples, of all apos
tles of humanity. This autocrat, this tyrant in the right of 
God, was to be cast down, and the great city to restore its 
old republic Christianized-if I may speak so-by this social 
trinity, "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity." The . oppressed 
were to breathe a moment; but he was, a short time after, 
to mount his throne again on bloody steps. 

In the meantime, when these mournful events were going 
on, where were the Jesuits, and what were they doing? 
They, at first, either left the agitated countries, or effectual
ly concealed themselves, for they knew, full well, that being 
foes of the people, they had reason to fear their resentment 
and justice. A few months before, they were noisy in the 
political world, stining up the Catholics of Switzerland 
against the Protestants. Afterwards they were writing in 
their averred and secret press that they did not care for the 
affairs of the world, denying without shame before the0 eyes of 
all Europe, which had been witnesses of their criminal beha
vior, that they had caused this religious and civil war. They 
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more closely surrounded the kings and emperors, who were 
their sole hope, because they had been expelled from the 
main European republic, Now, on the contrary, they were 
buried in the deepest solemnity, and why? to 11ecure 
themselves during the war: either to say to the triumphant 
Democrats, " Conscious of our wrongs against you, we had 
left your enemies. From the solicitude imposed upon us by 
our ecclesiastical and monastical duties, we wished success to 
your arms," or to say to the victorious Kings and Emperors : 
" We felt very sorry to be bound by our sacerdotal and reli
gious profession, and evangelical horror of blood, not to stir 
up the Catholics in your holy war against the anarchists ; 
but we entreated God to bless your armies, and he listened 
to our prayers. Believe that what we say is true. Trust in 
us, for we . have given you for a long time numberless and 
conclusive proofs of our friendly feelings and devotedness." 

When the Jesuits saw the King of N apels-whom they 
confessed, and to whom they administered communion-as
sassinating by the most infamous treason and cruelty, both 
in the streets and houses, about fifteen thousand citizens who 
were inoffensive, and guilty only of being ardent democrats, 
and wishing a liberal constitution-when they saw him and 
the King of Prussia stifling democracy, drowning their 
kingdoms in the blood of its most brave defenders, and the 
Emperor of Austria heaping the innumerable bodies of he
roes on the ruins and ashes of the villages, towns, and cities 
of Austria, of Italy, and Hungary, then those Fathers com
menced clapping hands and congratulating them; celebra
ting high masses, and singing "Te Deums" of thanksgiving 
in the. churches proll!ising to perpetuate their power in 
bringing up youth with aristocratic principles, and in engrav
ing indellibly upon the minds of the people, through the cate
chism, ndministration of sacraments, sacred desk and confes-
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sional, ' that kings and elllperors reign, order and govern in 
the name of God-that to disobey them, to rebel against 
them, to cast off their authority, to wish a republican gov
ernment determined by the people, are crimes against God, 
because he has created the people for kings and emperors, 
and not them for the people.' 

We have seen, and still see now, _ how heartily all these 
tyrants accepted their proposals. They immediately granted 
to the Jesuits money, honors, privileges. and colleges; and 
these worthy Fathers occupy now, peaceably and firmly, a seat 
of dh•tinction near their thrones, and are the strongest sup
ports of their despotism. 

However, the Pope, the first head of the Jesuits, was in 
Gaeta, far from his palaces and beloved throne. He bade 
them by filil,ll love and their vows of obedience, to stir up 
the Catholic countries that he might be throned again. 
Then, these tender and devoted sons of their father, His 
Holiness, united with the other Romish religious societies, 
with the bishops and priests. All this crowd oLmen, devot
ed body and soul to His Holiness, began to move heaven and 
earth. From their pulpits they represented the Democrats 
of Rome as villains, and the Pope as a martyr in the holy 
cause of Catholicism-adding, that he was in the most ex
treme distress and poverty. They collected money to relieve 
the holy indigent, who, in Gaeta, received, each month, only 
about.five hundred thousand dollars, by dispensations, indul
genc~s, privileges, ·without reckoning what he harvested by 

· his other countless means of winning money-holy indigent, 
who, evidently-, was the most needy, and wanted even the 
necessities of life. 

To know approximately the amount of the Jesuitical harvest, 
among the 731 archbishoprics and bishoprics of the Roman 
Catholic Church, let us read the following list, which we ex-
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tract from the Metropolitan Catholic Almanac, for the Year 
ef our Lord, 1850, p. 236. 

" CO.NTRIBUTIO.N 

" Of the Church in the United States, for the relief of 
His Holiness, Pius IX. 

Archdiocess of Baltimore, 
" St. Louis, 

Diocess of Philadelphia, • 
" New York, 
" Albany, . 
" Boston and Hartford, 
" Pittsburg, 
" Cleveland, 
" Richmond, 
" Charleston, 
" Mobile, . 
" New Orleans, . 
" Louisville, 
" Cincinnati, 
" Nash ville, 
" Dubuque, 
" Milwaukee, 
" Detroit, . 
'' Chicago,. 
" Vincennes, 
" Buffalo, . 
" Galveston, 

82.244 48 
953 65 

2,784 00 
6 227 41 
1,340 00 
3,41:.! 25 
1,100 00 

200 00 
193 07 
501 69 
317 00 

2,100 00 
601 57 

1,421 24 
62 75 

200 00 
157 00 
374 00 
637 85 
750 00 
288 64 
123 60 

Total amount, $23,978 24 
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Then His Holiness, this D)artyr in the cause of the religion 
of Christ-this holy indigent- this being, half God, half 
man, who stands between heaven and earth to unite them
this being whom mankind and the angels admire, so divine 
is his power-this being, ·I say, was relieved ; he had at 
least the necessaries of life, but he wanted to be re-estab
lished in his former tyranny. For that purpose, the Jesuits 
intended, at first, to stir up Ireland, and to enlist there an 
army of about fifty thousand volunteers. But ~ngland was 
a Protestant country; how obtain her consent 1 where find a 
fleet? Then, they availed themselves of two circumstances. 

In France, soon after the proclamation of the Repubiic, 
they had appeared again in exclaiming, conjointly with the 
bishops and priests, that they were Republicans-though 
they together sent to the National Assembly aristocratical 
representatives. Knowing very well that to seduce the Pres
ident was very easy, and that through him they would reach 
their aim, they surrounded him, saying " that his uncle had 
bequeathed him his genius and star-that he was the hope 
of Catholicism and France-that all Europe looked at him 
and trusted in him to restore social order, to preserve the 
nations from the Democrats-those anarchists who disturb 
the world-that they would aid him to reach the imperial 
throne, but, on condition that he would restora the Pope to 
his temporal kingdom." 

Napoleon, who is as low minded as his uncle was a sub
lime genius, who is blind enough to flatter himself with am
bitious dreams, and thus, leading France straight to a dreadful 
revolution, and perhaps to anarchy, was tlattered by these 
proposals. He accepted them ; was approved by his minis
ters, who were avowed Jesuits of the short gown; and found 
an echo in the National Assembly, of which the majority 
was anti-republican. A decree of war passed. Eight mil-
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lions of dollars were allowed for the first expenses of the war, 
and a powerful army was to be sent to Italy to re-establish 
the most dreadful and sacrilegious tyranny. 

Then the French government presented as strange and as 
shameful a spectacle, as had ever blotted the page of history, 
namely: 

The French and Roman Republics are proclaimed among 
the barricades, red with the blood of democrats, and covered 
with their dead bodies-they are accepted by the people and 
ratified ·by their representatives-the democratic principle 
generates them-they are born at the same time and from 
the same mother, freedom. Notwithstanding, the French 
Republic is to stifle, to kill her sister, who, far from regard
ing her as her murderer, extends her arms towards her, as 
being more powerful to protect her cradle and life. 

As soon as the French Republic had made all ready for 
the murder of the Roman Republic, she 8ent an army against 
Rome. Then, the French soldiers, though for the most part 
Republicans in mind and heart, though friends and brothers 
of the Roman democrats, were compelled by military disci
pline to go to kill their political friends and brothers, to die 
themselves by thousands-for what purpose? To cast down 
a Republic which they admired and loved; to crown again a 
tyrant whom they abhorred; to dishonor their own country, 
which they worship-for the glory of which they would have 
heartily shed every drop of their blood. 

The restoration of the Pope to his tyrannical throne, is 
undoubtedly a very remarkable master-piece of the politics 
and artfulness of the bishops, but chiefly of the Jesuits, who, 
now, have acquired the greatest title to the paternal affection 
of the Papacy. Also, since "His tender Holiness "-tramp
ling on the dead bodies of those whom he called his children 
and yet has killed-mounted the bloody steps of the throne 
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erected upon tlreir corpses, to tyrannize over his adopted chil
dren who deny his paternity, and recognize him only as their 
oppressor-since that time how happily the Jesuits enjoy 
themselves near this beloved throne; chiefly in refiecting on 
their political situation in the world! 

Really, they may rejoice. Their riches are countless. 
Their wealth is almost boundless. They rule all Italy, 
Spain has been her property for centuries. They are infiu
ential in Portugal, demigods in Ireland, Belgium, Savoy, 
Piedmont, Sardinia, Austria, and her dependencies. They are 
triumphant in Prussia, an:l peaceably settled in al~ost all 
Germany, and the no1·thcrn European kingdoms. In France, 
they hold the majority in the National Assembly, and will 
likely be permitted, in a short time, to establish their col
leges. They are in favor in Russia, and are growing up nu
merous and influential in England and Scotland. Though 
expelled from Switzerland, they secretely penetrate there, 
concealing their religious gown, working in darkness upon 
the Catholics, and repairing, slowly, but prudently and efti
caciously, their losses. The greatest part of Asia, of South 
and North America, are opened to them, and they have 
there colleges and missions, (even in California,) by which 
they gain money and the means of keeping the people in 
deep ignorance, fanaticism, superstition, and wonderful im
morality. 

The United States still is to them a wild field-a field 
covered with thorns, and unprepared to receive the seed of 
their principles; but they work it so rapidly, so indefatigably, 
that they succeed beyond all their hopes. Knowing too well 
that this country is the richest among all ; that by its geo
graphical position, by the fertility and boundless extent of 
its lands, by its foreign and internal commerce, and above 
all, by its wisely liberal institutions, it is destined to be ver~ 
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soon the head of the world-knowing all this the Jesuits 
prepare to locate here their head quarters. And, in what 
time, under what circumstances will they prepare to locate 
here their head quarters? When Democracy, in Europe
and it must infallibly happen-shall expel ignorance, fanati
cism, superstition, tyranny, and eject the Jesuits who are the 
supporters and apostles of these evils. 

At that time, Americans, you will see, but too late, what 
is J esuitism; what monstrous tree will be produced by the 
Jesuitical seed which you are now so carefully cherishing. 
You will see, when this J esuitical tree shall cover all the 
United States with it.s numberless branches, whether or not 
its shade is der.dly to morality, to religion, to peace among 
families and citizens, to the democratic principle, and to your 
republic. 

Yet, this is fated to happen, for they already have not only 
a footing on your soil, but they are rich, have numerous mis
sions, public~ schools and colleges, rule a powerful mas~ of 
people, and, even though remaining concealed behind the 
curtain, influence the elections. 

From these considerations, we know that the Jesuits 
rejoice in their political position in all the world ; above all, 
in the prospect of their future condition in the United 
States. 

Americans, such has b<:en the past and contemporary his
tory of the Jesuits; of the formidable society which has 
played and still plays in the p'llitical and religious world 
-from 1541 until our days-one of the most important 
and criminal parts related in the authentic archives of his. 
tory. 
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The Jesuits have been governed.by twenty-three Generals 
since their origin, namely : 

1. Ignatius Loyola, a Spaniard, elected in 1541. 
2. James Laynez, a Spaniard, " 1568. 
3. Francis Borgia, a Spaniard, " 1568. 
4. Everard Meriurien, a Belgian, '' 1573. 
5. Claudius Aquaviva, an Italian, " 1581. 
6. Mucius Vitteleschi, an Italian, " 1615. 
7. Vincenti Caraffa, an Italian, " 1646. 
8. Francis ~iccolomini, an Italian, " 
9. Alexander Gothofredi, an Italian," 

10. Gowin Nickel, a German, " 
11. John Paul Oliva, an Italian, " 

1649. 
1652. 
1662. 
1664. 

12. Charles de Noyelles, a Belgian, " 1682. 
13. Thyrse Gonzalez, a Spaniard, " 1697. 
14. Mary Angel Tamburini, an Italian," 1706. 
15. Francis Rretz, a German, " 1730. 
16. Ignatius Visconti, an Ital;an, " 1571. 
17. Aloys Centuriono, an Italian, " 1755. 
18. Laurenzio Riccio, an Italian, " 1758. 

The Society of Jesus was abolished by Clement XIV., 
under the General Laurenzio Riccio. The Jesuits who then 
11.ed to Russia, were governed by three administrators, viz. : 
Czerniwicz, in 1792, Linkiwicz, in 1795, and Francis Xavier 
Caren, in 1 799. 

The Pope having in the same year re-established the Jes-
uits, Xavier Caren was elected General of the Order. 

19. Francis Xavier Caren, a Russian, elected in 1799. 
20. Gabriel G;uber, a German, " 1802. 
21. Thadee Broszozowsky, a Pole, " 1814. 
22. Louis Forti, an Italian, 
23. Roothaan, a Hollander, 

" 
" 

1820. 
1829. 
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Americans, in reaching the end of this writing, I feel very 
glad to lay down my pen,"which I have used in unveiling to 
you exactly but summarily the organization of the Jesuits
their education in the houses of novitiate-their doctrines 
and teaching-their past and contemporary history. 

Now, infer the conclusions. Judge for yourselves whether 
or not the Jesuits are dangerous to your republic-whether 
or not you ought to beware of them. 

THE END. 
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